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At Deadline
Giant Ontario Mills Mall
Gets Started

M
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ikasa, TJ. Maxx and
Jumpm' Jax all signed
leases in late September
to become tenants of the giant
Ontano Mills Shopping Center,
now under construction in Ontario.
An:ording to Ontario Mills
officials, the latest signings bring
to 10 the number of leases now in

Struggle for Position in Card Room War Continues

T

he struggle over whether to
allow card room gambling
in some II Inland Empire
locations continued in September,
With a Desert Hot Spnng~ developer suffenng one of the biggest setbacks.
Developer Chong Lee':. efforts
to open a card room at his Mirage
Springs llotel & Spa in Desert Hot
Springs was staggered when the
off1ce of state Attorney General
Dan Lungren convinced the 4th
District Court of Appeal to set as1de

L

submitted, beating out Norton AFB
and others to win this coveted designation.
Southern California International
Airport (the former George Air Force
Base) bas now conditionally designated by the state as a LAMBRA
zone for eight years, allowing new
companies to take advantage of huge
mcentives that encourage development.
Incentives include:
• Sales and use tax credits on up
to the first $20 million of qualified

Cunllnued on pag<' 48

Close Up:
John Mannerino
I

'
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equipment and machinery pu
• Wage credits for qualify
equipment during first five years
employment.
• 15 year net-loss carryover.
• Eligiblilty to charge certai
property expenses as capital
deductible again<;t income.
• Reduction business license
buildmg permit fees and elu'm'na11onr
of development impact fees.
• Planning and permit a<;si ·
for projects of major economic
nificance.A

G

ound wa' broken in late
eptember on the Ontario
Convention Center project,
expected to generate $53 million in
econom1c benefil, for the region each

year.

- 3M Matchprint and AGFA proofs.

We also offer high quality Conventional Stripping

TEL: 818-856-1391

hearing that Lee will suffer financially if the license is delayed . The
appeals process could last for years.
Crandell noted, " We can apply
to the court on a hardship has1s to
get the license while the case is
being appealed. We plan to do that."
In late September, Lungren s:ud
he will start regulating card rooms
next year. To date, Lungren has had his
proposals to create a state gambling

Ontario Convention Center Breaks Ground

Offering the finest quality proofing available:

5115 Azusa canyon Road

and review a ruling made Aug. 11.
That ruling said the state must g1ve
Lee the license he applied for more
than two years ago.
··we maintain the court's Interpretation of state law is not proper,"
said Steve Teltano, Lungren 's
spokesman . "We won't he issuing a
license until the appeal 1s decided."
Lee, however, has some hope.
Lynn Crandell, Lee's Palm
Desert attorney, will try to persuade
Riverside County Superior Court
Judge Lawrence Fry at an Oct 4

Millions in Stat T x Breaks for N w Southern California
lnternation I Airport Busmesses
ast year the State of
California
Trade
and
Commerce Agency was
authorized to award LAMBRA
(Local Area Military Base Recover
Act) designations to closing military
facilities. Five total designations
were available w1th WEDA (Victor
Valley Economic Development
Authority) competing in Reg10n 4,
wh1ch encompa-.ses San Diego, San
Bernardino, Rivers1de, and Impenal
Counties. To WEDA's credit they
scored the highest of all applications

$2.00

~

Baldwin Park, CA 91706
Toll Free: 800-839--1

Construl't/On has started on the 20,(100-squau-foot OntariO Conl'<'ntion Cmt~r at Holt
and D struts.

Counting on around 74 convention
bookmgs a year, the center is expected
to draw about 233,000 visitors annually. Those guesl-; are projected to spend
about $167 a day in the area, according
to Sherry Hunter, executive director for
the Greater Ontario Convention and
Visitors Bureau. Th~1t dollar e.'timate,
which include" lodging, meals and
entertainment, i based on a national
avemge. Hunter said.
'lo dale, the Ontario CVB has
racked up at least seven lxx1kings, e"1imated to bring in more than $2.8 million, added Hunter.

Even surrounding hotels are
expected to enjoy the benefil, of the
convention center. About 2,000 hotel
roorn.o; are within walking distance of
the CVB, going up on about 18 acres
just north of Ontario International
Airport, on the comer of Holt
Boulevard and D Street and a block
ea<;t of Vineyard Avenue. Another 700
room.' are available Within a five-mile
radiu,.
Touted by Ontario officials a' the
nation's first "smart" convention center, the new, 225,<Xl0-squarc-foot CVB
is ::;lated for completion m the fall ol
1997. More than (,(XI local politician.,,
bu,iness leaders and residents attended
the Sept. 28 groundbrcaking.
The CVB will IJo:t,t
• A 70,000-square-foot, column·
Contmu~d on JHlge

IS
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Editorial

Growth and
Environment

I

present ffi} Golden State Heece
Award for this month to the
California Department of F1sh
and Game for the illogtcal and
heavy-handed manner wnh whach it
h.ts treated Snow Valley Ski Resort
over a dis<tgreement about cleanng
a llny creek.
The ski resort, an the San
Bernardino Mountatns, had been
clcanang a stream ncar its property
for year.; under an agreement with
the U.S . Forest Service (USFS).
The stream tends to get blocked
with silt and debris .ts a natural
result of had weather, and cleaning
the streambed annually is vital in
order to avoid damage downstream
and prevent floodmg a nearby highway.
In Apnl 1994 a Ftsh and Game
warden :.aw that Snow Valley was
preparing to work m the stream, and

~

Software Review

44-45
30

subJect to fines or penalues.

If your busmess creares dust, burns tuel, or uses soh ems, paints
or other chemacals, you may need an AQ;\fD perm a. To find
out call (800)) -2121. \X'e can help }OU find om tf you re an
compliance and \\hat 1£ Will (OS£ tO get there through a n<rtaulr
consultauon But hurf) -or ~our excuse may ha'e to be a

good one.

South Coast
Air Quality Management District
Aumesl)

Program

I -800-~88-2121

And in charity-meeting; it stands at the door,
And collects-though it does not subscribe. - Lewis Carroll

ABOUT THE COVER
0!-iE OF TiiE FOREMOST ISSUES IS TiiE INLAND EMPIRE AT PRESENT IS GAMBUNG, AND, IN PARTICULAR, WHETilER TO ALLOW CARD ROOMS IN CERTAIN
COMMU!'iiTIES. A DOZE.'\ CITIES IN CALIFORNIA-INCLUDING ONTARIO,
POMONA, AzUSA, HESPERIA, COACHELLA, COLTON AND PALM SPRING$-FACE BAllOT PROPOSALS IN NOVE.MBER ON WHETilER TO ALLOW SUCH BUStNESSES, WIHCH GENERALLY PROVE LUCRATIVE FOR CITIES.

Gregg Hossler
AppleOne Employment Sen reef

mployed
by ApplcOnc
Employment Services -;ince
I 987, Gregg lla slcr was the
company's top sales producer from
191\8 through 1992. Today, he is
responsable for all of AppleOne
Employment's Inland Empire
branch offices, as well as developing
and maintammg the hagh-volume,
key accounb.
"I've seen many positive a~pects
for the Inland Empare m my 33 years
of living an thas regiOn," said
Ha,sler, who res1des wath his wife,
Dava, in Hemet. "But, prohably the
greatest asset of the Inland Em pare is
ats growth potential."
ApplcOnc itself is a pnv.ttelyheld firm that has flounshed smce 1ts
foundmg m 1964 by a young
Englishman, Bernard llowroyd.
Now, the company has more than RO

E

he mformt:d the resort that a
Stream bed Alteration Agreement
v. , needed. Later that month,
Snow Valley mitiated the process to
obtam Fish and Game\ authorization .
However, m early May of I 994
and before the process was completed, the weather service prcdtcted heavy thunder, torms. Due to
storms earlier that season, the
stream already was nearly blocked.
Bchevmg that the mcommg "torm
would have blocked the stre.tm
completely, Snow Valley officials
tried to contact fish and Game by
telephone at three different offices
to receive emergency permission to
do the cleanang. When no Fish and
Gamt: official was avaalable to
determme whether an emergency
exist d Snow Valley then contacted
the L SFS
l·orestr} employees made three
more attempts to contact Fish and

Inland Empire People

25,29,34,40

Restaurant and
Entertainment Guide
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locations in the U.S ., a' well a" six
offices in the province of Ont.trio,
Canada.
As 'orne of the latest changes an
the temporary employment services
arena, Hassler cited a placement
agency's capability to provide drug
screening, background checks,
workers' compensation insurance
coverage and medical benefits.
Currently, more than 90 percent of
all middle- to large-sized companies
use an employment service in some
capacity, he said.
A growing number of Inland
Empire companie~ are using
employment 'er.·1ces to fill thctr
full-lime positiOn,, Hassler added,
Under that sy::.tem, the employment
agency generally provides the fulltime job c~ndidate on a tnal basis at
fiN
"It's a no-nsk option for companie to find a perfect match for their
vacant position:-. v. ithout compromtsmg employee morale or paying
unemployment
compensation
costs," said Hassler. "Apple One
remams fully accountable for our
temporary a::.sociate until or unless
the company decides to hire the mdividual full-lime."
As his key affiliations, Hassler
lists the California A-.."oc1a11on of
Temporary Servaccs, Professwnals
m I Iuman Resources Association,
and the Employer Advtsory Council.
A-.. hobbies, Hassler enJoys trn~el
mg. boatmg and swimmmg ..6.

Game, to no avail. USFS gave Its
own written authorization to clear
the stream. But, soon after work
began, the Ftsh and Game v.arden
appeared again lie declared there
was no emergency, ordered the
work to halt, and cated Snow Valley
for the work.
Snov. Valley offic~als, understandably confused, contacted me
for help m resolving the m.tttcr One
of my fir~l questions to Fish and
Game involved what step, any entity should take af an emergenC) situation is perceavcd. Fish and Game's
deputy director said that the party
should do the work, and then get the
permit authori:ted afterward. (A!> an
a~ade , Fish and Game approved
Snow Valley's paperv.ork on May
10-four days after the emergency.)
Since that is exactly v. hat Snov.
Valley did, I wondered why the
Department v. as pursumg a $7,500
citation against Snow Valley. The
Department maintain;, that no emergency exi;..ted and that Snow V.tlley
was simply attempting to do the
work sans permtl.
Ironically. Snow Valley has
mnmtained the ;..treambed for many

years without any notice from Fish
and Game that a Streambed
Alteration Agreement was requued.
I think it's ridiculous for the
Department to take such an aggr~ :.ive stance ngainst n busmess that
has demonstrated n will to fulfill its
responsibahttes.
Thus, my Golden State Reece
Av. ard goes to Fish and Game not
only for not h,tvmg anyone nvailable to make an emergency determination, but also for a suming the
v. or~t. It would have been JUSt as
easy for Fish and Game to conclude
that Snow Valley was ncting to prevent a senous road and environmental hatard, instead of choosang
to u~ume that Snow Valley wa~ up
to no good After all, the application
for permat was already in the works
The v. hole situation is a perfect
example of the poor attitude that
many state agencies take toward the
job-producmg sector.
Rather than bear the burden of
legal expense to faght the citation,
the ski resort !>ettled for SS,OOO.
That represents a small drop in stale
coffers, but a big bite out of the
California bu~iness climate.•

"We're the best in our business at helping you
be the best in yours! 11

~
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-:- · Commentary ..
Plan to Unite Education,
Economy
11}· Sus4n Holladay

' ' school-to-Career,"
or
"School-to-Work" as it is
known at the federal level,
is an integral part of the se<alled
"Goals 2000." In California, it is an
aggressive plan under the Wilson
Administration to unite education and
the economy under one federal
umbrella, forcing states to relinquish
their autonomy in both areas.
In August, a special Governor's
School-to-Career Task Force held
regional
hearings
throughout
California for the purpose of public
participation in the development of
funding criteria for the program. In a
nutshell, California is committed to
developing a comprehensive Schoolto-Career system that will serve aU students in public school enrollment,
grades kindergarten through 14.
California further plans to implement
this system in every school and district
throughout the state during the fiveyear federal grant period that will start
in January 1996.
According to the Task Force,
"Proposals selected for funding during
this first phase will provide state leadership to allow California to bring its
education and busines..<;/industry
efforts together in order to move
California into the 21st century in a
coherent and mutually supportive
manner. To achieve this goal will
require that we look at how we use
ALL of our resources, public and private, to support the common good of a

globally competitive world-class
workforce."
As an opponent of the plan, I say
its time to take a harder, deeper look
into this plan, before it's too late.
Patterned after the German and
Sovtet Polytechnical models, supporters claim that School-to-Career will
move our country into a more managed style of government. However,
it's a form of government that some
might term "socialistic."
Recognized in the plan as "human
capital," citizens would be molded
into cooperative, compliant workers
who stabilize the economy and raise
the standard of living for all.
Vocational education would begin as
early as kindergarten and, in some
instances, students as young as 16
years old would begin their careers.
Supporters also point to the claim that
the "high standards" alluded to in the
plan will raise the level of education
for aU.
Yet, the standards of School-toCareer are neither high nor academic.
They are the listed attitudes and habits
set forth
in the Secretary's
Commission on Acquiring Necessary
Skills (SCANS) report. Children
would be "tested" on such skills as
reliability, honesty, sociability, problem solving, conflict resolution and so
on, and would not move ahead until
proper responses have been achieved.
The entire school record, including
these markers, will be incorporated
into a data base system (called Vital
Link in California), to be accessed by
potential employers.
The resume would no longer be
Cominued on page I I
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Editorial

~~:

U.S. Proposes Tax On
Sovereign Nations

A

OCTOBER 1995

:roposed tax on the gammg operations of Native American Indian reser-

~vallons is just not right.

After all, white men, for the most part, resorted to lying, stealing and cheating
to bamboozle the lndtans out of most of their lands in the first place. The natives
wound up with their reservahon lands, to be sure, but these "preserves" were a
huge price to pay m return for losing their tradttional places of ceremony, hunting
and simply living. Now, Congress proposes taxmg the gambling allowed under the
federal law of sovereignty on the reservations. To us, that seems something akin to
the U.S. government levying a tax within, say, Mextco or Canada.
"Sovereignty," according to Webster's desktop dtctionary, means "self government, home-rule, primacy, autonomy, power." Of course, soveretgnty IS more
than just words, and it is certainly more than lip service from the federal government.
For the Indtans, it is the ability to govern themselves without the interference
of outside forces.
Even with sovereignty, most tribal leaders in Indian country recognize that
changes cannot be made to their own constitution without the approval of the U.
S. Secretary of the Interior, regardless of how many tribal members vote for such
changes.
Originally, you see, the federal government convinced most tribes that thetr
membership lacked confidence in their leaders' abilities to draft and amend their
own constitutions without the federal government's approval.
Do the government's of France or England need some other government to
approve their constitutions?
No, of course they don't.
Why?
Because they are sovereign.
So, are tribes sovereign?
Yes, of course they are.
Maybe it's time we started treating them that way.A

Voters Rightfully Get Final Say
On the flip side of the governmental coin, good things are happening in Palm
Springs.
Yes, we are aware of the verbal war over whether to expand the Palm Springs
Airport. The "good thing'' about it all is that it now involves democracy in action.
Recently, a citizens group decided to drop its lawsuit challenging the regional
airport's expansion plan to drop its lawsuit. That clears the way for a final resolution of the issue on Nov. 7, when Palm Springs voters will decide whether to allow
the airport expansion to proceed
Rather than try to forge ahead on a parallel track with the lawsuit, Residents
Opposing Airport Rezoning and Expansion (ROARE) have said they 'II accept the
will of the citizens.
That's the right decision, and both sides should commend ROARE for it. No
matter whether the expansion gets approved or voted down, the lawsuit will not be
relevant after the vote.
If voters get behind the plan, that will override the envirorunental study, anyway. If the voters reject expansion, the expansion stops anyway. To pursue a lawsuit further would simply be a waste of time and money.
The lawsuit contended that the environmental reports on the potential impact
of airport noise and other concerns were not sufficient. The studies conducted by
Kansas City-based Coffman Associates, the suit argued, were tailored too much
toward justifying the proposed runway extension.
Supporters of the airport expansion say it's needed to boost summer and yearround air travel in Palm Springs. The opponents say it will have more of an impact
by increasing noise and property values.
Now, though, it is aU up to the people of Palm Springs to decide who is right.
Wherever he is, Thomas Jefferson must be smiling over that one.
And that's the way it should be.A
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: John Mannerino
by Mark Ll'lmer

M

r 20 years of practicing
w, local attorney John
annerino has seen his profesMon evolve to new levels in both
ethics and substance. Mannerino, of
Mannerino & Briguglio m Rancho
Cucamonga, offered up some candtd
observations on the science and philosophy of law during an intervtew in
early September at hts firm's burgeoning offices on Baseline Road.

A closer look...

Age: 45
Previous jobs: Bus hoy, saxophone player, ceramic tile loader,
YMCA camp counselor, teachmg
assi~tant, clerk, typist
Hobbies: Exercise, hunting, competlltvc shootmg, owninglmamtaming classic cars, scuba diving,
singing

IEBJ: What is your own personal background?
Mannerino: My hometown is
Upland. I was born in Fontana Ill
1949 Ill a httle hospital at the steel
mill, where my father was a crane
operator. My mother and father had a
little
house
on
Washmgton
Boulevard in Upland, which they still
own I attended
Upland High
School. I graduated with a bachelor's
degree in political science in 1971
from UCLA, and graduated with a
doctorate in law cum laude in 1974
from Loyola University. I started
practicing law out here in 1974.

IEBJ: Do you have any siblings?
Mannerino: I am an only child,
the son of Italian immigrant~ who
settled originally m Mingo Junction,
Ohio. My father worked in steel mills
all of his life.

IEBJ: What is the nature of your
practice with Mr. Brigugho?
Mannerino: It's a general practice, mcluding busmess, family law,
criminal defense work, probate,
bankruptcy. I personally do ctvil lillgation. I began in 1974 or so by handling personal injury cases.

Name: John Mannerino
Position: Attorney, Mannerino &
Briguglio of Rancho Cucamonga

IEBJ: How would you modify,
then, some of the radical ideas being
offered for tort reform?
Mannerino: My tdea's probably
more radical than anybody else's, but
I believe it to be absolutely necessary
to abandon the jury system. There are
people in my profession who would
probably gasp, and say that is heresy.
The problem 1s that what's happening
in the jury system today is a bastardization of what the jury system
wa~ designed to be-a substitute in
England for traveling JUdges who
didn't know the area they were m,
and didn't know the issues there, and
so on. Originally, a jury of your
"peers" meant people who were
acquainted with you, knew your
propensity to tell the truth, knew the
history of any property that happened
to be in question.

movement toward tort reform in
California?
Mannerino: I think that tort
reform is absolutely necessary.
Unfortunately, the people who are
crying the loudest for reform are the
least qualified to dictate the reforms,
because they haven't the slightest
idea how the system works and why
the principles of the English
Common Law generated the rules
that we have now. Believe it or not,
Blackstone and those people who
wrote the English Common Law
were not idiots; they were actually
reasonably bright people.

Quote: "I believe that television
has no business in the courtroom.
because it makes a sho"' out of it.
People do funny thmgs when a
camera IS present. Sudden!}. the
idea ts not legal advocacy. but
'Ho"' do I look to my public'! "'

IEBJ: \\hat about the ethics of
television ado.; that urge inJUred people to contact certam lawyers as J
'road to riches'?
Mannerino: The saddest thing
in our profes.o.;ion was the day that the
California Supreme Court overturned
a prohibition against attorney advertising that went back to the time
when attorneys began practicing. Do
I advertise? Not much ... I hope to
start to do some ad.., because it seems
to be the nature of the competition.
No one can stick thetr head m the
sand and pretend that advertising
doesn't exist. Would I be happy if it
were banned entirely? You bet.

IEBJ: I have to ask you your
opimon of the Simpson trial, since
it's bringing a lot of matters regarding the U.S. JUstice system to light. .

Somehow, that became bastardized mto the notion that if some-

IEBJ: What's your view on the

Family: Smgle father of a son
and a daughter

one knew O.J. Simpson was a football player, they couldn't sit on the
O.J. Simpson jury.
The system ha~ become cumbersome and expensive, and the issues
that are being litigated by jurors are
extremely sophisticated. Scientific
technology has exploded since the
days when juries were concocted,
and we are asking these people to
understand scientific, medical, mathematical concepts that even a judge
with a doctorate degree would have a
hard time understanding. l think that,
if you keep juries, they should be
made up of people who are well
versed and educated in the subject
matter of the trial.

In the courtroom? Absolutely.
Nothmg secret should go on in there.
But people do funny things ·when
there's a television camera pre~ent
Suddenly, the tdea ts not good advocacy, hut ·How am I lookmg to my
puh!Jc?'

IEBJ: What about people who
say that the JUsllce system IS based
too much on the amount of money
one has to spend on legal representallon?
Mannerino: A long lime ago at
Loyola. one of my legal professors
satd there is a basic tenet of the lawthat Is, there is not a remedy for every
wrong. In a society where money is
tied to value, and where succes.~ is
tied to the amount of money that we
have, I don't know how you're gomg
to create a system where the best
lawyers don't work for the most
money. The alternative is the great
experiment called socialism, which I
seem to recall recently failed m
another country in a big way.

IEBJ: From your experience, is
the US JUstice system thc hest in the
world'1
1\tannerino: It\ hard for me to
compare all over the world. But, I
wtll say that the pos.o.;ibility of JUstice
is more available in the U.S than it is
anywhere else. In most places, the
JUStice system is secretive. In most
countnes, courtrooms are not public,
and there are no public attorneys: you
simply get the best attorney you can
afford.

IEBJ: In general, what are some
of the keys to your succes...,es in life?

Mannerino: The showmanship,
displays of arrogance, argumentative
nature of the courtroom, tens of thousands of dollars spent on sophisticated displays-all would mean nothing
if the judge were making the decision. He wouldn't want to spend days
and days posturing to the media. The
judge would say, 'I'm the judge, and
I'm smart enough to figure that out.'

Mannerino: The foundation is a
very hard work ethic that I learned
from my father, who never graduated
from an equivalent of Italian high
school but who always had a jobeven during the depression-because
he was always willing to do whatever kind of a job there was to provide
food for his family. Also honesty and
integrity are something that I have
always valued, without compromise.

IEBJ: How do you feel about
televising court trials in general?

IEBJ: What do you like most
about being a lawyer?

Mannerino: I believe that television has no business in the courtroom-ever-because it makes a
show out of it. Why not have public
executions again-hangings, evenas well? Should the press be present

Mannerino: The philosophical
pursuits of it. From time to time, I'll
be presented with a very interesting
legal problem, and I can help in setting a precedent a-; to how I believe a
law should be.•
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Pulling the Budget Trigger:
Will Automatic Spending Cuts Be Necessary?
b,· Kathlun Connell,
Califorma State Controller

ast summer, the Governor
and
the
Legislature
approved a two-year budget
plan to eliminate the state's huge
deficit by the end of the 1995-96
fiscal year. The financing of that
plan required borrowing $7 b1llion.
To assure investors that the state
would have sufficient cash available to repay the warrants, a trigger
mechanism was enacted that
requires automatic spending cuts if
California's financial condition
deteriorates.
The trigger calculation is based
on the state's cash condition. In
order to avoid the "trigger" budget
cuts, the state is required to have
enough
internal,
borrowable
resources on hand to cover all of its
spending commitments through
June 30, 1996 and still repay $4 billion in outstanding warrants when
they fall due in April 1996.
Based on its forecast of continued moderate growth, the administration projected that the general
fund revenues will total $42.7 billion in 1995-96. However, I esti-

L

mate that-if the economy remains
sluggish and performs along the
lines of my more conservative economic forecast-revenues will be
$42 billion, a decline of $700 milhon from the May revision estimate.

"Under a worst-case
alternative,

California

economic growth slows
even further to rates consistent with the most
pessimistic of recent projection s, an d revenues
fall to $41.4 billion ... "
Under a worst-case alternative,
California economic growth slows
even further to rates consistent with
the most pessimistic of recent projections, and revenues fall to $41.4
billion.
On June 1, I issued a preliminary trigger report saying the
administration's May budget revision faced major risks that could

Why 150,000

families
count on U.S.
The families

that count on U.S. Fa milyCare know they're get-

ting the finest care possible. And you can too.

At U.S. FamilyCare you choose your own personal doctor. Your
doctor will take the time to get to know you as an individual and will
make sure your visit is as comfortable and pleasant as possible.
During evenings and weekends, you can phone for personal
medical advice from a trained registered nurse. And for senior citizens, our U.S. FamilyCare coordinators help you get the most out of
your senior health plan.
We also have health education and wellness programs, as well
as a high-risk 08 program to help insure your baby is born healthy.

c

At U.S. FamilyCare, your care is covered by all the mojor HMOs
and insurance plans.

I IS
u
.ramlly are::tooU.SCaii,. JI

So during open enrollment where you work, be sure
~·
to choose a health plan that lets you

Call Toll Free

1 {800) 355-USFC ~

Locations Throughout the rnland Empire
C 1994 Pacil1c l'hJ"'idan Scrv1ca, lne

trigger automatic spendmg cuts.
The major nsks include:
Economy and revenues
fallmg short of budget expectations.
• Federal government not acting in time to pass waivers, or
changes in law allowing the state to
cut health and welfare programs by
$1.1 billion.
• Federal reimbursements for
immigration expenses falling short
of budget estimates.
The majority of program cuts
in the governor's budget are related
to deep reductions in the AFCD and
SSI/SSP grant levels. About $1.1
billion of these proposed cuts
would require federal as well as
state approval. The office of the
controller's mid-range alternative
assumes sufficient federal law
changes are enacted in time to permit $800 million in welfare savings
(about three-fourths of the total
state request). This is about $300
million less than the May revision
estimate.
Under the worst-case scenario,
I assume that federal actions result
in only $500 million of state welfare cost savings in 1995-96, a
$600 million shortfall from the
May revision estimate.
In its May revision, the administration estimated it would receive
$518 million in immigration-related expenses. This includes $413
million in federal funds for the
incarceration of illegal immigrants.
The estimate is at risk, as Congress
has not approved funding for health
care. And, while the House version
of the bill does increase national
funding sharply, it also increases
the competition for funds to more
states as well as local governments.
Based on the Congressional
authorizations to date, it appears
that California would receive about
half of the $518 million. That
shortfall would
increase
if
Congress fails to provide actual
funding in detailed appropriation
bills due to be considered this year.
That could lead to a worst-case scenario where the state receives just
$125 million.
The Wilson Administration, in
its May Budget Revise, estimated
that California at the end of the current fiscal year would have $4.3
billion in internal borrowable
resources from special funds, with
$2.5 billion needed to cover state

I

~

obligations. This leaves $1.8 billion
in
unused
borrowable
resources under the administration's revised spending plan.
Meanwhile, the controller's
m1d-range and worst-case scenarios
show a small margin over the trigger threshold in the first case and a
deficit in the latter, which could
trigger automatic budget cuts.

"Based

on

Congressional

the

authoriza-

tions to date, it appears that
California
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would receive

about half of the $518 million. That shortfall would
increase if Congress fails to
provide actual funding in
detailed appropriation bills
due to be considered this
year. That could lead to a
worst-case scenario where
the state receives just S 125
million... "
On Oct. 15, the controller is
required to report on the state's
1995-96 year-end cash condihon,
with review by the Legislative
Analyst. If I determine that the
state is heading toward a cash
deficit, the trigger mechanism
requires that the governor propose
legislation for spending cuts or revenue increases to eliminate the
shortfall. If legislation is not enacted (or an alternate solution found)
by Dec. 1, the Director of Finance
would be required to implement
spending cuts by Dec. 5 to eliminate the deficit.
At best, the state's margin over
the trigger is likely to be extremely
small. Natural disasters such as
fires, floods or earthquakes or the
settling of up to $4.8 billion in outstanding lawsuits, would have a
major negative impact on the budget. I have urged the Legislature to
include a contingency reserve to
provide more flexibility to deal
with unplanned expenditures or
revenue shortfalls and put the state
on a sounder budget footing for the
1996-97 fiscal year. A.

Pro ""*

~ con ~

Promises vs. Facts: The Issue of Gambling in Ontario
by Da>'id Anss

U

t me begin by describmg
lans for the Ambassador
ntertainment Center and
Casino. The reader can then judge
whether the opponents of the facility
have the slightest idea of what they
are talkmg about.
Thl' Ambassador Center and
Casino will be located east of the
Milliken dump, more than a m1le
from residenllal areas, churches and
schools. It will mcorporate a restaurant, theater, supper club, blues club,
"sports connection" (with a basketball toss, bowling lanes, billiards,
darL~. etc.), a virtual reality experience, as well as a casino. It will be
a multi-theme facility offering many
exciting recreatiOnal experiences,
with many of the same prestige features as other top urban entertainment destmations. The des1gn w1ll
employ many of the same concepts
as are found in the new Ontario
Convention Center. Its a1m will be
to attract high-end clienteles, including large numbers of those who use
Ontano Airport to fly to Las Vegas
and Interstate 15 to drive there.
The Ambassador is not a lowclass card club, but a complete entertainment complex. Many different
clienteles will find recreation, live
entertainment, and relaxation in an
elegant environment. It w1ll emerge
as a destination resort and become
the linchpin of our new tounsm
industry, centered around the
expanded Ontario International
Airport.
When fully operational, the
Center will generate an estimated
$12 million in total new revenues for
the city of Ontario. It has been recommended that at least $5 million
per year be allotted to public safety
services. Depending on city council
actions, these funds can be used to
support anti-gang enforcement,
additional beat police and bike
patrols, more community substations, graffiti removal and city
clean-up.
It also has been recommended
that at least $2 million per year be
allowed for capital improvements at
Ontario schools-to build a new
high school in south Ontario, for
Other public-interest
example.
applications for the funds could
include senior citizen programs,

affordable child care, youth groups
such as AYSO, Little League,
YMCA and Pop Warner, a subsidized summer camp for Ontario
childn:n, and a scholarship program.
The truth 1s, the Ambassador
will benefit all of Ontano's residenh, bnnging m new revenues for
much-needed additional services,
addmg high-paying jobs, and
improvmg overworked or underfunded programs. These are just a
few of the reasons why I'm confident that Ontano will vote YES on
Measure G this November.
Without exceptiOn, the critics
focus on the casino component of
the Center. With all due respect to
those who oppose the casmo on religious or moral grounds, I suggestsince the Center is more than a mile
away from any church or residence-that they simply stay away.
They may find their position hard to
explain to the hundreds of Ontario
citizens who need better jobs, or the
groups m the community who can
benefit from the revenues.
To those who oppose on the
grounds that the Center would
''bring in crime, prostitution and
lower-class elements," I suggest
they consult the research and talk to
police chiefs in cities that have casinos. The evidence shows that just
the opposite is true. Talk to people
in Illinois, a state that issued I0
gaming licenses four years ago.
Recently, their governor asked that
six more licenses be issued. Why?
Because, far from promoting crime,
the casmos exceeded expectations m
job creation and revenues.
The owners of the Ambassador
Entertainment Center live ancLor
work m Ontario. Over the last 12
years, I have developed the
California
Commerce
Center,
Ontario Auto Center, Baxter
Distribution Facility, and Ontario
Mills, as well as helped to expand
the Scandia Fun Center-all to make
Ontario a better and more prosperous community. That's why we are
asking our fellow citizens to support
the Ambassador Entertainment
Center and Casino by voting YES on
Measure G.A.
Da>·id AriJs, managing director of
Califomia Commerce Center in Ontario,
plans to build a 200-tab/e casmo on the
east end of the city.

By Carl T. Rogers

hen one reads the
promises made by promoters of card room casino gambling in Ontario, one wonders why anyone opposes plans that
prom1se so much. One wonders why
those opposed to the "ghtzy" card
room c,bino proposal want everyone
to vote NO on Ballot Measure "G
m the elecllon on !Sov. 7th
The answer is that promises
from supporters of legalized gambling do not correspond with historIcal facts-facts drawn from examples of other cities which have legalized gambling in hopes of sudden,
"painless" increased employment
and increased business activity.
The gambling element promises
1,500 high-paying jobs (many at the
$25-per-hour level and above) with
a local hiring preference, thus solvmg our unemployment problems.
Knowledgeable businessmen
know that "local preference" hinng
1s not an optiOn available to employers under the provision of the Civil
Rights Act of 1984. Those trying
this ploy would be sued by those
refused employment merely because
they do not live in Ontario.
The prom1se of "high-paying
;obs" does not correspond with historical facts.
Research indicates
that, where gambhng is legahzed,
employees hired by gambling enterprises earn mmimum wage or slightly above with no benefits. Even the
"licensed" poker dealers, pit bosses,
et cetera depend upon tips to make a
living. In 1991, dealers in Las
Vegas, earned a median average
wage of $4.25 an hour, including
lips, wh1le the average craps dealer
makes less than $5 an hour- hardly
the "h1gh-paying jobs" promised.
Job creation is a zero-sum
proposition, since every new job
created by the gambling enterprise
results in one or more jobs lost in the
local business community. That is
recorded history- not promises.
Some businessmen think that if
voters in Ontario voted to legalize
gambling, somehow their business
profits would increase. Don't expect
that to happen, since even casino
developers will tell you differently.
Steve Wynn, one of the country's largest casino developers, told
the New York Times and the residents of Bridgeport, Conn., "There
is no .reason on earth for any of you

W

to expect for more than one second
that just because there are people
here (in his casino) that they're
going to run to your store or restaurant."
Donald Trump bragged to the
Aftami Herald, "People will spend a
tremendous amount of money in
casinos, money they would normally
spend buying a refrigerator or a new
car"
Listen to these men, and don't
expect to mcrease your busmess
activity because of gambling acllvity in Ontario.
Instead, look to the historical
evidence. A California survey using
Atlantic City as a case study found,
despite the gambling element's
promises of job creation and business expansions, that in the first five
years after the legalization of gambling, "Atlantic City remain:. a
slum-ridden city whose housing
stock and population have both
shrunk by about 20 percent... (and)
40 percent of the city's retail store
space disappeared."
Congressman Frank R. Wolf
stated " .. benefits associated with
casino gambling were always exaggerated while costs were underestimated." He added, "Those in the
restaurant business ... as well as other
businesses are concerned about the
cannibalization of existing businesses ... by
gambling
enterprises.
Gambling does not stimulate
demand ... It merely shifts disposable
income from one expenditure to the
casmos."
Time and space do not permit
the recitation of the negative social
impact of gambling in a business
community-the increased incidents
of embezzlement, fraud, theft of
products for illegal resale--but the
literature is replete with examples of
what losers will do to recoup their
losses. Suffice to say, the facts given
above refute the empty, baseless
promises of those advocating legalization of gambling in Ontario.
These facts should impel you to
vote, and to VOTE NO, on Ballot
Measure "G" on Nov. 7. Save
Ontario and your business; gambling
produces no product, no new wealth,
and so it makes no genuine contribution to economic development.A.
Carl T. Rogers is a member of Residents
Agamst Gaming Establishments, a grass·
roots group in Ontario.
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:~~mfr& lFirQJflETI&.
b} Mark ulmer

F

rom the 1940s glory era to the
great flood of '69 to presentday marketing of a new
image, J. Filippi \Vinery has been the
passion of a Cucamonga Valley ptoneer family.
"We're committed to being here
and making wme here for a long
time," stres~ed Gmo Filippi, who
teams with brothers J.P. and James to
run the husine-.s :.taned hy their
great grandfather. In 1922, Giovanni
Filippi arrived in Amenca from the
Veneto reg1on of northern Italy,
where his family had been tending
vineyards and making fine wines for
generations.
Today, the FilippL-;' producmg
winery on Baseline Road in Rancho
Cucamonga sells about 40,000 cases
of vino a year, with on-site storage
and fermentation capacity for
900,000 gallons. The business has
won 65 award~ over the years for
wine-making excellence-including
nine in 1995.
Gino Filippi categorized the
family product, under supervbion of
wine maker Nick Karavidas. as "a
very drinkable wine at any time of
year at an affordable price."
Accordmg to the Summer '95 pnce
gu1de, a bottle of the Joseph F1lippi
I 992 Cabernet Snuv1gnon, made
from Napa Valley-grown grapes,
sells for S 12. A local, 1994
Sauvignon Blanc goes for $K40.
The Filipp1 Winery is now m a
rejuvenation mode under the brothers--ages 32, 35 and 40--and
Karavidas, 34. Main operations were
just moved from Giovanni Filippi's

W'IM trllllt.er Ntdc KGravUitu cMdcs

anginal ranch site in Fontana to the
historic home of the former Regina
Wmery. at 12467 Baseline Rd. As
attracuons, the ne" ly refurhtshed
facthty offers more than 40 "incs
for tasting and purcha-.e, tours, a
scemc park with picnic areas, museum dLspl.tys tied to the old vineyards
here, wine-npprc:...ialion .... a...,.,es, and
gifts.
The famtly hus;nes.' in America
was hom when Giovanni Filippi
cho-.e to settle in the productive
grape-growmg rc:gion now officially
sancuoned as "Cucamonga Valley"
Wine grapes were first planted in the
valley around 1840, and vines
thrived on the local climate, sotls
and water supply.
"Cucamonga" translate~ as the
"land of many waters," and the
underground water table remains
plentiful today. The General Soils
Map for San Bernardino County
describes the valley's soil as "coarse
textured and somewhat excessively
drained." AJso. the terram is even to
modc!rately sloped, favoring vineyard~.

A~ described by "The Wines of
America" author Leon D. Williams,
the local climate b "as warm as the
northern San Joaquin Valley, though
tempered by winds from the ocean."
That rank.~ the weather right up with
some of the state's better known
region~ for VIticulture, said Gino
Filippi.
"Even compared with the Napa
Valley in northern California, the
heat here better allows for a more
fully mature grape," he observed.
Along with h1s young son,
Giovanni Filippi planted the fa mily's

IM growth of G c4bemet/~ltle s~rah bknd grapeville-<~

uw p/IJIIIillg at the Filippi VlfleJGrds on BGselille Road ill Rancho Cucamonga

~ J.

Filippi

..:-- Commentary · ~,.

Winery ~

lion. No mention is made as to how or
who is paying for this "training," but it
i.s clear in the documentation that all
bll~ine.<;se.~ will be required to participate.
Issues of state and local autonomy,
personal privacy and increa<;mg federal expenditures are of the greatest concern in this plan. As parents, taxpayers
and business people, we would all he
affected by this "systematic" shift in
our education and economy. One only
has to look at the lethargic economies
throughout Europe, and the failed
Soviet system to wonder why we are

Continued from pag~ 6

the vehicle of employability. StudenL'i
applying for work will also bring a
"portfolio" with samples of their
school training for the employer to
read.
Busine.<;SCS would a.<;sume re.~pon
sibility for trairung after the srudenl'i
receive their "Certificates of Initial
Ma<;tery," which would replace the
diploma. Job shadowing, paid and
unpaid apprentice.'ihips and other work
experience.<; will be part of the "partnerships" between business and educa-

(From left) J.P Ftltppt, K'l/1~ ma*a \tel Kara>ofda5, Gmo Ftltppt and Jamt:t Ftltppt run ont:

of the fil·c rcmammg k'incrtc.\ m Cucamonga \'aile}'.

first Cucamonga Valley vineyard on
22 acres. Under Joseph A. Filippi,
grandson of Giovanni, the winery
business grew particularly fast. A
University of California, Davis graduate, Joseph guided operations for
three dec-.1des. The vineyard' grew to
300 acres, and storage/fermentation
capacity was expanded to more than
I million gallons.
By the 194(}.,, there were more
than 40 winenes and 35,000 acres of
vineyards in the Cucamonga Valley,
whtch generally meant an area
stretching east from Ontario to
Fontana, north to the San Gabriel
Mountams and south to the Jurupa
Hills.
As the 1950s ended, though, so
did what history tells u~ was the 20year peak for local vineyard . Still,
in 1962, the area accounted for 98
percent of the 9.5 million gallon~ of
wme produced in Southern
California.
In 1967, the Fihpp1s purchased
California's oldest winery, the
famous Thomas Winery and
Vineyard~. Two years later, that wmery was nearly destroyed by flooding, but was qu1ckly rebuilt by the
Flltppis and friends. Up until 1988,
the family gamed stature hy producmg more than 50 vaneties of
Thomas wines. The Filippis also
made b1g strides in using grapes
imported from the Napa, Sonoma
and San Diego County areas to produce premium varieties.
By the late 1970s, the family had
eight winery tasting and sales outlets. Reflecting that era of business
growth is today's long list of available brands: Joseph Filippi Limited,

Filippi Brothers, Chateau Filippi,
Guasti, Thomas Brothers and
Cucamonga Cooler.
A~ local competitors began to
fade away in the 1980s, the Filippis
pushed on. Many local vintners sold
their land for development and
moved to more rural areas or quit the
business.
Today, there arc just five bondcd
wineries left, with about 2,000 .1cres
planted in wine grape<;. Joseph
Filippi p<l'iscd away last year. The
general yield of this year's local harvest i~ considered low, due to a late
freeze and above-average yearly
rainfall that stifled production in
low-lying areas.
"We've weathered a lot of
storms," said Gino. "This area ju~t
failed to keep pace with the changing tastes of wine consumers."
Gino noted that the previous
average consumption of 3.4 gallons
of wine a year per Californian has
dropped to uhout half thnt amount.
The wmery's latest focus 1s on
marketmg, as the Filippis seek more
contact w1th local people interested
in wines.
The ta.-;ting and sales facility on
Basehne Road 1 open from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. every day Award-winning
Filippi wmes arc now ava1lahlc at
Blockbuster Pavilion, The Epicenter,
Price Cost co, Select Albertson 's
Supermarkets, the Ontario Hilton,
Cnsk 'N Cleaver, Charley's Grill,
Rosa's and the Sycamore Inn. The
winery'::. aonual Harve t Festival is
set for Oct. 6-H.
"We're here to make wine," said
Gino Filippi. " It 's in our blood."A

moving to mimic such system.-;.
The Coru.titutional guarantees of
liberty and the pursuit of happme..,_.,
seem far removed from this plan.
With School-to-Career, dreams of
self-determination will vanish, upward
mobility wtll become an affair of the
state, und individuality will he
squashed under the weight of bureaucracy. The spontaneity and creativity,
so much a part of our economic succes.<;, will be lost. At a time when our
economic position is so vulnerable, we
will embrace a system that will eTL~ure
stagnation.

Asweep account
that can automatically monitor
your cash, minimize your
borrowing costs and keep your
excess funds fully invested?
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Can we afford School-to-Career?
Are we willing to spend the va'it sums
of money that this plan will require?
Will the federal government really be
able to set "htgh ~tandard~" in education and industry? Are we, as a free
people, willing to let the government
become our cradle-to-grave "nanny?"
These are all que.-.tions that need
to be an.o;wered before we embrace this
destructive plan 6
SU5Dn

CUIU'ns

Holladay u thr >'Ice presid.-nJ of

Umt~d for

£duca11011, a cnncerned
parr!Tit, and a tTsulent of Ri•ertide.
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lf•ghland Pat.olt:t,;;.~l Servu.es, and
lltgh Rc,lliUt• n (traphac Oe.,agn and
P•,nt
Tht nnt'lutc; rnosl hkel~ \\ 1ll
\\ md ~p r.:...,nto.inmg 11 m1x of ten·
.mts. -..1u.J LN·n. •·V.c .m: lookmg
for hu ... me~..,,.s ~hat l·an prov1de ... uppor1 -.el"''icc" to the local Hrca, a . .
well .t.., those husine . . ..,e!'> with potcn·
tial to hecomc 'Inc. 500' compa·

hard hll by defen'e
down~tztng and malllary base
cl<"tSures. a busmess m~.ubator h.rs
opened at the former ~orton A1r
Force Ba~ m S.m Bcrn.trdmo
Cahforma
Bu:-.mc"''
Ibl.'
Incuhat•on Nelwork dcfmcs an incu·
hator as ··an environment that pro·
vidcs a gr0up of entrepreneurs
me.....
knowledge ubout effective husme:-....,
lncut"lato~ can prtwlde on-stlc
practu..:cs and ucccs..., to cnmmunit)
servtce:-.
to help hu ... mcs.., ownef"
rc'ources, including fundmg oppor·
through plannin~. marketing, fmanc·
tunities.,
ing and regulatory i... sues. said
Charles l:..a.'OC"In, manager of the
Eason. AJso, mcuhator tenants can
incuOator at Norton, s:ud the ll~ai
reduce
their O\ t=rhead cost:-. hy sharversion L<i <"~peratcd t"ly the Inland
mg !<oUCh rc . . ource~ :J.s copier.-. fax
Emp•re
5mall
Business
m.tchinc:-., \'omputer equipment,
De\ elopmc::nt Center, under ,r ron·
amfcrence room' and a reception I"!.
tro:~ct
"-tlh the lnlotnd \alley
The Inland Empire Small
Development Agency To date. ,d"l(lUI
Business Devdopment Center IS
30 firms have shown mtt·rcsl 10 the
funded through the US. Small
Nllrton 1Dl-"1ll'>ator, Eason ~1d. with
Busine ... s Administration, the
five tenants alrc.ad) s1gncd up and
California Trade and ('ommt=rce
moved 10. Included are Gene's
Agency and local community
Janih:mal
Servaces,
Leever
sponsor..,, Eason pointed out The
Electronics, 0-J-8 Engineering,

fu:mlt.:al and e.n1.tronmental
cngmt:cnng progr.uns. at the
Umverstt) of Ca.li1om1a,
R1versidc recently were gr.;mted
accredllation by federal overseers
The Accredtlatton Board for
Engineering
and
Technolog}
(ABET). based in Baltimore, Md~
reJ.Xlrted its recognitiOn of the pro·
gramo; al UCR 's Bourns College of
Engineering, founded in 19S9.
Previously, ABET had accredited the
electrical engineering curriculum at
UCR, and all three engineering
majors now lead to a bachelor's

C

degree.
"Accreditation gives our stu·
dents an added advantage in the
competitive engineering job mar·
ke~"

dc:\clopm~:"l'LI cenh.:r·~ host u:- .oL::

zatwn 1.., the Inlan(l Empue
E.... onomiC Partnership. il non-prof
II group with '"'darter rooted In
aur.•ctmg .md reta•mng bu-,mes ...
for the Inland Empire
In California, there arc mMe
than 00 major incul1ators. Eason
...aid. aml more than 1,500 ,.,.·orldw1de
•·Tenant:s of the Inland Empire
mcubator will he seleCied according 10
their potential to grow and pnxlucc
j(lhs for the area," noted Eason. "Other
cnteria for con..,ideration in the pm·
gram are that the ~mes.-. mu....t be in a

said Susan Hackwood, found-

ing dean of tbe Marian and
Rosemary Bourns College. "The status also is an important factor when
it comes to college selection by
poteDlial engineering studeniS."
ABET itself is recognized by the
U.S. Deportmenl of Education as the
sole agency responsible for accredilalion of educatioool pursuiiS thai
lead 10 engilleering deglees, said
MervyD Lea Rudee, illlerim dean of
lloums College.

Amt~ng a mere h,jndful of
undergraduate maJors tn the nallon
focu . . ing stnctJ~· un envtronmental
upplicat•ons., liCR 's envaronrmontal
engineering program offeN tr.uning
in the latest technologies, said
Boum.., professor Joe !'riorbeck The
demand for such techmcians and -.cientisb in the work force ha.., grown
along with the regulatory sentiment
to prevent degrading of the environment, he added
According to Norbeck, chemical
engineering is a broader field. with
applications in such wide-ranging
industries as pharmaceurical manufacturing, agri-busines.'>, biotechnology. materials science, food process·
ing and environmental monitoring.
The Bourns College at UCR
also offers a degree m computer science. Last year, the college began
enrolling ils first students in
mechanical engineering. with plans
to seek accreditation for that pro-

gram as well.
This fall, Bourns College officials expect to enroll about 530 stu~

, 1 ~rt-up ?r expanding mode, wuh a
'"·wr:.plrt1 d opcratin!! plan."
\tmy of the hu..o;ine~o;c, eycmg the
mcutloalc.'r Hllhe old Nnr1(ln hase nf"'1h·
t':t!-t ot the 1·10 and I-215 frerwavs,
were prcviou...ly opcr.ucd '>LJt o( ;he
owners· home..... ol~l"'·ed Ea.."'-m. For
e'-amplc, the owner of High
ResolutiOn Gmpluc Design and Print
star1ed hi~ bll-.inc..ss soon after hcing
laid on fmm an acrosp..1ce po..,ihon at
the fom1cr Air Fon:e base ..t.

Eawrr urw:.1

tho~

who want ml)rr infomt<J

rwn tm th• Jrrla11J Emp"-.: Busmr·u
Jncubalor to wnta•·t hlm at (909) 381-0065

Inland Empire Profile Hobbies: Equestrian competition,
power
boatmg,
cmema and
American llistOI)
1\bjor accomplish menlo;: Conceived
idea for Disneyland attraction "Big
Thunder Ranch," incorporating horses
and livc....tock into an interactive experience. Made contact.. to relocate the
Renais..,.ance Plea'iurc Fairc to Glen
I Jelen Rcgaon.al Park. Fanned concept
and coined name for the Route 66

National Body Accredits UCR's Chemical,
Environmental Engineering Programs -

-

-

Business Incubator Opens at Former Norton Air Force Base -

Rcndavou.'
Personal accompli-.hmcnb: Named

as Congres..... ,onal delegate 'o fu :-.t
Name: Dan Stotrk
Occupation: Executive D1rector,
San Bernardino Convention &
Vi~itors

Bureau.

Short Biography: Raised on a
horse and cattle ranch in rural San
Diego County, successfully partici·
pated in equestrian competition.
Started in tourism industry while
working part time, 1974· 76 at the
San Diego Wild Animal Park as a
monorail driver/guide. Bachelor's
degree in agribusiness management
from Cal Poly Pomona. While in
college,
started
working
at
Disneyland as an Anractions Host;
selected
for
Disneyland
Management Intern Program. 1981
Marketing director, Ramada Expre!>.'i
Hotel and Casino in Laughlin, Nev.,

1988-89. Hired 10 s1ar1 up San
Bernardino CVB, 1989. Earned
master's degree in management
from the Drucker Center at

dents, including some 40 undergrad·
ualeS in chemical engineering and
80 more majoring in environmental

Oaremonl Graduale School.

eng;-nng....

Family: Daughler, Kaidyn, 8.

Wh1te IJnusc (\mfercn~_-e on T vel
and Tounsm, 1995; San B~mardino
Sun·, chc>ICC as one of county's 25

Up .md ('oming Young Busmess
Leaders for 1991. won American
Junior Quarter Horse A,..,ociation
World Championship in 1972.
Best thing about Inland Empire:
"The affordable living, with all of
the amemtics of a major metropolitan area coupled with the proximity
ro fantastic leisure activities and

W

ho would ever do ..,uch a
thing? That is, to actually sit down and plan
out for the next year, point by
point, how your business is going
to fail
Of course, it's unlikely that
anyone would ever take on that
task. After all, most any kind of
planning is a chore that often gets
treated in an incidental way. Many
of us have a good idea of what we
would LIKE to do, hut we don't
actually plan it out. Thus, when
certatn cntical situations arise, a
decision is made on the fly., instead
of being able to rely on a pre-written, well-thought-out plan.
For many small companies, the
bulk of marketing decisions wind
up being made the "on-the-fly"
way. The most ironic result of this
lack of formal planning is the contmuous hindsight that evolves from
11
Since you face spending so
much time looking hack later, why
not spend some time looking ahead
now?

The re'>uhs from good, strategic planning can be awesome, and
the investment of time is comparatively nominal
Why not take a
week or two at the beginning of the
fiscal year, and take it a step at a
time?
A good first step could be simply to categorize and review the
prior year's sales results from marketing efforts. It's important to
establish a baseline, since you can't
know where you're going if you
don't know where you have been.
Second, try setting some firm,

scenic foreMs and deserts."

clear goals for the company. Be
realistic, though-it's not likely

Greatest concern: "Apathy of citizens

that sales will double during the
next year, for example. The key to
proper goal-setting is to plan goals
that are within reach, and, once
achieved, replace them with

toward voting and being even a small
part of the democratic process. People
are quick to criticize government not
realizing that the power to effect
change lies within themselve,."
Last book read:

"Reinventing

tougher goals
The third step m1ght involve
the methodology with which these

-

Planning to Fail

improve eflicienn· or cut co.,ts
Fourth. focus on crcatmg a
realistic lime fr<lffit'. u.ve yourself,
and everytlody el-.e plenty ol t1mc
to get the joh done. Try to take mto
account vacations, sick d•1ys,
turnover and anything else that
could impact the plan. It's unpos·
sible to foresee everything, of
course, so try to keep the plan Oexible yet clear enough so that all parties involved understand their
roles

Hfth. del~gatc la"k md as:>ign
areas of reo,ponslhility . It ynur
company i., small, this could
involve only one or two people In
any case, it's important 10 he spc
cific and clear. Schedule regular
meetings to keep the plan on track
and make adJUStments
Remember, all market" arc
changing all the time. What is true
today might not necessarily he true
tomorrow. And, if your company is
large-scale,
vanou...
in-house
4

departments might bt. iMolved
Delegation is a key to ensure .s.uc
ccs.,ful cnmp\cuon of any plan
Finally, the marketing plan
works best when it is recorded m
detail. Putting a plan in writmg not
only helps for clarity and undero,tanding. but it also serves as a reference point throughout the year A
Marlin 1\. \llal.l;er is d1rt:ctor of account
<t"f"\"IH'S

fm STRATUS, o marketing firm

111

Redlands.

Get The Full Message
25 Cities Coverage
From L.A. to New York,
/rom Chicago to Miamistay in touch /or only...

Price Includes Alpha Numeric Service
Price Includes Coverage 25 Cities
Price Includes A Live Operator
Price Includes 800 Number Access

Fully Personalized Answering Service Available.
join the Thousands a/ Attorneys who rely on
MAP to represent their business! l[fjJ~~

1

Call now and be on-line within 24 ho urs!
BURBANK .•• Ca/1:

GARDEN GROVE. .. Ca/1:

Government" by Ted Gaebler.

goals can be achieved.

Favorite drink:

starting from scratch, it may be
wise to use an outside consulting

800·MAP·l325 800·MAP·0338
TORRANCE ... Call:

SAN BERNARDINO •.. Ca/1:

football

company to help you through this
stage of planning. If you employed
a succcs..sful methodology last year,

800·MAP·9147

909·888·2009

(diebard San Diego Chargers fan).•

use it again and look for area!<i to

Iced tea with

lemon, no sugar.
Favorite

sport:

Pro

If you are
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Managing
b) P.-111 G Pnuon

Together, the nerds and novices
heard spe.1kers from mdustry, educaou can hardly fmd a new tion and government hammering
paper, magazine, rad1o talk
home thr mes.,age thnt technology
show or telev•~Jon news
can he a powerful ally (or enemy) m
program that doesn't menuon the
the quest to create nurturing commuinformation super-h•ghway, cyhermties w1th ne\\ and different operatpacc or "surfing the net." The whiZing principles that reach out to
bang technology of futunsuc sc1ence
"Today, it's difficult to everyone I.ike a digitized double
f1ction has left the page~ of the techhelix. the facts and figures t\\Jsted
find a job in this country back and forth between hope and
no-thriller to permeate our day-today lives.
that doesn't involve com- d1smay.
As a society, we arc Utillatrd by
Today, u's d1fficult to find a job
such speed and power. And, as manputers; yet, less than 3 in thb country that doesn't involve
agers, we are excited hy the producpercent of high school computers; yet, le s than 3 percent
tivity leaps and new marketing
of high school graduates coming
potentials. But, a-. leaders of our
graduates coming from from U.S. households with incomes
communities, we should be just as
under $40,000 an: computer litc:rate.
concerned with the dark ·hadows
U.S. households with
When we "bahy boomers" were
cao;t hy these amazing technological
in high school, 85 percent of our
incomes
under
$40,
000
advances. Instead of becoming the
knowledge was learned from books
great equalizer, there is a very real
are computer literate ... "
in the classroom-books that were
risk that technology will worsen
availahle to every student in the puhsome of the country's most dire
found in the geneml population.
hc school system. Today, 1:>5 percent
problems, such as economic dispariFor every techno-hip participant
of
the knowledge that kids need to
ty, lack of communication and builtwhose fir~! questiOn at the conferlearn is missing from the standard
in cultural b1ases.
ence wa "Where 's the nearest
textbooks. Instead, it's contltined onParticipants at
a
recent
modem port?," there were many
line-straight
from such sources a'
Leadership California conference
others who had yet to choose a
the
l.1brary
of
Congre,.,s, the British
struggled with the quesuon of how
"screen name"-or even know that
Museum or the Republic of China.
to maximize technology's promise
they should.
Small kids love computers.
They're usually not intimidated, and
they leap joyfully up the learning
curve on how to usc them. In the
U.S., about half of the households
earning $50,CX)() or more u year have
a child using a computer. However,
only 7 percent of the households
earning less than $20,000 have a
child on the keyboard. How do we
expect to educate the nation's poor
youngsters re ponsihly, when the
energy
and creativity with which
TWO WEEKS
ONE WEEK
SAME DAY
they learn is reduced by yet another
omission in their lifestyle?
When kid~ are able to surf the
Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
net, they learn to search great
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
amounts of information by asking
increasingly complicated questions.
as low as 75rt per letter!
They can tour the subways of Paris,
Inc:lude:
find out how a bank grants mort• Same Day Delrvery
• Parcel Delivery
gages, see a photo of the Hindenburg
• ICBM 75eProgram
• Special Messenger
aloft, and even "talk" with Keanu
• Couners
• Bag Exchanges
Reeves and other pop heroes. The
• Tailored Delrvery Systems
• Ovem!Qht letter SeiVlCe
children who need their horizons
expanded the most are being
deprived of the opportunities that
technology can provide.
This increasing gap is as disquiFor Service in the Inland Empire call:
eting for business as it is for a social
justice and equality agenda. Jobs, as
we've traditionally defined them, are
changing. Corporate America's competitive advantage for the 21st centu-

Y

and mtmmize its threats.
This pres11g10us, non-profit
organization ha the goal of mohihzmg \\Omen leaders in a w1de variety
of f1eld~. Its membership reflects the
d1vcrs1ty and d•,~•milanty of knowledge and attitudes about technolog}

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

coURIER SERVICE
?

s.mc..A......

-l&IIAI{P,

----

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

ry is "knowledge," not the ~killed
labor that put us on top in the 20th
century. The domin.lte currency
tCida) is information. 'Ib stay viable
m tht: global marketplace, U.S. busin~sscs must rt:ly on a base of people
who arc tt:chnolog•cally competent.
In an era of mter-conncction and
mdependencc, change mrely occurs
in simply one part of an enterpnse.
For example, change mstigated
"over here" can have profound
effects on areas "over there." 'The
1mpacts that result from significant
change WILL occur-planned or
unplanned, managed or not. So,
regardless of personal or political
inclinations, business leaders should
adopt an expanded view of their
worlds and sec the paradoxes created
when technology clashes with

Ontario Redevelopment and Growth
Attracts Chinese Business

Ti

enty-one bllsine."-' and govmmcnt officials from Hubei
rovince. Chma were welcomed to Ontano Sept 26 hy Jim
Bowman, the Clly's mayor pro tern.
Bowman, who recently visited China
on husine.'>.s himself, offered cooperation of the municipal staff in providing
information and ibsistancc to delegate.'
interested m doing tmde in the area.
Redevelopment
Agency
Executive Dtrector Carne Bcdord,
\\1th the help of an ollicial translator,
told visitors about the 2 millionsquare-foot .\.111ls Project, a value-oriented retail mall expected to hecome
one of the largest tounst uttracllons m
the state. She also dcscrihed the
700,000-.square-foot 'Ioyota distribution facility west of Interstate 15. The
bUilding, soon to he complete, will be

unattended,

technology

could pose as great a threat
to the future as the runaway
viruses that chill and thrill
us in popular movies and
books ... "
human nature and societal norms.
Technology has the potential to
both foster and undermine our ability to work and live toge1her-not so
much because our a sumptions and
arguments are different as by the fact
that they are rarely made explicit.
The conference participants were
told that they, as business leaders,
should not be waiting around for
technology to influence their lives.
Rather, they should he aggres.sively
monitoring and directing technology.
Technology, certainly, will not
he stopped. Left unattended, technology could pose as great a threat to
the future as the runaway viru.~es
that chill and thrill us in popular
movies and books ..._
Pna G. Pt:tl'JOft Ed.D. Lf a pnncipal with CDI

Co-Drwlopmml/nlmllJfiona/, a global~
mmt COIISU!ting

firm /hat hdps corporafiOIU ..vii

strruegic p/anlling and compla bu.l:iMss i.mM'S.
She OJII ~ ~ a1 w firms Silicon IGiky

of/ia. {408) ~

one of the company\ large.'I distribution centers in the world. Bedard invited the group to the groundbreaking of
the new Onwrio Convention Center, a
225,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art
facility which she said received $60
million dollars in agency fundmg for
development.
'The Chine.sc delegation, led by
Sht li Ning, vice dinsion chief for
Huhei Provincial Fore1gn Economic
Relations and Trade CommissiOn,
Fore1gn Investment DiviSion, also visIted Maury .\.11crowave corporation
with Lee .\.iayfield, deputy director for

Ontario Convention
Center
~

~

"Technology, certainly,
will not be stopped. Left
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the Ontario Redevelopment Agency.
Maury Microwave, headquartered in
Ontario, des1gns and manufactures
high-technology components and
instruments for the microwave indllstry world wide. Chmesc officials who
were ending their two week stay in the
United State.,, expres.scd interest in
joint venture opportunitie.s here. There
are more than 5,()(X) acres of vacant
land for development m Ontario. lbe
city has completed over $2CX.1 million
worth of redevelopment activity since
the beginning of the year.
The visitors also were hosted to a

tour of Chaffey College by Dr. Jerry
Young, college pre.sident. A student
exchange program wa.' approved in
concept and the group abo expres.scd
interest in a local international university being developed in concept by
Cesar P. Patulot who coordinated the
Chine.se VL~it to the city. Patulot is
pre:;ident of Jomt Overseas Group, an
Ontario company working to bring
international husiness to the area
Another delegation from China i~
scheduled to vis1t the city 1.1ter in the
month. A vi~ll to China is being con,.,idered by city officials said Patulot..._

"How many employees do you have now?"

Conttnucd from pag~ 3

free exhibit hall, suitahle for about
375, 10 hy 10-foot hooth.>. The hall
will he capahle of being divided into
two halve.s for ll'iC at the same time.
• A hallroom, descrihed hy Hunter
as a multi-purpo.se room -w;th about
20,000 square feet, divisible into three
units.
• Fiber optic ports stationed every
30 feet in the exhibit hall for computers, telephone.o; and fax machines.
• Video teleconferencing facilities,
a 10-by-15 foot media wall featuring a
bank of television monitors to di~play
client information and advertising.
• Meeting rooiTI.'i equipped with
u.<>er-friendly light controls, black-out
curtains, state-of-the-art audio visual
equipment and computer hookups.
• Provisions for a wirele."-'i telephone system.
By compari.<;On, the 25-year-old
Raincross Convention Center in
Riverside can accommodate up to
2,000 conventioneers. The Riverside
center is about one-third the size of the
planned Ontario center.
Building is under the Ontario
Convention Center Corp., composed
of the five city council members.
Construction is by the Turner
Construction Company, the nation's
largest builder a~ ranked by Building
Design and C,onstruction. Current
Turner projects include the Long
Beach and Sacramento convention
centers, and completed projects feature
the Arrowhead Pond in Anaheim and
the Columbu.., 0. convention center.
HMC Group, with corporate
offices in Ontario, is the architecturaVengineering finn for the Ontario

eva,...

"Sixty-two?'

l mon Bank<'r GaiT) ,\loore

"Amazing. I can remember when there
were three?'

"That was seven years ago?'

"Now that you're successful, you must get calls from a lot of
banks?'
"All the time. I tell them politely that
I'm not interested."
Urs Kaeli11. Presidem CEO.

Corporate Bet~efit Designs

r.r.H hen H'l' H'l're snwlland H'l'
needed a hank l 'nion "'"·' · there
for us. The others H'l'rl'll't....,
,,,I,~

W

Union Bank·

More Bank for Your Business.
0 199~ Uruon S...L M<mbn. FDIC
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"M the Cahfo171Ul \mture Forum" addresSl's
quarums of rnt=sz to businm O>l'lll'TS and
t"~ and u a pro)«< offaculr) from
Ca/ifo171Ul State Pol)t«hmc Untvernl); local

buSiness leaders, and tM Inland Empzrr
BUSUJeSS Journal RI'SplliiSeS are prqxzml b}
FoT11111 mt"mb<-rs. The Califomw \?nll•ll'
Forum showctlS<"S ~and lx=nt•s t"l CT) orlro month rn an t"ffort to M/p them
obtain [llllliiCUig If you are rnt=sted rn
h«omrng a presRntff or kvuld Ilk more rnfor·
mal!on about the Califomw \h!IW'l" Fonun.
COII!act John

Tulac ar{909) 860-5R.'i2

Ask The California
Venture Forum
b) Bruu Holdm

I

t's been my experience that equity financing generally is harder
to find and, once found, takes
longer to consummate than debt
financing. Having said that, it's also
been my experience that some companies, especially start-up companies, get turned down for loans
because of the loan-underwriting criteria of banks. It's further been my
experience that many businesses
don't consider "factoring" when
looking for financing, possibly
because they don't understand it.

Factoring: An Under-Utilized Finance Tool
What Is Factoring?
Fnctonng 1s one of the oldest
methods to provide a busmc;.s with
\\Orking capital to solve lis cashflow need!i. II allows a business to
ha\ e 1mmcdtatc cash on hand to
manage its opcnlltons more efficient!). Generally, factoring means
converting a business's accounts
receivable into cash by selling
mvoicc with net 30-day (or (e,.,)
term' to a factoring company at a
discount.
Prequently, cash-flow problem'
occur at the early stages of business
development, or during a period of
rap1d growth. These dtfficull times
often indtcate that a company has
not yet established the stability or
maturity that's required to obtain a
loan under bank underwriting standards.
Conventional
borrowing
increases a busines.~ 's expenses, and
normally requires additional collateral. Factoring, however, allows a
business to be evaluated on the
~1rength of iL~ accounts receivable,
rather than an analysis of its financial statement. As long as a business
ha~ a product or service that it pro-

ms
LLJf'

can

4

IJlrtlOsphe r vr you. c.iSUlg
IDp ~lily grttn and 01

orfu ly bloonung p/4nts
We h4we 1J lu ly SlOC'<ed
~/IJC CJ/WIIhCI
~ lfUJen/0'1/
f pia LS

Otllces • Banks • Hotels
Restaurants • Model Homes

We Me ful !I Cfliunrd o
~ and de!.<gn p Clnt
mlll1erwJl ClvU WIU enhancr
jJOUr {.oliliJ Our hlgh4J
trained e«hn~e•~ reg
~ ~ all !JOII pWv.
IINds.

SHORT TERM
•

~CIIJ• E~nts

• PwtJes
• Conue11110ns

• s.nquas

• SUgeSeu

• T1wrle E'veniJ

LOI't<:i TERM

• Oes•gn
• s.~a

• r.cuc
• hua/4111011
• lt11JIIIkiWI<:e
• CiiW'IJIItftd Qw .,..

OUR QUAUTY 15 EXCEUBIT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRiCES ARE COMPETITIVE

CREATIVE PlANT RENTALS
s.Mno ... -

Q/ Orenge. Lot AnQelel. Sen &em.dlno. . . . . . and Sen Diego
I'HOI'C 714)a-26J6 (6t911141-46t0FAX(7141111W-7931

vidcs to a credtt-\\Orthy customer,
then the busmes 1s a c,mdidatc for
factoring. A typil"<tl advance L' un)where from 85 to 95 percent,
depcndmg on the tmlustry und volume of husmess. htct!lfing netther
creates debt nor rt·qutrcs addilt(mal
coll.tter;ll, and is very stmple to use.
~onn.lll) , ca.~h can be obtained for
invoices in 24 hours or les~ and as
often .ts needed.
Can factoring help YOUR
business?
Factoring services usually cost
less than maintaimng an in-house
credit and collection department.
Usually, at no cost to the business.
the factor will provide extensive
credit management and consulting as

v.ell. In dkct, a factoring company
may act as an .tl'COUnts recetvahle
department
rhis C.tn muum11e
recurring cash-llow prohlcm.s and
bad-debt losses.
l'hc key hcnefit of f.1ctonng is
the avail.1btlit) of C.\lsh on a rcgul;u
basis. This ultunatcl) c.tn tmprove a
business's pro!tl:tbtltty, hdp to
maintain good credit ratings, allo\\
for taking old\ anlage of purcha.~e discounts, help tn avmdtng tntcrc.st or
penalties, fund expansiOn and
growth, and allov. for spcndmg more
time on specialized pursuits 4
Bmcr 1/o/Jm IS a mem~>..., £>{lhe ( a/ifOITJJD
\huwr Fonun and may b..· ct>nJac/t.'t/ at (714)
252·3102. 711t"n<:tt \mrurrFonunus..--rftx -~-~
p.m on \'m. Sat Uli' 1\,-Jk>sg llt-st Conf~r(n.-e
Cenr,., on Ult" Cal Pvl\ PIJtlllNill C"UIIlf'IS. f(,
ut[om~<Jtu>t~ call.'iern at (714) 252·7.~1XJ.

At Dead line
Cont1nued from pag~ 3

the fold for the S 150 million, I. 7
million-square-foot retail complex
slated to open in November 1996.
Construction started in April on
the site northwest of Interstates I 0
and 215, and when completed, the
center is expected to attract more
than 15 million visitors annually.
Ontario Mills is slated to open
with 15 anchor stores and more
than 200 specialty shops.
Edwards
Family
Entertainment, a movie theater that
will have more than 20 screens,
also has committed to the center.
Mikasa is a chma store, and
Jumpin' Jax is an indoor entertainment center for children. Other
retailers already signed up as tenants include Burlington Coat
Factory, Sports Authority, Totally
4 Kids, Marshalls, J.C. Penney
Outlet Store, Off 5th (Saks Fifth
Avenue Outlet Store), and Bed,
Bath & Beyond.
"VVe are far ahead (of schedule) of any mall we've done," said
Jerry Engen, development director
for VVashing!on D.C.-based Mills
Corp. "It really goes to the quality
of site selection in Ontario."
Mills officials unveiled a mall
replica that appeared to be pan
shopping complex and part interactive entertainment.
For example, Jumpin' Jax will
include virtual reality games for
children and a day care center.
And,
Edwards
Family

Entertainment reportedly i~ looking mto including virtual reality
expcnenccs wtth its traditional
movie theaters.
Steve Jacobsen, senior vice
president for Mills, described
Ontario Mills as "a whole happening event''
That will include interactive
stores where consumers can try
products, such as playing a computer game, before they buy. And,
they'll he able to cat at themed
restaurants,
includmg
one
Jacobsen is negotiatmg with that
he said is on a Similar level as
Planet Hollywood
The
entertamment-based
atmosphere will extend to the
design of the building-Ontario
Mills will have four entry ways
that celebrate the local past, Engen
said.
One, called the Craftsmen, will
allow consumers to walk through
the doors into a courtyard where,
overhead, a saw will move back
and forth, a hammer will pound a
nail and a paint brush will work its
strokes. Music will play, and lights
will flash .
The goal, said Jacobsen, is to
get shoppers to spend more time
and money in the shopping center.
Nationwide, the average time that
shoppers spend in a Mills mall is
three to four hours, noted
Jacobsen. However, if their children get tired, they don't stay as
long, he added.•

Mayor Minor to Speak a t Downtown Business
Association Installation Banquet

M

ayor Tom Minor welcomed new officers of
the San Bernardino
Downtown Business Association
Inc.,
at
their
installation
Luncheon on Thur:.day, Sept. 21,
1995, from noon to 1:30 p m. at
the Radisson Hotel, said Sam
Catalano, Associatton prcstdent.
Association
members
lllelude some of the cJties most
prominent bustness and government
leaders
including.
President,
Sam
Catalano,
Central City Company; Chief
Financtal Officer, Pat Norvall,
Bank of San Bernardino; and
Secretary, Bill Carey, Carey's
Fine Automobiles.
Other Board of Directors
members are; Ralph Affaitati,
Affaitati
Construction;
Jim
Bums, SCE; Dennis Caldwell,
Megaforces Security; Robert
Curci, Mervyn's Center; James
Deskus, Radisson Hotel; Jim
Davis, Davis Camera; Jordan
Grinker, 255 North "D" St.;
Evelyn Harper, Black Advocates
1n
State
Service;
Brooks
Johnson, The Sun; Gil Lara,
Larcon Development; Mike
Maudsley,
Central
City
Insurance; Jerry Miller, First
Federal Savings
&
Loan;
Richard
Plastino,
Plastino
Development; of John Powell,
Eyecare Associates; Larry Quiet,
Quiet Bros.; Paul Quinton, of
PMQ Developments; Steve Rice,
Courtesy Services Building;
Dick
Rieker,
Engineering;
Jim
Lier 's

Music;

Ludwig
Robbins,

Mary

Ryan,

Molly's Cafe; Frank Schnetz,
Tallman
Building;
Larry
Sharp/Ken
Face~
San
Bernardino
County
Central
Credit Union; Dave Skeeters,
Automobile
Club;
Greg
Villanueva, Villanueva/ Amoni
Architects.
According to Catalano, the
purpose of the San Bernardino
Downtown Business Association

tion and expanston, development
of new buildings, the location of
city, county, state and federal
offices, foster closer working
relationships between the city
and county governments and
downtown business people,"
said Catalano.

tnstance, businesses will be
more likely to remain in or to
locate to an area where there are
amenities such as adequate parktng, shopptng, restaurants, and
pleasant park and public areas
avatlable to the bus mess·
empJO)ees

The Downtown AssocJatton
at o believes that busmess
development is fostered 1n a
number of Indirect ways
For

Catalano has a long time
comm!lment to the Cil) of S.tn
Bernardino He 1s currently the
general
manager
for
the

Carousel Mall. He has woiked
for the Redevelopment Agency
of the city of San Bernardino
during the acttve execution
phase of the Central City :tnd
Meadowbrook ProJects, in the
planntng department, •tS scl.retary of the envtronmental review
commtltee, secretary of the geological rev1ew commJttee, and as
the assistant dnector of planning.&

WE'LL MAKE A fAST OEC\S\ON
ON '(oUR sus\NESS LOAN·
CAN'( oUR 8\G BANK
PRON\\SE 'THAT'?

And we don't have to
check with Los Angeles or
San Francisco like your big
bank. Not only do we act
fast, our customized
business loans allow you to
borrow for your seasonal or
long-term loan requirements
or acquire equipment and
other fixed assets.
You can finance building
costs for professional,
commercial and industrial
buildings. And you can take

advantage of a variety of
other credit accommodations
designed to meet your
specific needs. We're helping
successful business grow by
making more loans than any
other independent bank in
the Inland Empire, San
Gabriel Valley and North
Orange County.
Call and we'll send an
experienced business
banker to your business for
a complete analysis.

Chino Valley Bank
The Bank Business Banks On.

is to promote and foster business
act1v1ty in the Downtown
District, encouraging city government to foster business loca-

Arcad1a • Rrra • Chmo • Colton • Corona • Co...,na • fontana • Fullerton • Ontano • Pomona • Rivrnad~
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Modest Construction Recovery to Continue in 1996

AirTouch Cellu ar's
offers

11) Jolan t.' H14.nng Ph.D.

U

discounts.

What's the deal?

Who should I talk to?
Ju..t gtvc u' a e:tll and \\ c'll he happy to ans11 er Jn}

\ Ve rt muuJucing a 'pecial pricmg plan JUst for
small bus10esses. Alln W:e is fi, c cellular phone'

questions }OU ha1e. Ot course, once }OU open an account,

to paruetp:lle. The monthl} access fee IS JU't 39.
nd you'll pa} on~ 3!\.~~ a mmute dunng peal: omes

}Ou'll ha1e your ICI) o\\11 JL.Jicated \ccount Reprt.-;entmve

and 2 '.2~ a nunute dunng off-peak umes. That's an

to as.,tst

you eve!) time you CJII.

extra 14% sa1ings off our Basic Plan.'

Industrial Market
'Ilte indllstrial market h<t-. hecome
the Inland Empire <.:Ofl,truction sector's
mo"t buoyant ~gment. In ll)I)(J, there
w;ts a 24 percent vacancy mte in indu~
trial space. By 1994, the rate was sttll
16 percent. It plummeted to S percent
in Jan. '95 <Ls 112 mainly manufacturing and dtstrihution firrrL, moved to the
regwn, and 70 loc;tl companies
expanded.
With vacant space vanishing,
lenders began financing lrtland Empire
industrial and warehousing corL-.truction dunng 1995
In 1996, it is
a-;,,umed that the employment a«sociated with thts base of activity will
expand a little. Financial market caution wtll prevent a larger mcrea"t!.

Commercial Market

What else will I get for
signing up?
\ Ve offer mulople btUmg opoons to lit }OUr needs.
And, as a t.'UStomer on our Corporate Plan,
}Ou're ehgtbJe for a free de-tnstallauon and
re-m ullaoon. All }Ot: ha'e to dots

sing the month of Augllst as a
ba.,is for comparison, in 19%
Inland l:mptrc construction
employment is forecast to reach ~.O<Xl
workers. 'Ilus would represent a
3,500-workcr, or 7.9 percent increase
over the August '95 level of 4-l,S!Xl.
'Il1Us, llJ% should he the thtrd conscc·
uttve year in which construction
employment h~l' nsen smce the AU!,'l.ISt
'93 recc-...,ion trough of 39.&l0.
To place this dua m context, 1989
\~a' the Inland Empire cofl.~truction
mdustry's best year. In Aug.'89,
employment was 5!>,5(l0. By Aug. '93,
1!>,700 jobs were thll' lost. By Aug.
'95, 4,700 (25 percent) of these positiofl~ were regained. If the 3,500-job
exp;lrL,ion occurs in 1996, that numher
will reach !\,200, or 4-l percent.
What will cau~ the gam m construction employment?

call

us \\e hope to hear from \OU soon.

A IR TO UCH'

Cellular

We Mean Business~

Oflice le~t~e mtcs in over-built Los
Angeles and Orange counttes are generally lower than for the Inland
Empire. Thus, dcsptte continuing population growth. the IOC".il office llkJrket
lu' yet to _,hed il" vacant units. The
1990 vac:mcy rate wa' 25.6 percent;
today it is 22.3 percent. Except for the
odd bllllt-to-suit, office corL,truclton
will remain stagnant in 1996.
In the retail market, 1995's news
was a slowdown in wnsumcr spending. This should sound a cautionary
note for 1996 retail corLstrurtion 'The
e..xcepllon will he the Ont.lrio Mills
proJeCt, which alone will C:lll'l' this
~ctor's net employment to rise.

Resid e ntial Marke t
The

antictpated

1995

Inland

Empire housing recovery did not
occur. lllgh interest r,Jtes early 10 the
year, pills falling home prices, stories
ahout negattve C4Uity and high foreclosure rates spooked the market. Tius
occurred desptte a reCO\enngjoh mmkct. affordthle pnces, and gener..tll)
f,tlhng 10tere.st r,Jles throughout the
year.
In 199h, 11 is <L"-sumcd that two har·
riers will he cmssed. Pnces, w htch
have stabili;~ed in the new home market, will do so wtth re'-ltlc hnmes.
C'orL,umers w til re.alve that the $93S
mortgage payment on an average·

priced new home, and the SXOn for the
average extsting home, arc the lowest
s10ce 19!>X. Together, the~ cvenh wtll
c.tllSC demand to incn:a~.
I hgher demand, pills the lowest
new home inventory level since 19K9,
will rc4utrc home con~tructum to
mcreasc 10 199h. llowcwr, bu)ers,
hutlders .md hankers will remam C:lU·
tiolls. lbus, the predJCtcd l'mplnymcnt
tncrease ts a modest one.

Public Market
The level of acllvtty in puhhc rrutr-

kets will increw-<:, largely due to work
at Ontario lntemattorutl Atrpqrt. The
balance of the govcmment;tl market
will rc!lkun wughly static. ProJects-mcludmg the Riverstde and S,m
1-km.trdiOo County hnspttals, transport.tllon comdor construclton and
l.'arthquakc rctroht, Metropolitan Water
constructton
for
the
DLstnct
Dnmcnigoni Rc~rvoir, and cortstruction around l'orton Atr F<,rcc B<tsewill rem:un roughly the same size, or
grow slightly. Activity wtll dcd10c .tt
such sties .1.s Cal State San Bcmard100
and March Atr Force Base •

"Don ' t mtss
. my Bank' s
c
.
rree
semtnars
on 1oans. "
~ty h.1nk IS onvnong y<IU to he
the r guest at .1 '"o hour <cmonar to be
hdd nn the dates l1stcd hdo". !':now
your opt•ons he fore )OU appl)
Learn more ahout Accounts
R~ctv~hlc hnanong, Sm.1ll Busoncs..•
t\dmonc,uauon (Silt\), Cornmcrctal
.md Construction Loans. Scaung IS
lirnucd . Rclrt..,hmmts wdl he served.

Gl f:-JDORA
I ursday, Octoht-r ~. 8 00 AM
Saturda,, Octohn 7, R:OO -\~f
WA!MJ'I .
ThursdJ\' Onohcr S 8:00 A.\I
COVI~A

.

Thursdav. Octohcr S (dO P~f
G!INDA! ~·
lucStl.i)'. Octoht-r 10. 8:00 A~t
!RWINDAI F
Thur..day, o.robcr 10, 6:10 I'~ I

UPIA!';D
Thursday, October 12, 6· ~0 P~t
SaturdJy, O<tohcr 1!,8:00 A~t
CLAREMONI
Thur,dJ\', Ocwhcr 12, ll:OO A~ I
ONTARIO.
luc•d•v. Ouoher 17. R:OO A~l
RANCHO .Cl'CAMONGA
liJc,dav, Ouohcr 17 (dO I'~ I
CORONA'
Thu"d.1v, Ocwhcr I<J, (dO P.\1
SJturda):. Octohcr 21,8:00 A~f
For morl~ mformauon or rcscrvalions

call 1(800) 500 BANK
Member FDIC

9
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Balancing Growth and the Environment

JohnBdl
byJoiln B~O,
Candida~ for Rn.'OTilk COWil)· Super\'isor, Ist

DISlrra

e debate over "development
vs. the environment" ha'< been
succes..sfully polarized in general by the media and political opporturu.-;t<;. The fallacy being placed before
the citizens of Riverside County is that
they must choose between prosperity at
the expense of the envirorunent and a
clean and beautiful environment at the
exJ>Cnse of civilization. The.-;e limited
parameters for public debate may sell a

lot of newspapers, but it's insulting to
the hard-working people of this county.
Here in Riverside County, it's
amazing to me that this recently discredited political rhetoric is still being
promoted For example, my political
opponent, county Supervisor Bob
Buster, seems to campa1gn on the
premi.-;e that development is evil. He
promote.-; the philosophy that a government-controlled and stifling slowgrowth agenda is the panacea for
Riverside County's socio-economic
quandary.
The.-;e types of VIews, however, are
not new to the Riverside C{)unty Board
of SupefVis{)rs. For the last 15 years,
the oounty has acqmred a blemished
reputation for excessive regulations,
political tunnoil and eoonomic instability. The stigmatizing of so-called
..greedy de\·elopers" has been u.-;ed as a
scapegoat to the county's :;elf-inflicted
mismanagement of finances, run-away
growth and poor trans-portation planning.
Riverside County's onerou.~ and
bureaucratic land-u:;e regulations. as
instituted by several of our former
county supefVis{)rs, however, are most
to blame for the county's debacle.

Atrociti~

such as the plan to preserve the Stephen's Kangaroo rat and
the Santa Margarita Watershed
Program are exampl~ of the county
bureaucracy run amok under the current guard. Take a look at the agnculture industry-R1verside County's
number one employer and revenue producer. The culprit that's forcing farmers
into bankruptcy is ruthless, in-yourface government. Exces..,ive regulations, coupled with fee.., have crippled
this once prosperous and beautiful element of our livmg environment. Lush
fields of grapes, citrus, wheat and
wildlife hab1tat are being bulldozed,
and farms are going bankrupt becau.-;e
farming is no longer profitable.
As busme.-;s leaders, homeowners
and concerned taxpayers, we should
demon.~trate at the ballot bo.\ on March
26 that the balance between environment and development is con.sumerdriven. It's good b11siness to incorporate open space, trails and greenbelts
into private-enterprise planning. I in.sLst
that regulations and unfunded mandates need to be replaced with
landowner mcentiv~ and ju.st compensation. Being a busine.ssman a' well as
a former forester/natural re.source man-

Industrial Building Booms
in Inland Empire
nland Empire industrial con~truction trails only Atlanta, Ga.
m the amount of building taking
place across the nation, according to
a report released in September by
Grubb & Ellis Commercial Real
Estate Services in Ontario.
In the second quarter of 1995,
more than 7 million square feet of
industrial space was under construction in Riverside and San
Bernardino counties, said the
repmt. That compares with the S
million square feet of building
activity seen here during similar
three-month periods in the late
1980s.
The latest figures on the Inland
Empne include more than 2.5 million square feet {)f speculative construction that is being built without
tenants already signed, showing that
developers have a newly-found
confidence in the local economy,
said Mary Sullivan, a Grubb & Elli~
analyst. Also under construction is
about 3.3 million square feet of
owner-built facilities and 1.4 mil·
lion square feet of build-to-suit

I

activity.
Among the total activity:
• Frito-Lay's 250,000-squarefoot expansion of its warehouse in
Rancho Cucamonga, and consolidation of its operations in Fontana at
the new site. When the S12 million
new facility opens late this year, it
is expected to employ 300 worker.;.
• Toyota's 800,000-square-foot
parts distribution center in Ontario
that is projected to employ 300 and
be the company's largest distribution center in the world.
• Nestle's S30 million, 834,000square-foot distnbution center in
Mira Lorna that figures to employ
110 workers when it opens in
!\'ovember.
• A 600,000-square-foot building by Millard Refrigeration, and a
250,()()().square-foot warehou~e by
Dunlop Tires.
Inland
Empire
Economic
Partnership Chairman Dan Larson
said the Grubb & Elhs report supports theories that the Inland
Empire region is leading Southern
Continu~d

on pal(~ 21

~

ager, I know that prosperity can be
achieved without sacrificing the environment. The free enterprise system,
when working in coordination with our
county government, can increase private busme.o;s profit margins, enhance
the environment, mcrease county revenues and accommodate growth m a
non-restrictive manner.
No longer can we afford to allow
elitiSts to sn on the boards of local governments and impose their anti-business agendas on the taxpayer. We need
leadership
committed
to the
Constitutional principle of limited government. Leader.; should ~how a common-:;ense approach to the American
free enterprise system and a clear
understanding of environmental management. It's time to replace politician.\
who -;eek to oontrol a free society with
individuals whose roots are in liberty.
Only a revolution at the polls can bring
back prosperity in Riverside County&
J oiu!lkll L> o rontml1adnunutratorfor "'"
fatmly-uwned CompatU<!S Ul Tem«uua th.ll employ
aboul 500 pt.vpk. Ht• u 1U/lllJ/lf( agauiSI UICWPI·
bmt Rn'CTS!Je Counry Supt!rmor Bob Busw.
"'no did not respond to the ftu...nd Emp<tt!
BUSitiO>Jouma/'s vr>tlalJOIIto "''""'on IN
''BalancUigGrowth and dll! Em.·vrxuncu" topic
for this mctllh.

Construction Defects:
Inland Empire Trends
by Thomas E. Mill~r,
Attorney at Law

n the early 1990s, the California
Department of Real Estate estimated that more than a third of
all newly built condominium unit.~ in
a homeowners associatiOn will have
construction defects. Smce then,
that estimate has doubled. Nowhere
is this situation more evident than in
Riverside County. From Pomona to
Palm Desert, construction defects
are w1despread.
Leaky roof and windows, stucco
cracks, plumbmg and electrical
problems and structural dcfic1enc1es
are typ1cal types of constructiOn
defects. Typically, what a homeowners association board of directors docs w1th the homeowner's list
of complaints 1s confront the developer and request repairs. What a
board should do 1s call in an independent defect expert.
Often, the builder offers the
board a "band-a1d" type of repair.
This may deal with the problem temporarily, but will not permanently
addres.~ the overall situation. Yet, it

I

Redefining Southern California's Downtowns

n his recent bnnk, "City Life:
Urhan Expectations in a New
Wnrld,"
author
Witold
Ryhcynski writes that "once we
accept that our cilles will not he like
cillcs of the p.tst, it will become possible to sec what they might
become."
Such IS the ch.1llcnge tor those m
both the pnvate .md public sectors
whn arc trymg to rev1taiLrc Southern
Callforma's urban centers. Indeed,
until recently, the term "Southern
California downtown" v;as regarded
as oxymoronic m a culture dominated by the automobile ami its attendant landsL'<lpe ol freeways and suburban sprawl
Of late, hov.cver, the renaiSsance
of downtown districts m San D1ego,
Santa Monica, Santa Barbara, and
Pasadena has g1ven new hope to
those lnokmg to breathe life into
some of Southern California\ oldest
commercial neighborhoods. Success
for these downtowns, as Rybcynsk1
suggests, is partially the product of
redefining the urban chemistry-in

I

other words, re\'lsm~ our reasons to
be downtown.
Entertainment plays the Ieadmg
role in some of these new urban scen;mos. Cinemas led Santa ~1oDIC'.t 's
resurgence; the movies, along with
"recreational dmmg," seem to he the
draw m Old Town Pasadena; night
clubs and music are keys to .1ctive
ntghts and weekends 1n S.m D1ego's
Gaslamp D1~trict
Some of the attractiveness of the
"new" down tO\~ n is m reaction to
increasing consumer dis.sallsfactiOn
with the suburban shoppmg mall
:v1aJor chams such as The Gap,
'lilwer Records, Z Gallere, Barnes &
Noble, :md St<1rbuck Coffee have
accelerated th1s trend b) sh1ftmg
their Site selection process lo focus
on these urban alternatives .
The popularity of place" such as
Old lim·n has led to much brcastbcatmg, by both pnvate property
owner., and publtc policy makers,
about the desuability of transforming downtown Pomona, Ontano, San
Bemardmo, Rivers1de, or Temecula
into the ne.\t Pasadena. Is that possible, or even desirable?

\~.stl~d

m

RnaruJ~<s

hutonc dtStrlct, the Old Spagh~ttl Fm:tory f•·atu"'s
and a la{Xred para{XI oftl.e M1ssron Rr'lnal {XrioJ.

I am strongly convmced that the
most effective and, perhaps, most
economically efficient strategies for
urban revitali.auion arc those that
leverage exiSting strengths rather
than adopt solutions that reqmre the
introduction of incongruous elements. Long Beach, for example,
imports cultural icons (Queen Mary)
and subsidized chic retailers (Crate

Industrial Building Booms
in Inland Empire

often lulls the board into a false
sense of security, especially when
confronted with mounting repair
invoices.
At the point in time when a
repair is requested, the board may be
asked to sign a release, exonerating
the builder from existing and/or
future liability. Board members
should approach such offers with
extreme caution. Once signed, the
release may forever bar the association from seeking redress for larger,
costlier defects that were unknown
at the time and for which the builder
is offering less than complete and
thorough adjustments.
Consider
th1s
scenario:
Common area walkways m a large
condominium complex are experiencing cracking and lifting. Board
members in tum are getting pre:-.sure
from homeowners and their own
msurance company to rectify the
matter promptly. The association
contacts the developer, settlement
discussions ensue, anp the developer
offers to handle the repair.; immediately- provided a relea.-;e is signed.
Continu~d on pag~
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California out of the recession.
"We've got a lot of attributes,"
said Larson "A great transportation
system, a great location, affordable
real estate and an available work
force, for example "
The economic partnership's latest study showed that most of the
current industrial constructiOn is
occurring at the Inland Emp1re's
west end. Abo, Inland Empire
vacancy rates for mdustrial space
have dropped to about 8 percent, a
seven-year low and down drastically from rates of around 12 percent a
year ago.
In Southern California, the central Los Angeles area, w1th 680,000
square feet, is a distant second to
the Inland Empire when 11 comes to
industrial building. Much of the
construction is centered around
Ontario International A1rport,
Sullivan said, and stems fro m the
general lack of available ''big box"
type buildings of 100,000 square
feet or larger.
Heavy construction jobs were

up 12 percent dunng the first half of
the year, according to Michael
Bazdarich, head of the Univer,.,ity of
California, Riverside's Databank
and Forecasting Center. And, those
jobs should evolve into manufacturing, warehousing and retail jobs as
the construction gets finished, he
sa1d
San Bernardino and Riverside
counttes combined for a total of 7.3
milhon square feet of industrial
space under construction during the
second quarter of 1995. Just under 2
million square feet of industnal
space was built in 1994, and
approximately a million square feet
each year in 1992 and 1993, according to Grubb & Ellis.
"There's a lot more interest in
building and leasing in the Inland
Empire," concluded Sullivan. "I
thmk it's a big confidence mdicator
for the market."
Still, the numbers were down
from the "glory days" of 1988 and
1989, when more than 12 milhon
square feet of industrial construction took place each year..&

o"'h~d wrnd<>ws

& Barrel) to enhance its downtown.

Dcsp1te the huge outlays of private
and public dollars on these new
arrivals, Long Beach continues to
struggle with a negative urban image
and uncertain downtown economy
because it has failed to capitalize on
its natural physical and economic
asset.,.
Commu~d on pogt· 4S
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~ Pacific Rim Still Holds Promise for Inland Empire Developers

A

!though Japanese capt tal
for U.S
real estate
development has pretty
much dried up, other Pacific
Rim nations, and especially
investors from Bong Kong ,
Taiwan and South Korea, sttll
have deep pools of investment
money for developers.
Investment companies and
private individuals from these
nations are awash in capital and
are actively seeking opportunities in Southern California,
including the Inland Empire.
Don't look to Europe for
investors, and don 't look to the
Mideast; yet, I believe local real
estate developers can find
money sources in the Pacific
Rim .
Why
these
countries?
Taiwan has the world's largest
concentration of gold and other
foreign exchange reserves, the
value of which is more than $82
billion.
The country has the
highest savings rate in the
region. Neighboring Hong Kong
has foreign exchange reserves of
$30 billion, which for the last
several years has helped fuel
stock and real estate markets
that have made millionaires of
many.
South Korean investors have

scores that the U S ts still a safe
haven for foreign tnvestment and
will be for years to come.
On the other hand , don ' t look
too hard at the Japanese for
money. Japanese disinvestment
of U S real estate assets has
accelerated, with the volume of
assets in the sales pipeline at
nearly $6.4 billion in 1994, doubling from $3.4 billion in 1993.
California, and especially
Southern California, was the
leader in Japanese disinvestment
in 1994, whereas California real

estate had led the natton tn
Japanese tnvestment acttvity
Sales of
from 1985 to 1993
Japanese assets in Caltfornta last
year accounted for $3.2 billion,
or 50 percent, of the total.
However, there are some
Japanese investors who are cautiously surveying the Southern
California real estate markets,
selectively looking for attracttve
deals. Also, at present there is
strong demand for Japanese real
estate assets Prospective buyers include real estate funds
sponsored by Wall Street ftrms,
newly formed opportuntty funds,
real estate companies, pension
funds, real estate investment
trusts, life insurance companies,
corporations, credit companies
and foreign buyers such as the
Asians .
If your company is thinking
about pursuing Asian investors,
consider the following points .
(Information is based on my own
discussions wi th my Southern
California real estate cltents and
with Asian investors )
• Many of the newer Asian
investors have little, if any, residential development experience
in the U.S and are extremely
cautious. They don't want to be
hurried or feel pressured.
• The concept of "face" is
extremely important to Asian
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businessmen, and thus they are
relationship-driven (th ey must
feel they can trust people with
whom they work).
• Asian investors generally
have been more interested in
entity deals than single projects.
Once comfortable with an individual or company, they want to
stick wtth them .
• Some investors want to
have thetr own people in their
partners' offices, and sometimes
even on the project site.
• As most investors are, they
are anxious for success-especially with that first deal, which
should have strong upside potential.
• It's standard operating procedure that whatever deal is
Continu~d

on pag<" 34

Construction Defects: Inland Empire Trends
Contmued from pag~ 20

Unfortunately, in a few short
months, s lab and foundation cracking and soils subsidence begin to
affect many individual condominiums. The signed release may now
prohibit the board from recovering
the necessary and deserved damages
from the developer for these defects.
The request to enter into this
arrangement should raise the following questions by the responsible

board:

1) Why is any release necessary
in the first place?

2) What construction problems,
beyond the immediate ones, exist?
3) Has the builder consulted
with an independent expert to deter-

mine how best to fix the defects?
4) Should the board retatn its
own "expert" to provide a proper
check and balance, or can it rely on
the developer's choice?

5) Where does the board tum to
for the best advice?
Questions such as these are
designed to avoid a board's liability.
Any release should narrowly address
only known defects after a full and
independent investigation is concluded.
The homeowners association
board of directors has a fiduciary
duty to each and every homeowner
who has elected them. Because of
the technical sophistication involved
in today 's construction methods and

materials, defects are a profes.~ional
problem requiring a professional
solution. To meet il~ duty, the board
should consult with an expert construction·defect attorney. The attorney can provide the board the technical expertise and counsel it needs
to make an educated decision.
A few law firms have licensed
general contractors on staff to evaluate the alleged defects, and to point
you in the right direction. Often, this
can be done at no initial cost.
Our firm limit~ its practice to
construction-defect litigation. We
have experienced first-hand the construction defect problems characteristic of the Inland Empire, and have
recovered more than $30 million in
the last three years alone on behalf
of Riverside County homeowners
associations plagued by building
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Environmentalists See '95 Legislature's Record as Mediocre

Seeking Real Estate Investment Capital
also become more active tn
California's real estate markets-ever since the first of the
year when the South Korean
government stgntftcantly loosened restrictions on overseas
investment.
Most of the investment is
coming through South Korean
construction and development
compantes, some of which are
part of Seoul-hased, multinational corporations that are
looking for new opportunities.
Although
quiet
tn
their
approach, the South Korean
investors have been talking to a
number of Southern California
builders looking for the right
match, and they are serious
about investing sizable chunks
of capital.
I think thts acttvity under-

l~lAND

construction. One of these recoverte~ involved a 960-unit development, whose homeowners association recovered more than $16 million- the largest con.~truction-defect
recovery in the history of Riverside
County.
Homeowners
associations'
boards of directors s hould realize
that not only do they have the legal
foundation to investigate faulty construction, but it is their obligation.&
Thomas E. Milia is the foundmg and
maMgUJg partnn of law of!ius m IN Inland
Emp1n: and oiNr locations. In practict! for
mort: than two d«D<k.<, he spt!lll IN fiTS/ m"t71
~ars ofpractiCt! rt:pn!St!nling dt!>'t!lopers aM
INir inswanu companks. Milia is IN author
of two lt!galtatboolc.s an Califorma cOIISfTUC·
tion-<kft!Ct aruJ land-subsidma litigation. Ta
n:aclo IN Law OffiCes of71tomos E. Milia.
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nvtronmcnta!Jsts said the 1995
State Legislature comptled a
mediocre record, instead of the
horrihle one that they had feared .
"It could have been a lot worse,"
-.;.tid Mike Paparian, a lobhytst for the
Stcrra Cluh.
There h;t~ been a trend deltmtcly
not to support envtronmcntal tssue-.,"
added Jerry Mcral, executive dtrector
of the Planning and Conservation
League.
Gov. Pete Wilson's frequent trips
outstde ol Calilornia in his camp;tign
for president helped to stall efforts to
weaken the C.tlifornta Envmlnmental
Qu,tlity Act and the state'!> endangered
spectes act, environmentalists say
l· nvirunment.tlists also got d
break when state Sen. Diane Watson\
threat to qUtt as chatf\\ orrum ol the
Senate I lcalth Conumth:e stymied a
btll that would have extended the
deadline lor health cftcct~ l-ludics ol
methyl bromide, a contruvcrstal pesticide. That btll failed by just one vote
in \Vatson 's comnuttee JUst hour~
bt:lorc lawmakers adjourned for the
) ear on Sept. 16.
Envmlnmcntalists also won when
Sen .
Charles
Caldc:rnn,
0Montcbcllo, shelved a bill that would
scrap the reqUirement that the Male
dc\"Clop goals dcaling with drint..ing
water contamination.
Bill supporters said mcctmg the
goals would be cxpcn~ive and unneces,ary. that contamination restriction.s
are already tough and that the goals
don't really improve anything. But
btll opponents satd the goals arc
important, that they will let the public
know how clean thetr water should be
and put pressure on the water district-.
to try to make thctr water as clean as
pos-;ible.
With all bills listed awatting
action by the governor, following arc
some bills opposed by environmental
group~ that pas-.ed the Legi-.lature this
year. as well as some supported by the
environmental grou~.

• Measure that would allow for
emergency usc ol pestictdes and,
opponents say, make it easier for some
pest1ctde~ to get state approval
• Otl company·backed legtslatl()n
that would restructure penalties for
motor vchtcle fuel violations.
1 nviwnmcntalist' say tl could drop
fmes so low that they'd no longer be a
deterrent.
• Mc.tsurc to allo\\- the state
Board ol Forestry to extend timber

harvesting plan.~ for up to I 0 years,
tn.,tead of the current five years.
Some bills supported by cnvtronmental groups that passed the
Legislature this year;
• A bill that would authorize state
grants to loc;tl governments or nonprofit organization.' to preserve agri·
cultural lancls. It would take more lcgt-.lation to provtde money for the
grants

• A bill that would require IOC".Jl
governments to focus on the availability of v.ater when they rule on new
developments.
• Bill to extend the statute of limitation.' for Fish and Game code VIola·
tion.,.
• Btll to require the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy to come up
wtth a plan for l11l "urh;m wild" region
in the eastern Santa Momca
Mount,tins A

Roy Grigsby, President, Leg Art,TM San Francisco, CA.
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Southern California Housing Market,
Economy On Rebound

F

or the first time since 1990,
the number of properties
repossessed by mortgage
lenders in California hru; stabalizcd.
Also, August wa.' reported as
Southern California's strongest
home sales month in more than a
year.
The figures on foreclosures are
according to TRW REDI Property
Data, a nationwide real estate information company. The firm\ late.'!
statistics show that 1995 foreclosures in the state are projected to
reach a level of 76,680 for 1995almost unchanged from last year
when 76,311 foreclosures were
recorded.
The projection is based on the
number of recorded foreclosure document.s, Trustee's Deed-;, through
the first seven months of this year.
Real
estate
foreclosures
in
California
have
consistently
increased at double-digit rates over
the course of the last four years as
the state contended with the economic reces.'iion and rising unemployment.
"Recent improvements in the
state's economy, allowing a greater
number of property owners to continue paying off their mortgages,
have resulted in lower foreclosure
rates so far in '95," said Nima
Nattagh, TRW REDI's market analyst. "However, these improvement.s
are largely restrided to the southern
metropolitan areas and the Bay
Area, while the state's central
regions continue to experience rising
foreclosure volumes."
In the Bay Area, foreclosures are
projected to drop by 5.8 percent in
1995,
while
in
Southern
California-which accounts for 67
percent of all bank-repossessed
properties in the state-it will
remain unchanged.
As for borne sales, a total of
19,168 new and resale houses and
condos were sold in Ventura,
Orange, San Diego, Riverside, and
San Bernardino counties in August,
the last month of available figures
through DataQuick Information
Systems.
The year-over-year inaease was
the first recorded for a month in
1995. The August sales count was
the highest since June 1994 when
21,236 homes were sold.
"This is encouraging, but one
month does not a trend make," said
Donald L. Cohn, DataQuick chief
executive officer. "It appears that the

'

lo" anterest rates and relatively low
prices are finally having an effect on
sales. We think a lot of the August
sales activity wa.' generated by fence
sitters who now think that interest
rates have hit bottom."
So far this year, 121.430 homes
have been sold in Southern
California. That as down 135 percent from 140,436 for the same period last year. If current trend-; hold.
Southern California home sales will
hit 186,000 by the end of the yeardown 9.7 percent from last year's
total of 206,03!!.
The median price paid for a
home was $161,000 in August,
down 4.7 percent from $169,000 a
year ago. Prices were in decline until
early this year, but have remained
relatively stable since February,
DataQuick reported.
DataQuick monitors real estate
purchasing and financing activity
nationwide, and provides information to consumers, lending institutions, title companies and industry
analysts.
Also
in
keeping
with
California's apparent economic
rebound of late, the state wa.<; generating jobs at a faster rate than the
nation for the first time since the late
1980s.
According to the University of
California, Los Angeles Business
Forecasting Project, the trend should
continue for the next two years.
"Job growth is really picking up
right now," said Tom K. Lieser, an
economist at UCLA. "We think this
is the beginning of a pretty good
period."
During the third quarter of 1995,
the number of California jobs is
expected to grow by about 2 percent,
according to the forecast. At an
annual rate, California's job growth
is projected to average 2.3 percent
through 1997. At the same time, the
nation's job growth will average less
than 1 percent. UCLA forecasters
expect this trend to last through
2015, which would translate into
about 6.5 million new jobs.
UCLA credits the state's recent
improvement and its long-range
prospects to a surfacing core of
high-tech manufacturing, agri-business and diversified services that
include international trade, tourism
and entertainment. Those sedors are
helping to pull California out of an
economic trough, its worst bottoming out in nearly 50 years..a.
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Long Distance Companies Serv ing the I n Ian d E mpir e
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Long Distance Service Arena
Turning Into Telemarketing Circus
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or many, the legacy of the
llJX4 hreakup of AT&T ha~
meant being :assailed by
rel entless
marketing
effortsevening telephone calls, television
commercials and darcct maalings
Such competition Wlts unheard o f
dunng the decades of telephonehoes contro l under the " Bell
System "
In September, the prospect of
even f1ercer competitiOn emerged
when AT&T's d1rectors decaded, for
the company's sake, that another
breakup was needed. Legislation IS
progressing through Congress that
would make it easier for long das·
lance phone companies to move into
each other's specaalties.
For the last decade, Al'&T has
dominated long distance service. It
retains 60 percent of the market,
while MCI has 20 percent and Sprint
ha.., 10 percent. That market, however, faces a major shake-up, due to the
pending legislation in Congress,
which is expected to allow the seven
Bell companies across the nation to
jump into the fight to provade local
long distance service as well .

1919 FFY

1994 FFY

Despite months of debate an
Washington D.C., though, as well as
surveys that indacate most people
\\auld prefer to deal with a single
phone co mpany for their service, the
exact changes 111 store under the
telecommunicallons b1ll remain
unknown.
It took years for some people to
comprehend the changes m long d tst.mce balling that occurred in 1984.
The changes bro ught by the new legISlation are hkely to he even greater.
" In a fanly short term, a yem or
two years, you ' re going to see some
fairly major changes," said n
:-.pokesman for Bell Atlantic Corp.,
the local carrier in six Eastern states.
Whatever the case, don't expect
long distance rates to plummet.
"I don't think this per sc has
anything to do with long distance
rates," said Robert Allen, AT&T
chairman.
What it is all about, apparently,
is competition.
For AT&T, the prospect of having to compete for local phone service posed a threat to its phone manufacturing business, because its

biggest customers in that business
are local phone companies. As a
result, AT&T's directors decided to
split the phone service and equipment
m anufactunng
business.
AT&T's co mputer manufacturing
business, the forme r l"C'R C'orp.
acquired in 199 1, becomes a third,
separate company.
AT &T's current shareholders
\\-ill get a stake an all three busmesses. The process should take a year to
complete-time that AT&T will use
to prcpme for its powerful, new
competitors in the marketplace. The
company's phone service busme.'iS,
with annual revenue of about $50
billion, will remain the largest company in telecommunications and
keep the AT&T brand name.
AT&T Chairman Allen said the
breakup of hi~ company would have
happened even without the telecommunication.-; bill. However, he said the
company could not ignore the potential
of seven new competitors, referring to
the seven regional Bell carriers, not to
mention MCI and Sprint.
AT&T company spokesman Jim
Byrnes added, "If our business is

serving customers, we need to match
up against the other players. We
can 't concede to any of the other
players."
A lso under the new federal legislat ion, telephone companies w ill
be able to get into the video business. And, current hmil'i on the number o f radio and TV stations that a
company can own Will be relaxed.
What the new telecommumca1ions bill does not do, though, ts
address nil o f those h:arnssmg calls
that history tells us are sure to come
from the increase in long distance
service competitors. Fortunately, the
Federal Trade Commission iS~o-ued
new
regulations-also
in
September-to fight the exploitative
and obnoxious practices of phone
jockeys who try to ride roughshod
over consumers.
The new FTC telemarketing
sales rules, which take effed on Jan.
1, make it easier for the 50 state
attorneys general and the FTC to
crack down on illegal telemarketers.
The
rules,
added
to
the
Colllm"" 011 pt~ge 17
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a business owner, why
hould you use an employen! agency?
A volume of benefits lie beyond
the obvious reason of solving your
temporary staff shortage Full-service employment agencies allow
your existing staff to concentrate on
quality and increasing productivity,
while helping you to reduce overall
operating costs.
For today's compames, an
increasing dependence on temporary associates is becoming the
norm. Currently, some 90 percent of
all middle- to large-sized companies use an employment service in
some capacity. Increasingly, customer service is high on the priority
list for the companies that call in a
service. In response, the most successful players in the employment
industry have developed customized service programs for their
clients, including the offering of tailored software, specialized recruit-

ing and personalized training.
National employment agencies
are more likely to offer the benefit
of natio nwide servicing needs; yet,
they often lack the agilit y and ability to adapt to clients' specialized
needs on an immediate basis. Your
needs may be met- but not today,
or even tomorrow. On the o pposite
end of the spectrum, smaller, local
agencies may have the capability to
change on a dime; however, they
often lack the capital or resources to
do it right.
In picking an employment service that is well-suited to meet your
staffing need~. look for a stable
local presence with the vision and
entrepreneurial structure to correspond to your own ever-changing
needs.
Computerized time clock software also has emerged as a useful
tool in the temporary employment
industry market. Most of the time
clock software programs now on
the market were originally designed
as an updated version of the old-
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fashioned time clock- provtding
little more than clock-in and clockout times. As a result, using software to monitor the tempo rary work
force in general hasn' t been completely effective The nature of the
temporary industry demands a hig h
rate of flexibility, due to co nstant
changes o n a da ily basis.
The largest employment servi ce
on the West Coast is AppleOne,
with about !lO branch offices and
independently owned by a sole proprietor, Bernard Howroyd Since
founding the company abo ut 30
years ago, Howroyd has led
AppleOne past the $:!00 million
dollar mark in annual revenues.
Accordtng to Howro yd , the
success is built on communication
and feedback from client companies. He stresses listening to the
clients' concerns and anticipating
their future needs, as well as adapting to the changing structure of the
temporary work force .
To illustrate, Howroyd noted
that AppleOne developed in-house

its own time clock software prog ram, dubbed "Time Attendance
Processor," or TAP. Not currently
avai lable to the public, AppleOne's
system reportedl y can trac k a multitu de of time, atte ndance and personnel info rmation wit hin seconds.
As o ther key adva ntages, AppleOne
offictals cite TAP's flexibility and
use r-friendly env ironment, paving
the w ay to tim e and cost sav ings. As
an added-value service at minimal
or no cost, AppleOne provides
htgh-volume clie nt companies with
the TAP software. AppleOne also
o ffers custo mized mod ifications for
each cl ients' individual tracking
needs at no charge.
Companies with TAP have integ rated it for tracking both temporary associa tes and full-time
emplo yees, specific project JObcosting , and a time-saving ADP
upload option.•
Sheryl A. Jones

IS

an accutin• coordmator

of l<q accounts for Applt-One Employmt nt
S t n kc.r. baud
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group of banks and technology
companies
nnounced tn Septembe r its
aim to desig n a system to create
"electronic checks" that could be
used to make payments over electronic mail systems, such as the
Internet.
T he system would allow a
household to pay tls phone hill by
sending pay ment to the telephone
company over electronic mail, or
the fam tly could even send an electronic check to a relative for a btrthday present A company or individual receiving an electrontc check
could tmmediately deposit it tn a
bank, also by using electronic mail.
According to John Doggett, a
technology executive at Bank of
Boston who heads the electronic
check effort, "Anything you can do
with a paper check, you can do with
un electronic check faster and
cheaper."
Differing from the electronic
bill payment services offered by
more and more banks, electronic
checks could be sent str.ught by cu~
tomers to theu mtended recipients,
without going through the bank.
The electrontc check would
contain all of the mformauon that ts
on today's paper checks, tncluding
the hank t suing the check, amount,
account number, and name of party
or organit.ttion receiving the payment AI o, the check would have .t
"digital stgnature," or secunty code,

long Distance Service
Arena Turning Into
Telemarketing Circus
Contmu~d from f'D/(<'
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Group of Banks, Technology Firms Developing
1
~Electronic Checks

Customer Service Taken a Step Further
by Shay/ A . J ones
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Telemarketing and Consumers
Fraud and Protection Act of !994,
provtde more teeth-violators can
he fined ci\il penalttcs of up to
$10,000 a violation.
The new rules han telcmarkcters
from calling befo re X a.m . or after 9
p.m., and fwm making repeat calls
after they've been asked to stop.
Rules also require that tclemarketers
state up front that this is a sales call,
their identity, the nature of the product or services hetng offered, the
total cost of what's being o ffered
and the terms of refunds. If you
don't hear these disclosures, hang
up, because the telemarketer is
breaking the law, the FTC noted.•

proving that the check was authorized by the account holder.
To access the system, consu mers would need an "electronic
checkbook," a card that would he
inse rted into a slot on their computer~ . Expected to cost S30 to $40, the
ca rd would be requtred to verify the
idenltty of the check writer and prevent forgeries.
The members of the new group
hope that the electronic checkbook
would use a standard format, known

as PC Card, whtch ts used for
modems and other accessories on
most laptop computers. The checkhook might later fit onto "smart
card.s,'' about the same site as credit
cards.
Since the project is at the early
stages,
many issues-including
pricing-have yet to be determined.
Next year, the group plans to perform a small test, involving fewer
than 1,000 participants.
As memhcr~. the group devcl-

oping the electronic check ,concept
includes Citihank, Bank of Amenca
and Chemical Bank; seven technology companies, including IBM and
Nauonal Semtconductor Corp.; and
four research organizations, includ ing the Umve rsity of Southern
Californta and Bellcore.
.The group was organized by the
Financi.tl Services Technology
Consortium, an industry group that
( ontmutd on pag~ i4
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Inland Empire Telecommuting Gets Rare Fiscal Boost

S

an Bernardmo County \\til
hare in a $2 milhon federaLpnvate gr:mt targctrd to boost the
Inland Empue·~ floundcnng telecommuting programs
The new money IS mc.mt to p.ty
for the development of manuals,
v tdeos and other materials, a~ well a"
on-site a,ststance for businesses that
plan to start telecommuting programs
The -.crvices are to be nvailablc at no
charge.
The
U.S
Department
of
Commerce aims to help all five

Southern Cahfomta countic~ to promote telecommuting as n \\11) to cut
co~h and boo't productivity and
employee morale. ll1e nc\\ monc)
conung in Ls a fust-of-its-kind opportumty, satd Su~an IIerman. chatrwoman of the Southern Cahfomta
felecommuting Pannershtp.
•·our goal is to serve as a resource
to Southland bu,ine._o;sc~ ,md provrde
the nece,_sary Imming and guidance to
foster tclecommutmg in the region,"
sa.d IIerman
A .senes of telecommuting centers

~ct up by the state in 1991. pnmanly

to hdp in reducing air pollution, h:ts
been slow to catch on. Still, projectiorL~ ~) that by year 2000 -,orne 15
million people will be working out 11f
their homes or satellite locations,
rathl'r than the traditional office :;ettmg.
Recent!\ San Bernardino County
had 70 telec'~mmuters working out of
three telcbusincss centers. Statistic;.
showed Onumo with 45 to 50
telecommuters, whtle Rt\CI'Side had
22. Pomona 14, Apple Valley 15, and

Highland 5 .
According to the partnership, 37
percent of tt:lecommuters are
involved in busine'>-s travel ouhide of
the home or office at least one or more
days each month, compared with 2-l
pcrc~nt of all people who arc otherwise employed. In ll)<J-l, telecornmute~ had an average age of 37.!!
years, and an average annual income
of S53.lXXl.
Regarding the new grant money,
federal funds for the new promollonal
effort arc to he matched by Southland
companie~ and public agencies.
"When implemented, telecommuting co~t-effecttvcly reduces work~pace needs, parking and other busincs.s overhead costs," said IIerman.
"It abo is known to incrca ·c productivity and employee morale."
Pacific Visions Communicatwns
Inc , a Los Angdes-based public relations and marketing firm, is charged
with developing and implementing a
marketing and training program for
businesses in San Bernardino,
Rtverside, Orange, Lo~ Angeles and
Ventura counties. Pacific Visions
spokesman Eddie Ring said the goal is
to help businesses ~et up tclcoommunicallon \ program.<; either independently or m conjunction with established telccommutmg sttes.
"The gist of it is economic development," satd Rmg. "Following the
Northridge earthyuake, companies
with telecommuting capabilities
already in place were up and running
in a few days, while other compames
took up to six months."
T he partner,hip's carnpatgn
includes a toll-free hot-hnc and a link
to the Internet. The RAI'.JD Corp. will
monitor the partnership's progress and
report o n the outlook for telecommuting in Southern California .
" We will go out to companies in
the five-county area to ~II telecommut ing to various companies' chief
executive officers," no ted Ring.£
For mformation on how to s111r1 a
tcl~commutmg program, call the Southern
Caltfornia Tdccommultng Partnership at
(800) 646-3649. In the Inland Empire,
tdccommutmg ccntas mcludc:

• Apple Valley, 18888 Hwy. 18,
Suite 20S; (619) 946-9675.

• Highland, 7223 Church St.,
1Al2; (909) 425-8060.
• Ontario, 3281 E. Guasti Rd.,
Suite 27S; (909) 390-8200.
• Pomona, ISS Arrow Hwy.; (909)
392-4500.

• Riverside, S7SO Division St.;
m1, <909> 787-6600.
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Interconnect/Telecommunications Firms Serving the Inland Empire
Hm'""' h\ \ um htr nf l mplmn \

Company Name
Addrb>
City, Sta te, Z ip

111

llu·/n/mu/ 1 mtnn

EmplO}th:
Inland Empi~
Companywlde

\'tar
Established in
Inland Empirt

Offict>:
Inland Empi~
Companywlde

:\1ajor Brand•
Carried

300 (est)
1,000

1986

5
8

Northern Telcom, NEC,
FujtiSu Busmess Comm.

70
300.000 (approx.)

19K3

J

AT&T
Products&.
S<:rv1ce.s

Ric bard A. Ray
General Manager
(909) 6114 .(1670,6114 -1901!

40
2,500

1976

I
250

Execulonc Telephone GTP Video
lnformatoon VX2 Voice Matt
Infostar Predict"·c Doater

Rkb Brabaud
General Manager
(909) 369-1 980/369~75

I
II

Northern Telecom
No"'"'
Mcndtan One

Rick Piorko,.>ki
MaJor Accuun!S Manager
(9!~1) 7l!Z-K000l7K2·KOI!0

ITT, Tosh oba.
Tador•n, Octel,
Activc:. ..VoJce

Larry l..avorpuo
Presodent
l909) 272-3100(272-91 12

GTEL
1. 3633 Inland Empire Blvd., Stt. bOO

Top Local f:xecuth·e
Title
Pbone Fn
Sberi Roso;
Genrrat Manager of Branch Ops.
(310) 483-6262/483~126

Ontario, CA 91764

2.

AT&T
3120 Chicago Ave. Ste. 100
Riverside, CA 92507
Executo~~e

laformatlon SysteiDS, Inc.

J . 3340 Durahart St.

na

Riverside, CA 9"..507
Norte! Communications
4344 Latham St.
Roverstde, CA 92501

37
1,100

t9R4

4.

s.

Business Tel«ommunkatlous Syste ms, Inc.
549 W. Bateman Circle
Corona, CA 9 I720

35

1981

N/A

6.

Triton Communications, Inc.
663 Brea Canyon Rd., Suttc 4
Walnut, CA 91789

7.

QuiDtron Telephone Systems Inc.
500 Hanington St., Ste. C-2
Corona, CA 9 1720

17
19

1982

lwatsu
ONYX OFX Vooce Matt
Voda\1

(909) 594-5895/598·2832

Prime NEC !Xalcr
BMC/Call ProccssiOg/\'oocc Mail
Sysl~ Simon by Qumtron

Jerry Fox
DL\trtct Manager
l909) 73t>-6790l7~793

::!
19!12

)()

1

3

240

'='$-

Vito M . Tassd U
Prcs1dcnt

N/A =No/ Applicable Vt'ND • 1\0illd No1 DtSclou na • not ataliable The mformatton 111 th~ abote lur wa' obtamrd from tfrt• compont<S It> ted. To thr best of our k -·kdge, rhr Ulformallon supplied IS ac01rat~
as of pre.u lime. Wlule tW') rfforttS rtWdt to ~ruurr the accuracy and thoroughness of the liJ.t, amillwru and l)pograplucal <rrors somrtimes oc01r. Please Jtnd com:cltOIU or addttUJIU on CtJm{"ny lettuh~ad to:
T~ Inland Emp<rc BU$1MSS Journal, 8560 Vineyard At'f., Suite 306, Randw Cucamonga. CA 91730. Rescanhtd by Jer'} Strauss CoP>rtxht /995 Inland Emptre Buuncss Journal

Motorists Go Safety
With Cellular Phones
afety, convenience and speed of
reponing emergencies or vehicle
breakdowrL~ arc among the factors that have incrc:tsed the numher of
Otlifomia cellular-phone u.sers by 200
percent since 1990, according to the
Automobile Club of Southern
California and AirTbuch Cellular.
With the incrc:t~ing u.se of cellular
phones by motorist~. the Auto C1uh
and AirTouch Cellular have jomed
together to provide AirTouch subscribers with free direct-dial acces.s to
emergency road service and to provide
safety informa tion about cellularphone u.~ on the road.
" Mo tori sts who dial (asterisk)
AAA (222) on their AirTouch cellular
phones are directly connected to the
Auto C'lub's emergency road service,
free of charge," said Terry Sullivan.
Auto Club vice president for member
services.
"This first-time service provides
motorists with a cumhination of the
Auto Cluh':- longtime experttse in providing emergency rood semce and
Air.Ibuch's innovation in the cellularphone indu.~try."
" W hen broken down on a freeway,

S

or in unfamiliar areas, many people
don't want to leave their cars to get
help," said Brian Jones, executive vice
president and general manager for
AirTouch Cellular.
"AirTouch cu.~tomers requested a
lJUICk, direct-dial number to the Auto
Club that is easy to rcmemher. The
development of (asterisk) AAA a~ a
free cellular call is the result of those
requesl'i."
Cellular ~rvice h:l~ proved helpful
to have-especially when 11 person b
trnveling alone. It enables callers to
keep in touch and remain safely irt~idc
their vehicle while requesting emergency road service or other information.
lb help ert~ure that motori,1s drive
and u~ a cellular phone safely, the
Auto Club and AirTouch recommend
the following calling tips:
• ! lave the vehicle fitted with a
hand-free kit or speaker phone in a
loc·,uion that enables drivers to keep
both hands on the wheel and eyes on
the road during conversations.

For All Your Communications Needs
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(The Personal Touch)

Additional Business through Bartering
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~ Choosing an Accounting Information System ~

by Mur./111. Seroy

here nrc compet111ve time~. as
anyone m business kno\l.s.
Companies are being pressed
by competitiOn as never before. In
tum, they nrc pre~smg and squeezmg
every available resource in order to
stay on top, or in some cases in order
to survive.
Timely, accurate
accounting information can often
mean the difference het\\cen succe...,~
and failure m negollalloru;, competitive b1dding, job cost estimates and
the like.
Let's ask the question that is on
the minds of many small busmcs
professiOnals and entrepreneurs: I
write all my own check.-., and my
CPA prepares financ1al statements
for me monthly, so do I need nn
accounting system, expcnstve computer, a network, etc.?

T

The answer is: It depends on the
complexity of your needs. Every
husmess venture in our society must
ha\·e an accounung system. As we
shall sec later, there can he many
benefits derived from accountmg
mformat10n as1de from fulfilhng the
taxmg authonties' requirement that
busine:;,es have them.
Just exactly what1s this accountmg system that your business ts
requtred to have and w1ll nlso benefit from? An accountmg mformation
system is an integrated framework
for recording, classifying, and
reportmg the econom1c transactiOns
ol a firm (and the results of those
transactions). It has two primary
purposes: 1.) to prov1de information
for operating the firm and for fulfilling legal requirements; and 2.) to
provide information for dec1sion
making- that ts, strategic information. Simply put, it 1s the means hy
which we m business keep score,
both transaction-wbe and cumulatively.
Accounting information systems
can be conveniently classified along
two axe...,-single-entry vs. double-

Nobody wants to put
callers ~on-hold,, but...
... it happens.
~

the advantages of having

entry and manual vs. computenzed.
Single-entry is the simpler, more
intuitive, more eas1ly maintained of
the first category. Corre.spondingly,
11 has the fewer checks-and-balances
and ofters the lesser degree of longterm,
strategic
information.
Nevertheless, for some firms it may
he sufficient to meet their s1mple
needs. For example a service firm
that is just starting in business (such
as a consultant working from h1s or
her home) that has only one or two
types of revenue and less than a
dozen types of expenses might find
that single-entry accounting 1s all

pecding on the lnternel·-from
a publisher's office, to a hank,
to a giant research lab, to a
small artist's studio Integrated
Service Digital Network (ISDN)
now functions to bnng these
mcreased capabilities, as well as
reduced cost and improved productivity. According to expert~ in the
field, ISDN offers dramatic increases m the speed~ of data and document transfer.
"ISDN is without a doubt one of
today's most important communications technologies," observed Phil
Qu1gley, chairman and chief executive officer of Paetfic Teles1s Group.
And, ISDN is here today in the
Inland Emp1re. Starting Oct. 1,
Linkline Internet Access Inc . is
offenng Internet access via ISDN to
the public in Greater Rivers1de, San

S

~

~
~

~
~
~
~

~
~
~

~

INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

Bernardino and selected neighboring
communities.
"At 30 or more times faster than
the fastest modem available, we're
us1ng the latest technology to
achieve twice the speeds of other
ISDN serv1ces," :.a1d Philip Ardron,
Linkline's d1rector of engineering.
"Log-on takes a second, a~ oppose to
a minute or more with a modem."
The newly-available speed
empowers a whole new breed of
applicatiOns, say l.inkline oflicials.
Telecommuting, inexpensive videoconferencing, stuJ1o quahty sound,
high resolution photos, and VIrtual
reality simulations are but a few of
the touted advantages ol ISDN
For more informallon, readers
are invited to call Steve Caster of
Linkline Internet Access Inc ut
(909) 6X5-2000 .t.

WOULD
YOU GO
ON THE
HIGHWAY
WITH THIS?

~on-hold':
Acquire greater name recognition
Boost customer referrals
Create greater awareness of company capabillttes
Decrease incoming call abandonment.
Educate callers about products and services.
Enhance your company image.
Gain a competitive edge.
Improve customer service.
Introduce sales and promotions.
Keep callers' interest centered on your company
Maximize return of existing marketing investments.

Contmued on page 4S

Driving in the Fast Lane on
Information Super-Highway

~,4~~
~

that is needed to track the business
activilles.
Smgle-entry accounting is the
"'.1y we all keep our personal or
household check registers. We
record the payee and the amount of
the checks we write. We record the
amount and (maybe) the source of
the deposit we make We do th1s
without regard to our total household
"'ealth or its indebtedness. Our
check-hook balance cannot (usually)
tell us our total net worth.
Double-entry accounttng uses a

You probably would not,
however, there are still a few of
you out there who ms1st on gettmg
on the mformatlon superhighway w1th a regular phone hne and a modem 1
Why? Maybe you hke walling, maybe your t1me 1s not that valuable, maybe you
don't thmk technology IS for you. or tiJUSI may be that you don't know about us.
We are Lmkhne. We offer ISDN tnternet access 10 put you on the
NET fast. and we're only a phone call away
but 1f you prefer to pedal, well

Call 1-800-747-2562 today!

VOICE: 909•685•2000
UNKUNE intef'ne't ace•••· inc.

link LIME

FAX: 909-681•2199
E-MAIL: .nfo4J)hnldl0e com
WEa SITE: ~np www hnHne com
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J!igh-tech Marketing, Electronic Marketing, Techno-Marketing or Whatever You Call It:
New Technology May Turn Business Marketing Inside Out
~

1

by Ron Burg~u

T

he media is full of new
words many of us have
never heard of before So
much of what is written, we pass
over out of ignorance. But some of
this new technology stuff we ' ve
heard inklings about will have a
profound effect on business, and
shouldn't be ignored. Certainly,
some very big shots are commllling
some very b1g money in the technologies that will enable these new
vistas.
Consider that Microsoft has
committed millions of dollars to its
network. Mindscape (the hottest
"net browser" of late) just went
public after only 15 months in business, ra1sing over a billion dollars.
And, this company hasn't even
made any profit yet!
In the Inland Empire, we now
have gained at least three new web
access sites in just the last several
months. Many of you undoubtedly
don't even know what a web access
site is, let alone care . But, if you
are in business and have anything to
do with marketing or communications, you'd better take note.

I' ll try to ort th1s ou1 for you
mto some bite-size pieces.

Interactive TV: Home
Shopping Leads the Way
By now, we've all seen the diamond rings, and ceramic f1gurines
on the home shopping channels.
Whether you've stopped to watch
or not, milhons ARE watching, and
buying. Last year, over $1.6 billion
was spent on Barry Diller's home
shopping channel. Now merged
with another large communication ·s
company, I have seen estimates of
nearly $3 billion in sales for this
year. Th1. sttll may not be much of
the overall retail market, but it
could grow to 3 percent very hortly-up from zero a fe.,., years ago.
In the world's largest consumer
market, that's not so had.
The functional problem of this
medium as a shopptng tool is having to wait for something you desperately like or need. It's like going
to a department store and sitting in
a Lazy Boy while someone pitches
each and every item m the store,
one at a time. Only a small segment
of shopptng freaks figure to actual-

Motorists Go Safety
With Cellular Phones
Continu~d from

page 29

• Know how to operate the phone
before getting behind the wheel.
Program frequently called numbers
into the phone's memory to minimize
dialing.
• Pull off the road if the conversation is emotional or complex or
requires note-taking.
• Ask a passenger in the car to

place or answer the call.
• If there are hazardous road condiuons, severe weather or stop-and-go
traffic, allow incoming calls to be forwarded to a voice mailbox or leave
them unanswered.
• For emergencies, tell the operator
whether it is a medical or police emergency, and whether there appears to he
injuries. If reporting a driver possibly
under the influence of alcohol, give the
vehicle description, the license number, the direction of trnvel and the
erratic driving behavior.

• When calling 911 to report an
emergency, be prepared to provide the
closest maJOr cross streets or offramps, and know the phone number of
the cellular phone in use.
AlrTouch Commurucations b a
global wirele.'>S communications company with interest in cellular, paging,
personal communications serv1ces,
satelhte and other operations in the
U.S. and Belgium, Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Portugal, South
Korea, Spam, Sweden and Thailand.
The company, ba.o;ed m San Francisco,
serves more than 4.2 nulhon customers
worldwide.
The Auto Club of Southern
California, the largest affihate of the
American Automobile A'isociation,
ha.o; been serving members smce 1900.
Today, the Auto Club's 4.1 million
members benefit by the organization's
emergency road service, public safety
programs, travel planning, highway
and transportation safety programs,
automotive testing and analysis, automobile and homeowners' insurance
and legislative advocacy.•

I) spend a lot of 11me buying th1s
way.
"Stores" magazme, an industry
trade journal published hy the
NatiOnal Retail Federallon, reported
that .. home shopptng .1ppeared to
he on hold, as illu~trated by failed
efforts by Fingerhut and 11~ S channel." Also, Spe1gal and Time
Warner d1d not debut on the tube
unt1l December, almosl a year
behtnd schedule. ··some retailers
are now wondering 1f this is the
next Edsel,'' reported "Store~" magazine's Susan Reda.

Now on demand
Ye1, when hundreds of shopping channeb and mteracuve TV
come farther along, this all could
change into an even more departmentahzed approach: one channel
for small hand toob, one for
women's lingerie (an mstant hit,
I'm sure), and one for skin care
products. Later, personal shoppers
could even be ava1lahle to retrieve
merchandise for you. When and if
this happens, the traditional retail
store concept will change forever.
Small retailers would need to he
ultra-spec1alized to compete, (i.e.,
Green Cockatoos R Us), while large
retatlers would likely be deeply
involved in shopping channels.
Already, several have already spent
millions on building their own networks.
Heavywe1ghts like Sears. J.C.
Penney, Crate & Barrel, WilliamsSonoma, Sharper Image, and
Land's End have recently been
joined by Wai-Mart and Marshall's
in supporting the concept. This is
not an opportunity to make money
quickly, either. Arthur Anderson's

Fred Schneider states, "There's not
a golden pot at the end of the rainhow; now is the lime to learn about
merchandiSing in a non-store fa~h
IOn ."

If Interactive TV Isn't
Responsive, Perhaps
Internet Is
If truly interactive TV is too far
away, anolher new technology may
step up 10 fill the void before the
Shoppmg Channels take control.
The Internet is a collection of
computers and databases hooked
together. It is difficult to describe
exactl), because 11 seems to have a
life of its own. It has no central
control point. A small entrepreneur
can afford to set up u web site at
home. Imagme, then, that he or she,
in turn, could sell access time to
you. the consumer, hooking you
into this eve1 expanding new network. If you don't thmk this IS a
hot way to go, just drop into a computer or book store and see how
much space is devoted to this one
subJect. A year ago, you might find
three books on the Internet. Now,
shelf space is measured in feet, not
titles.
Just about everything you can
thmk of can be accessed on the
Internet. The communication takes
several shapes-such as electronic
mat! (e-mail), on-line chat groups.
database access, and informatiOnal
pages.
The Internet and its brother, the
World Wide Web (www). which is
the graphical interface portiOn of the
web, may have the greatest shortterm impact of all on marketing.
Sure. TV does provide relatively
Contmurd on pdge 37
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Technology Advances With Smarter
Vending Machines, COs

A

s the old saying goes, "You
can't stop progress"especially \\.hen 11 involves
soda machines that send out dis·
tress stgnab and computer discs
capable of storing movies.
Examples of some of the latest
advances m high technology follow

Smart Vending Machines

"We've hod so many
instances where the customer is really sort of
shocked to see the CocoColo person pull up within
hours of that machine
going out of order,"

Called "Vendview," the latest m

vending machines are being
installed by Skywire L.P., a
Memphis, Tenn.-based company,
for $350 each. The high-tech
hookup beams a message to the
supplier whenever soft drinks run
low, the till is full or a coin jams
things up. The devtces also send out
distress signals, such as when
thieves are using a blow torch to
break in.
"We've had so many instances
where the customer is really sort of

--'
l?
..

L~------~-

I

I

J

eJ
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shocked to see the Coca-Cola person pull up within hour~ of that
machine going out of order," said
Bryan M. Eagle III, Skywire's chief
executive. The company, a partnership with Pittway Corp. of Chicago,
Ill., is negotiating with other bottlers around the country.

New Generation of
Compact Discs
Two groups aiming to develop
the next-generation disc technology
to store and play audio, video and
computer programs are nearing an
agreement on a common format. An
announcement reportedly could
come before the Japan Consumer
Electromc Show in October.

see so many new paging

19;-.:- -:..1
- -. . I
.
I
I

The Countdo'''n
I
_ .
I . ..
To Deregulated Local
Telephone Senice Has Started.
Will You Be Readv?

Free Ca Is Between Cellular Phones: L.A. Cellular Customers Can
~
Call for Pe · on Weekends
~

"A year from now, you'll

Jam&-
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services, you con 't even
imagine them, "
An agreement would bolster the
rise of a new consumer technology
capable of providing discs that
would store up to 12 times more
data as current COs. That, in turn,
would allow companies to develop
more sophisticated CD consumer
products. A company, for example
could sell a movie and a vtdeo
game based on that movie on the
same disc.
The
groups-Sony
and
Netherlands-based Phtllps vs.
Toshiba and Time Warner-previously backed different schemes.
After a computer industry organization recommended a single format,
the groups agreed in August to

compromise.
Now, all parties concerned
want to have products-such as a
digital video player for TVs or CD·
ROM players for personal comput·
ers-{)n the market next summer.

Two-Way Paging System
Gets Launched
In late September, Skytcl
unveiled the first nationwide, two·
way paging system, launching a
mobile-messaging industry that
will involve companies such as
Colllmucd on page 35

W

th a small amount of effort,
savvy shopping executive-s
can slash their cellular
phone bills and mcrca..e produt"'IIVIty
by taking advantage of special promolion~ offered by cellular came" such
as L.A. Cellular Some of these
money-saving offc" allow custome"
to talk for pennie_, and othc" to enjoy
cellular calling completely free.

Free Mobile-To-Mobile Calls
Talking on a cellular phone for
free is now a reality with L.A.
Cellular's popular Mobile-To-Mobile
promotion. which offe" free cellular
c-.llb to other LA Cellular customers
enrolled in the program. Bu.~ines.s
u.se" can save a ton on all LA.
Cellular calls between colleague-s on
the road.

Advertorial Another way LA. Cellular
of value-added benefits
and services to give cu.~tomers more
is providing customers wllh value
for their money.
added ..ervice where 11\ needed Is
through Microccll technology.
Advanced Cellular Service
I...A. Cellular cu.~tomers t...tn no\\.
experience d•g•tally enhanced cellular
telephone service. LA Cellular\
1993 introduction of Southern
California\ first fully-dtgttal calling
provtde.s cu.stomers with easier network acce-..s and fewer dropped calls.
Dtgital calling repre...enLs state-of-the·
art telecommunic-.uiom., tran.,latmg the
human votce into computer code.

How can L.A. Cellular improve
the way you do business?

Weekend Calling For
Pennies A Day
By takmg adv;mtage of a special
hmned-time offer from LA. Cellular,
customers can u...e the convemence of
cellular for only four-and-a-half cenb a
minute on the weekencb.
The
Weekend Savor Rate Plan from LA.
Cellular offers up to 240 minute.s of
weekend cellular calling for JUSI
$10.99 per month. Certain terms and
conditions apply.

SIMPLY BUSINESS
NO ACTIVATION FEES
FOR 2 LINES OR MORE*
FREE MOBILE TO MOBILE*
MULTIPLE PHONE DISCOUNTS
PHONES AS LOW AS $29.00*

More Phones Mean More
Savings
For current ClLstome" constdering
the purchase of an additional phone for
a colleague, spou...e or child, now is the
time to act. With LA. Cellular's
Multiple Phone Plan, cu.stome" can
save money on additional phone lines.
By enrolling two or more phones in the
Multiple Phone Plan, CINome" can
save five dollars every month for a

year.

Cellular Service For A Dollar
A Day
In an effort to meet the changing
needs and budgeL~ of =~tamers, LA
Cellular ha.~ developed a more economtcal way to get the most out of cellular service LA Cellular recently
introduced the Smart Start Plan for just
$29.99 per month that mcludes 20 calling minute.-;, With additional peak and
off-peak minute.-; costing 75 cents.
This dollar-a-day plan is ideal for custome" who u...e their phone infrequently, but want the security of knowing
cellular service is available whenever
and wherever it's needed. This offer
cannot be combined with any other
promotion.
In addition to offering program~ to
save ClLstomers' money on cellular service I.A. Cellular provide.-; a number

Microcetls
Microcells are small directional
antennas desrgncd to provide cellular
coverage rn hard-to-scrvtcc areassuch as cany1~ns, deserts ,md .,. here
tall buildings obstruct signals.
Because of their compact size,
microcells can be placed on existing
telephone poles, street lighh, hrllboard~
and even in tunnels.

Microcelb enable I. A. Ceii~Jiar to
provide cellular service wherever
;md whenever it\ needed . In fact,
wrth approximately 30,000 square
miles of calling area, l. A Cellular
offers twice the coverage area of the
comp.:tition.
l..A Cellular is a California general partnership controlled b)
McCi1w Ccllular/AJ'&"J~ the nation's
leading cellular enllty, and BeiiSouth
Corporation,
an
international
telecommunicatiOns company w1th
100 years of Bell System tradillon.•

1\vice the calling area®

(909) 889-4100
*

Certorn reslrlcllons apply

you

to

mnutEl$/monltl

Please osl<
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- ·· Computer Retailer·s in the
Inland Empire ··<+
It"'"
Ranl..t tl b\ / nlam/ 1 mptn

Company
Addr=.
City ZIP

J(,

Marketing

•Empl. Inland Empl~
•Stom Inland Em pi~
Yrs. In Inland Empl~

1994 Re>enues
I.E.
Toto!

Sen ices

$24 Mil.
$24 Mtl.

Repair Service.
Refurbishment,
Maintenance

Computers,
Peripherals.
Upgrades

70

Products

Dl~ctor

Headquarters
One Roekle
Corona

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax

L. Wayne Kiley

1.

Computer Market Place
1490 Railroad St.
Corona, CA 91 720

2.

Jaguar Microage Computers
4135 Indus Way
Riverside, CA 92503

S12.2 \fil.
$12.2 Mil.

Networking
ConnectiVIty,
Client Strvtcos

Novell, Hewlen-Packard
Compaq

42
I
15

George F. Hoanzl
Riverside

Sl:!.l Mil.
$121 Mil.

Reparr Servtce
Traming, Sales & Support

Compul<r Hardware
Computer Peripherals
Computer Accessories

17

Knio Kocb

Kevin Kocb

3.

CoaMCtlag Pomt Computer
73-195 Hwy. Ill
Palm Desert, CA 92260

2
4

Palm Desert

Owner
(619) 341-4505/346-7527

4.

Computerland Montclair
5505 ."'oreno St.
Montclatr. CA 91763

$6 Mtl.
$85 Mtl.

Computer Sales,
Computer Service,
Networking, Trammg Center

IBM, Compaq, Hewlen-Packard,
Epson, Nee,
Apple Macmtosh

25
2
9

Erik Pipins
Montclair

TimL<e
President
(909) 946-4774/946-4868

Computer Galltry
68444 Perez Rood
Cathedral Oty. CA 92234

$2 Mil.
$2 Mil.

Networlcing, Desktop
Publishmg, Point of
Sale

Apple, Compaq. Nee
Hewlen-Packard
IBM

8

S.

Allan O'Neil
Cathedral City

Joe Popper
Prc:sident
(619) 321·70771321-8772

Phillts Cohen
Palm Desen

Fran Yaqulnto
Prestdent
(619) 328-4158/568·3907
ClifT Neff
Prestdent
(909) 370-06931370-4528

2
8

I

5

6.

Computer Resources for Business
41·905 Boardwalk, Ste. W
Palm Desert, CA 92260

S15 Mil.
$15 Mtl.

Network GoJdi\Jni•.
Computers Reparr,Ser.tce,
Trammg

Noveii/Unex, Compaq, Okidata,
Hewlen-Packard.
Epson, Etc.

10
I

$1.3 Mrl.

Repau,
Mainten.1nce Agreements,
Consulting, Sales, Novell Networks

Compulers,
Networks,
Peripherals, Software

II
I
7

CIIIJ Neff

7.

Inter-Tel
1016 E. Cooley Or, Ste. P
Colton, CA 92324

Network,
Computer, Printer Repau,
Techmcal Suppon

Novell,
DTK Computers,
Ok.idata Printers

7

na
San Bernardino

8.

Computer Nook
965 S. •p St.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

SU Mil.
$885,000
$885,000

9

I
II

Colton

Pre.<idenr
(909)735-2102/735-5717
George F. Hooozl
Vice President
(909) 273-7950n34-5615

Jim Schmidt
President
(909) 381-3446/381-0882

NIA= N01 A.ppllcable WND =WoWd not Disc los~ M =not available . The information ill the above list was obtaiMd from the companies listed. To the best of our lcnowlu/ge the information suppiW is accurare as
ofpress time. While "'"OY effort is IIUllk ro cmur the accuracy and thoroughness of tht list, omissions and typographical errors somtrimes occu' Pleas~ send comcrions or additions on company lm~rh~ad to:
The lniDnd Empirr &siM.u JoUJ71il~ 8560 Vrneyanl Avt>., Suite 306, Rafkho Cucamonga, CA 917.i0. Res~arched by Jerry Strauss. CopyrightlniDnd Empire Busiltess JourMll995.

Pacific Rim Still Holds Promise for
~
l!lland Empire Developers
~
Seeking Real Estate Investment Capital
Continut!d from

pag~ 22

struck in the U.S., an Asian
investor must go back home for
final corporate approvaL That
usually takes longer and, if the
top management is not happy
with the deal, they will reopen
the negotiations.
So, don 't
count your chickens ...
• Finally, many Asian busi-.
ness people seem to have a lot of
capital to invest, and if you and
your company can pass muster,
they can be outstanding business
partners.
The Inland Empire housing
market may offer an attractive
target of opportunity for Asian
investors.
After nearly four
years of lackluster performance,
new home sales in the region
have been steadily improving
since the first of the year as the
local economy strengthens and
job growth continues.

For instance, 540 new homes
were sold in Riverside County
during July, which comes o n the
heels of 498 new homes sold in
June.
Both months recorded
increases from the previous
month, and together produced
sales that were 10 percent ahead
of June/July in 1994. New home
sales in San Bernardino County
are also on the upswing, but
have yet to reflect the strength
of the Riverside County market.
Besides residential opportunities, Asian investors are also
tending to seek multi-family
rental properties, as well as
selected commercial and industrial assets currently being
offered at discount prices ..&
Michael Meyu is

th~

managing

partnu of the N~wport Beach offiu of
E & Y Kenneth
Group,

Lev~nthal R~al Estat~

r~pr~s~nting

sevual clients in

the Inland Empire.

Group of Banks, Technology Firms
~ Developing 1 Eiectronic Checks/ ~
Continued from pag~ 27

intends to publish an open standard
for electronic checks.
The recently announced electronic check project is one of many
efforts to create computerized versions of various payment methods.
Microsoft,
Visa,
USA,
and
MasterCard International are working on secure standards for transmitting credit card numbers over the
Internet.
In another recent development
on the electronic-integration front,
Sun Microsystems Inc. and other
companies are trying to create inexpensive machines that would access
the Internet and other such networks.
The computers would sell for
just a few hundred dollars and be little more than a microprocessor with
a few other chips, keyboard, screen
and a communications hook-up.
They would be outfitted to access
and manipulate sophisticated programs and data on other computers.
For ~xample, a person at home

would not need a personal finance
program in their computer to interact with a bank. The part of the program that the person needs would
down-load on request from the
bank, and then vanish when the
work was done.
While it may take several years
for such machines to reach stores,
some companies have created prototypes, said Sun officials. Sun also is
reportedly talking to several electroni cs makers about further integration that would allow the "Javabased" programs to be added to
video game machines and other
consumer electronics devices at little cost.
Such direction in line with
Sun's futuristic view that networks
are becoming more important as the
source of data and programs than
individual computers are. The idea
requires most people to rethink how
they use software-allowing for
borrowing it from another computer
rather
than
installing
it
permanently.&.
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Aloha Conferencing Sells a 90 Percent Share
to Cable & Wireless, Inc.

A

loha Conferencing, one
of the world's leading
conference calltng service companies, announced it has
sold a 90 percent share of the company for $4 million to Cable &
Wireless Inc. (CWI), the nation's
largest long distance company that
exclusively serves business. CWI
is a wholly owned subsidiary of
the United Kmgdom-based Cable
& Wireless pic.

The Cable & Wireless Federation
is an alliance of companies that all
serve distant markets. A~ a member of the alliance, Aloha
Conferencing will add to the
Federation's powerful competitive
advantage by exchanging and
sharing resources and capabiltties
According to Richard A.
Moody, Aloha's president, the

With operatiOns in more than
50 countries, Cable & Wireless is
one of the world's leading internationa! communications compames.

desire to grow and provide
enhanced services and features
worldwide.
"Aloha will have the added

decision to offer the 90 percent
share to CWI was based upon a

Technology Advances With Smarter
~
Vending Machines, COs
~
Continued from page 32

AT&T and Sony. Even major auto
manufacturers plan to build the
messaging devtces into cars.
"A year from now, you'll see so
many new pagmg services, you
can't even imagine them," said
Jeffrey Kagan, consultant.
Skytel's system is up and running in 150 metroploitan areas,
including Southern California.
Heres how it works: Caller diab an
800 number and leaves a message
with an operator, who types the
message into the system. Or, a personal computer user could send a
message to the pager via electronic
mail. The pager can receive text
messages of up to 500 characters
and display them on a tiny screen.

"A new computer game

called 'Balancing
the
California Budget' gives
Californians an opportunity to simulate the decisions
and consequences involved
in balancing the state's
annual budget. .. "
A number of ready-made replies
are encoded into the devices, such as
"OK" and "Be there in 15." Users
pick a reply and hit a button to send
it. Or, they can plug the pager into a
laptop computer and type a reply of
up to 95 characters.

Budget Game Makes You
the Governor
A new computer game called
"Balancing the California Budget"
gives Californians an opportumty
to stmulate the decisions and consequences involved in balancing
the state's annual budget.
The game, available on the
Internet, was developed in-house
by the Department of Finance, and
is designed to give state restdents
an understanding of the steps and
prioritizing involved with writing
the state budget. The game also
describes the priorities that
Governor Wilson made in the budget he submitted to the Legislature.
Players also receive a mock
news story based on the decisions
they made to balance the budget.

Faster Escrow Process
Data Track Systems Inc. ts
paving the way for the real estate
industry to hook up to the computer
age. The Carlsbad-based company
offers a computer link between mortgage and title companies, bankers
and brokers to provide a fast and efficient transfer of information.
Data Track's value-added network, or VAN, speeds up the settlement services process-insider lingo
for the closing process when buying
real estate. The computer link helps
to reduce the time it takes to close
escrow, thereby saving money for
both the consumer and real estate
industry..&

offerings beyond audio, such as
video-conferencing and audio-

Richard A. Moody

benefit of being able to grow
aggressively and remain competitive in a very fast-changing industry," Moody said
"Originally
funded by the state of Hawait 's
capttal loan program, Aloha
Conferencing has captured the
heart of corporate America as
being the only company that provtdes its customers a daily dose of
the aloha sptrit, which has become
our trademark."
According to Gabe Battista,
CWI's president and chtef operating officer, the investment in
Aloha Conferencing gives CWI a
platform for providing an array of
high-quality, facilities-based conference calling services and future

graphics.
Aloha
Conferencing
was
establtshed in 1989 and provides
U S.-based businesses with a multitude of conference calling services and features. Basic services
include dial-out, 800, dial-in and
voting/polling. Special features
include conference taping, transcription service,
participant
advance notification, questionand-answer queuing, security lock
service and an extensive range of
operator-attended features.
Cable & Wireless Inc., a member of the Cable & Wireless
Federation, is owned by Cable &
Wireless pic (NYSE: CWP), one
of the world's leadmg telecommunications companies. Cable &
Wireless Inc. has been operational
in the United States smce 1975
and provides exclusively to businesses a wide range of domestic
and international public and private networking services ..&

~

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO
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"The Inside Storq:
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From Kaiser Steel to Kaiser Ventures Inc."
a Business Partners Executive Briefing
presented at Cal State, San Bernardino

October 19. 1995
7:30·9 a.m. in the upper level of the Commons, at the university
Featured speaker, Gerald A. Fawcett, ExecutiVe Vroe President. Kaiser Ventures Inc, will expla11
how during Wor1d War II, Katser Steel Corporation grew to the nrnth largest steel mrU 10 the Urited
States. By the mid '70s Karser was producing 3 1 milhon tons of steel per year, wrth approXimately
16.000 employees and gross revenues of $800 mtllion Yet in t983. Kaiser shut down the furnaces
and by 1987 was in bankruptcy. However, from thts depth of desparr. a new company, focuSing on
new ideas, has emerged here in the Inland Empire. Thrs 1s your opporttnty to hear the fascinating
rnside story of thts catastropljc 00/P()(ate collapse and subsequent rebtr1h.
Registration lee: $17 (Includes breakfast), $12 for Business Partnet'S members

•

Reservations
phone
L-------------------------...&.
by

Yes! O
0

(909) 880-5771.

Please send me mOte tnforrnatton about this event.
Please send me more tnlormalion about Business
Partners at Cal State, San Bernardino.

Name
Address
C.ly

-- · - - - - - - - -

Phone L__._j - - - - - -

State _ _ _ _

4> - - - - - - -

F a x ( _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

llehln to: CSUS8 Sclioi ef IMiless 1111 PUIIIc ~- SSIIIiY~ 1'1i11t Slll!ldii.IJ R4l1
lSI. 10 ~· tiiiRr r.. 1,:... '"'Ill!~ SciiHI tflllsiiess IIIII PI* Mlillsl!*'sIa illllll
Et••lt FeiSIIrelkfiSI-fril-..lett* 1. ms. 7:15-lta.
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What Concerns America's Top Entrepreneurs?
by L lSD W. Schult<',
Ernst & YoiUig UP

Ii

oolcing 10 the immediate future,
our nation's best entrepreneur.;
stiffer CO!qletition, a continuing battle for talenled worirers, more
applications for new technology, and
po&.'ilble legislative gridlock.
And, oh yes, continued growth for
their~

The optimistic attitude ~ conveyed via the seventh annual survey of
members of the Entrepreneur Of The
Year Institute (EOYI).
The regular survey ofpes1 recipients
of the Entrepmeur Of The Year award
pubes eoonomic, spending and employment expectaliom, as well as other timely issues afferong btNness. This year.
participants were polled oo key legislative ~ growth and financing
issues, taxes, health care reform, technology and inrcmationaJ bade.
The survey targeted the chief executive officers of 400 fast-growing. middle-market oompanies accounting for
more than S155 billion in revenues and
1.3 million employees in such industries
as rnanuf.acturing servimi, wholesale,
retail, oomlrudion, high technology and
real estate.
Although the demographics of the
study's sampe Wliverse and the nwnber

of respono;es aren't stati.'ilic-.llly repre-;entative of all entrepreneurial compani~
the responses provide a meaningful perspective on some economic, social and
business issues facing the nation.
The latest study also once again
undersrored the sustaining spirit of
entrepreneurship-confidence, along
with cautiou.-; optimism from dedicated,
visionary people with a healthy respect
for the quality and value needs of their
customers.
The 1995 survey shows that EOYI
members are cautiou.'ily optimistic about
the future and their ability to succeed
Al.;o, a greater percentage of entrepreneurs expect higher revenues and profit~
!hi<; year (60 percent) than last.
The survey al-;o shows that a wide
majority of respondents share concern
for wasteful government spending. frivolou.~ lawsuit-;, education and crime.
Most agreed there's going to be a decline
in the percentage of companies that will
seek 10 raise growth capital over the next
18 mon~ither by reinvesting ca...tl
flow or profits or by incurring short-lerm
debt.
AI the same time, entrepreneur.;

showed they are expanding their commitments to improve their bu.'iiness competitiveness by streamlining operations
and focusing on ru'ilomer sati.~action-
as reOected in plans for increased invest·

ment in technology, innovative CXl>t."ll·
tive compensation pack:.tgL>s and introduL-tion of new product' and services.

Business Climate
Based on the survey, the nation's
entrepreneur.; revealed some ironic anitudes reganling capital spending and
fmancing. While generally optimi.~tic
and satisfied with economic condition.~
over the past year. many are not convinced that the bu.o;iness environment
will hold as favorable in the year ahead.
Sixty percent of respondenl~ envisioned an economy conducive to growth
over the next year-up by 11 percent
from last year. Further, tJn;e respondents who anticipated le!>.-.;-lhan-favorahle economic conditions declined from
15 percent in 1994 to 11 percent thi.~
year.
Of the survey's 400 respondents,
repre-;enting cornpmies that provided
30,(XX) new j<h; in 1994. some 70 percent reported increases and only 13
reported decreases in their worlc forces.
Looking ahead, 64 percent of responding companies this year expect to hire
people in 199fr.a total of 2.'i,(XX) additional job&.

Growth and Financing
According to business-world lore,
having the determination and talent to
exploit new opportunities is what sep~
rates a true entrepreneur from someone
who simply goes into bll-;iness.
Accordingly, the growth strategies of
entrepreneurs were revealed to be ambi·
tiOIL~, multi-faceted and foru-;ed on
expanding chances.
Entrepreneurs in general plan to
continue their emphasis on developing
new products and services that ruo;.
IOmers want and need, and will seek to
broaden their customer base by expanding into new domestic and international
rnaricets. To effectively achieve expansion, companies showed a grealer-lhanever-willingne.ss to enler a merger or
pursue an acqui<;ition.
There seems 10 be little doubt that
nm entrepeneurs of today accepllhat
international expamion will play an
increasingly pivotal role in the long-term
growth of nm companies. Survey
results showed that the intemational
pm;ence of EOYI compmies continues
10 expu!d slowly but steadily.
Western Europe ~ favored for
expansion ovmeas by 43 percent of
respondents, while Asia and Canada followed, tied al 32 percent

Tcdmology seems to continue to
grow in irnportarn b the leaders of
enll'epeneurial finm. Used well, they
generally believe that technology can

~nham:e compan~ perfonnance hy
1mprovmg plannmg, co~t control
process and quality, a, well a' 1 ~
deployment of resources. The most
a.munon tcchno!O),ry cited a' in IL~ hy

n.."ijJJndmg compames involved finan.
cial budgeting. Some &l percent said
they IL'iC technology to enhance efficiency in budgeting, while 75 percent said
technology i.' used in their business foreca.'<l,. About 61\ percent reported that
they currently employ technology to
improve quality.
Since financing is critical to exJXllls•on. most C'EOs foreca.~ that undercapitalized fum, will fmd it more difficult to
maintain compctitivelle!>.-.; in an increao;.
ingly globalized, technologicallyadvanced marketplace. Re!>pandenl\
hdieved that borrowing from tmditional
hank sources over the next 12 month.~
will be ea.'ier than 1t wa' hl'it year.
Despite these expectation.-;, respondent~ indicated they will be much less
likely now th;m in 1994 to seek growth
capital, or to ll'iC c-a~ now or profit to
finance an expan.~ion.

Government Polley
l1lc CEOs seemed to have a great,

personal stake in government policies
and dtredion.s that affect their businesses. Survey n:sulls showed that rt:spondcnls overwhelmingly supported a variety of pnlfX'oSUS <l~ outlined in President
Clinton's State of the Union Addre&' and
in the RepuhliCUl Party's "C.ontract with
America."
More than R0 percent con.~idered it
imponant to retool the nation's welfare
system. Nearly three-founhs cited the
imporuUlCC of pa'-.;ing a halanced-budget amendment, while 60 percent
favored Soci;u Security system reforms
and promoting family vdlues.
Responding entrepreneurs also
leaned toward forcing govemrnent to
prioritize il~ initiatives. Nearly half of
the respondenl~ felt th;tt reducing the
federal debt should he a lop priority over
the next year, followed by decreases in
both federal spending and indivWal
taxes. Govenunent also should make a
concerted effort to increase businrsi tax
incentives. Entrepreneurs seemed consistent in their opinion that health care
reform should not be a top government
priority-now or in the future.
Overall, tlili; year's results seem to
show that entrepreneurs recognize
tomorrow's opportunities and challenges
while readying their companies by
building operational efficiencies, containing <nits, improving quality, adding
new pi"(Xb:ts and services, txxNing customer satisfaction and, most importalllly.
attracting
and
keeping
good

employet:s.A
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High-tech Marketing, Electronic Marketing, Techno-Marketing or Whatever You Call 1~ 1
New Technology May Turn Business Marketing Inside Out

~

Contmued )rom page 1 I

low· cost mlomerciab, hut the
Internet 1s Ri.:AI LY lmo, CO'-t Plus,
hundreds of thous.md.' of small husine"es can use this ne\\ medium for
ahout the same Clht .ts the h1g guys.
I or th1s reason, I think comput·
er literate small husinesse~ may
embrace the Internet Some will
figure out how to sell their ser-nces
to markets that they v.ould never
have had .Jccess to hefore.
The Internet is so hroad that we
need to discuss the markehng functions separately.

Communications
At:cordmg tu a survey hy the
Yankee Group, 25 million people
and over 21,000 husmesses have
access to the Internet. This is un
incrc.1se of more than 10-fold m
only five years. According to the
Yankee Group's survey puhlished
m BtHIII<!H Wi' ck, ahout 30 percent
of the corporations that arc on the
Internet indacatcd they use the
Internet fm VItal communicatwns
This generally in.,.olves e-mail
nmong companies that have several
locatiOns. Another 14 percent of the
connected compames arc planning
to do so in the future.

Databases
Cons1der that I, personally,
have recently gotten information on
copyrights from the L1brary of
Congress, information on population growth rates from the
Commerce Department, and everything you'd want to know about
medical school application:.. I managed to down-load all of this from
my database access on the Internet.
For info nuts like myself, there is a
real opportunity to climb right into
the "net" and never return. I won·
der if Tron is in there?
A friend of mine recently theorized that information used to be
power, but if we all have access to
the same information, that it is no
longer an advantage-it's a necessity. Large husinesses have always
been able to buy whatever information they needed through consultants or research. Now, even the
smallest business has access to
information. While this may level
the playing field between small and
large businesses, it also raises the

need for up-to-date information for
all husmcsses.

Purchase Order Processing
For years, manulacturers and
vendors ha\C heen promoting EDI
(l:lcctnc Data Interlace).
l"h1s
started as modems became popular,
hut nov. It seem:. the Internet has
hccome a maJOr link to this bus1·
ness. According to the Yankee
Group, nearly 49 percent of corpo·
rations on the Internet currently use
it for the purpose of ordering or
trackmg mventory Another 27 per·
cent plan to usc it for onlcnng and
tr;tCkmg lunctwns m the future
Bemg unahle to accommodate a
huyer m the same way could put
your husmess m a deLidedly infen·
or position from a cuetomer-serv1ce
pomt of~ 1ew

Merchandise and Services
Selection
The direct-selhng a pects of
vendors on electromc data systems
are intrigumg. Constder that even
though a department store buyer
sees strong sale:. activtt) on
"SKU# 1234599!f" from your company, but can "t rememher what that
is, the likelihood that you will get
the order is reduced. For those of
you who thmk huyers can look it up
in your paper catalog, you're right.
But, as a former huyer of thousands
of SKUs weekly, I know how easy
it is to forget ahout reorders on performing merchandise in favor of
huying only the hot performers.
This application has consumer
possihilities as well. Currently,
hundreds of "stores" sell merchandise on the network and private services such as Prodigy, CompuServe
and America on Line. It is even
possible to price shop a CD from
your favorite hlues band. This may
eventually provide consumers with
quick price checking.
Recently, Anderson Consulting
developed an experimental soft·
ware "agent" that checked prices of
the same product and listed compar·
ative prices for the user. This has
the ramifications of sending thousands of retail products into a mar·
ket strictly based on price.

u~! Currently, ~hon videos can pro·
vide views of models on the runway,
or ~hov. a p1cce of equipment in
operation. Imagine the pos.~•h•hlles
for merchand1 mg.

3-D Views
If that 's not enough, imagtnc a
rotating, threc-d1mensional v1ew of
your product, wuh a hlow-apart
view of the inside. As a business
person, you'll he able to completely
descrihc each !unction of even the
most techmcally sophisticated
product

A Walk Through the Store
Sure, th1s ~tuff may not be for
every shopper. After all, only I per·
cent of the country currently has
access to the Internet As tins number grov.s. however, the shopping
stands to get very easy. Only
recently, Visa lntern:ttional ,md the
software
f1rm
Worlds
Inc
announced a nev. software system
to enable Visa'~ 20,000 member
hanks to create three-<hmem.•onal
software representatiOn of one of
thc1r branches on the Internet.
The system. which will make
its debut later this fall, will allow
bank customers "to roam the halls"
of an on-line branch, and conduct
such transactions as transferring
funds and applying for loans. It is
expected that the new Virtual
Reality Modeling Language will
allow people to adopt personas for
themselves and "chat" with others
on the Web, such as bank officers.
You can nearly recreate the floor
plan of the bank, and the people!
Visa International and Worlds
Inc. officials said that they will give
away the VRML technology free of

•

The virtual reality store is upon

The Bottom Line
Who v.ins and who loses at this
game? There w11l prohably never be
such an exact win !Joss measure, due
to the magnitude of the processes
involved. Each company out there
will have to prioritize for 1tself
which type of system to implement.
Consultants, though, will rarely be
able to blame business failures on
the lack of an automated customer
service program, or something less
than stute-of-the-art computenzed
comrnunic;ttions But, the cumulative effect of falling behind w1ll
likely he a lowered efficiency \\ lth
customers, and cause the loss of
1mage and proftts.
Techno-marketing, or whatever
11 will be called, prov1des the best
opportunity to increase precise
communicatiOns and service to customers. Those businesses that make
the commitment to move toward
techno-marketing and implement
technology with a degree of fiscal
responsibility stand to be the win·
ners•
Ron Burge.ss IS a markt!tmg and merchandiSing consultant Spt!Ctalrzrng rn tntl!·
grared marketrng pla1111rng. Ht! IS 11 foundt!T
of SfRA TUS, a full·sl!n rce markt!rmg and
graplrra agency; and hilS dn-.:lopt!d IUUIIUous autOIIIQtC'd mJlrkl!ung S)"Stl!ms. Burgess
Carl bt! contacted a/ (909) 335-8111.

INSTA MANUFACfURING

SYSTEM

A fully mtegrated system that includes
enuy, production
1. INTEGRATED.
planning, inventory control, accounts receivable, accounts (lllyable,
ledger, personnel system,
bar-coded time aaendance system.
order

purchase

order, general

2.
3.

&

and

CUSTOMIZABL.E. Each module is customized to customer nec<k.

AFFORDABLE. 11le whole system is very affordable. Hardware, software,
networking, preparation of bills of material, setting up, inventory control system,
production planning system are all included in one piCkage. 'The whole pKbge
can be financed and leased to the customers.
We offer free visit/analystS of your business needs followed by a free demo.

•

Run Time Movies

charge to encourage widespread
adoption. IBM has prom1sed to use
the "language" to create virtual
hbranes for puhhc and pnvate instl·
tutions.
A walk through such an electronic store, then, exammmg Items
on the "shelves," may not he so far
away.

INSrA

iNFoRMATION Svsn:Ms,JNC

211710 S. J..apwoocl A>e., Sloile B, c.-, CA 90746
Td: (3t0) 719--95,. Fa: (310) 719-8949

1....76-INSTA

CAU.NOWI
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~ Planning the Future of Your Company: Role of the CPA ~

who devote most o f their time

ship, and representation dunng lease
or loan negollations.
Perhaps two of the most common causes of business failure are
poor cash flow and high operating
losses. How can a CPA help to avoid
these problems? That solutiOn frequently requ1res both long-term and
short-term action.

to providing business advisory

" Perhaps t wo of t he most

by Mary Ann Quay

B

efore this business day is
over, approximately 200
businesses in the U.S. will
declare bankruptcy. What are you
doing to make sure yours won't be
one of the future statistics?
Did you know that a certified
public accountant can provide vital
help in a variety of business areas
that many business owners never
even consider? Many business people only think of calling their CPA
when they need help with reporting
activity, such as preparing tax
returns, auditing the company books
or producing financial statements.
Unfortunately, that call usually
comes AFTER some very critical
decisions have already been made
Surprisingly, perhaps, a qualified
CPA-particularly one with access
to a \\ide range of resources--<:an be
one of the most important players on
your business management team. He
or she can help to ensure the success
of your company by working with
you to plan the future, not just analyze the past.

"More and more, CPAs are
taking on the role of business
advisor in a big way.

Man y

accounting firms have people

services ... "

common causes of business
failure are poor cash flow and

More and more, CPAs are taking
on the role of business advisor in a
big way. Many accountmg firms
have people who devote most of
the1r time to providmg business
advisory services. Some of these
serv1ces can help with the day-today operations of a company, by providing, for example. an external
oversight of the in-house accounting
department or by doing operational
reviews to increase efficiencies.
Other CPA services are more strategically focused, such as the development of business plans, assistance
with planning for transfer of owner-

WE GROW
BUSINESS
In today's rapidly changing environment. you need
a professional sen ices firm that can provide
sen ices that e:-.1cnd far beyond traditional audit. tax
and management consulting. Ernst & Young LLP
specializes in helping sma ll and medium-sized
companies recognize opportunities for productivity
and gro\\1h. That"s why we have taken more
companies public than any other Big 6 firm. We
can help you implement nev.- ideas that will ensure
an abundance of re\\ ards. Find out \\"hat we can do
for you by calling (909) 276-7200.

Our business is growing your business!

ill ERNST & YOUNG LLP

high operating losses ... "
In the short-term, you and your
CPA can look at cash-flow alternatives tied to collection of receivables, payment of bills and credit
policies. In the long-term, you and
the CPA can plan to establish credit,
project future resource needs and
analyze trend~. An experienced CPA
who knows your industry can help
you to put together a loan application package to secure a line-ofcredit, or to prepare a detailed production of future cash flow.
Do you know which of your
product lines are the most profItable? A CPA can help you to analyze your profit according to product
lines, so you can discern which ones
to focus your marketing efforts on
and which ones to drop. Your CPA
may also be able to help m choosmg
and installing a computer system
that gives the informallon needed to
momtor the results of your planmng
and in making new plans for the
future.
As your company grows, new
needs arise. Your CPA can helpby projecting the future resources
needed to accommodate expansion.
How much space will you need?
How many employees, and at what
levels, will you need? New computers? New equipment? Lease or buy?
How will you finance? Construct a
building, or rent? Where to locate?
What bank(s) to use? What accounting system best meets your needs?
How should you structure your organization? All these are questions that
a CPA experienced in providing
management advice to companies in
your industry can help to answer.
Inventory management is another area that the CPA can assist in
improving. For example, he or she
can help you to decide whether it's

cost-effective to have a poult-of-sale
computer system to record transactions. Setting up a "just-in-time"
inventory system to reduce inventory levels and improve cash flow 1s
another way the CPA can play an
important role.
The future of your company
may also involve the weighing of
potential mergers, acquisitions or
expansiOns, as well as the ultimate
transfer of ownership to family
members, employee groups or outside purchasers. Your CPA may be
able to provide significant help by
explammg the alternatives, proJecting the outcomes and C<L~ing the
nego11at10n process.
Royce Stutzman, a partner with
Vicenti, Lloyd & Stutzman, saw a
need for proficiency in establishing
values for companies, and became a
Certified Valuation Analyst (CVA)
to better serve the firm's clients.
"The need for reliable valuations
that will stand up in court has
become increasingly important for
both busmess and estate planning,"
smd Stutzman. "A CVA who is also
a CPA can add the extra edge needed
to establish authority and respect.
CPA~ taking the lime to develop
expertise in non-traditional Jreas
like business valuations are becoming more common."
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Bolster Credit Worthiness: A CPA Shows How
by Davrd M. Thayer

Y

our business is moving
along nicely, but you
need to expand into a
new building or buy new equipment. Or, your cash flow is tight,
and collections on receivables are
too slow to take advantage of
vendor discounts.
Sound familiar? You need to
borrow money to make improvements and to take advantage of
efficiencies that will increase
profits. You need to talk to your
banker. But what do you say?
What is he or she going to ask
you? Your banker, in simple
terms, will want to know three
things : How much do you need?
What are you going to use the
money for? and How are you
going to pay it back?

H o w mu ch do yo u need?
This is not as easy as it
sounds. You need more space,
but how much more? New equip-

"In the short-term, you and

./
./
./
,/
./
./

your CPA can look at cash-flow
alternatives tied to collection of
receivables, payment of bills and
credit policies... "

Accounting Services
Cash Management
Computer Systems
Company Tumarounds
General Management
Ownership Changes

makes it, shippmg, installation?
Since cash flow is tight, how long
does it take receivables to "turn
over," and who owes you the
money?
There is a lot of leg work
ahead to determine the right
amount of money to borrow
Your certified public accountant
(CPA) has the expertise to help
you answer this question He or
she can assist you by preparing
projections and financial analyses
to help you understand the possible outcomes. This "what if'
analysis is the first step in the
process. Your banker will recognize the thought and care that has
gone into your loan request.

W h at is the money for?
Having a good idea of the
cost of the assets to purchase,
complete with information from
the manufacturer or vendor, is
essential. You want to convey a
clear understanding of how your
business will benefit, and there-

fore increase its capacity for
profits. Again, your CPA can
help you with the cost data and
presentation
necessary.
Remember the loan application
only asks for generic information.
The more you can help your
banker understand the umqueness
of your situation, the better.
Don't be afraid of the paperwork.
Your CPA is there to help you
with it. The preparation of the
loan request documentation helps
the borrower analyze the business's needs, as well as the
banker.
Cash flow and working capital projections prepared by your
CPA will show how the money
can be repaid. Your profit projections and production targets can
help too. The growth in customer
orders and numbers can be quantified and displayed numerically.
The data may also be displayed
graph1cally with the modern software available to your CPA.
Don't be discouraged if additional information or data about

your personal finances is requested. This IS part of the process. Is
there cost involved? Sure there is,
but it's a one time expense. Keep
thinking about the additional
profit you will be making. If you
get the loan and increase your
profits year after year, what is the
cost of not having prepared fully?
There is a chance that you could
be turned down. Keep trying,
though, since sometimes the bank
may not be able to lend at any one
time for reasons that have nothing to do with you or your business.
Keep focused on the goal, and
remember that banking is competitive business just as yours is.
The bankers are there to make
loans. Interest on business loans
is a major revenue source of most
banks. By being prepared, you
help them say "yes.".t.
Da•·rd M

Thay~r,

CPA, is a partner of

Eadre and Payne Certrfied Public
Accountants, with branches in Redlands,
Ontario and San Bernardwo.

./
.// Business Plans
"/ Human Resources
or Contract Negotiations
./ Marketing Strategies
./ Capital ~rocurem_e~~
./ Internatwnal Activ1tzes
./ Special Projects

TOM WILLENBORG
Certified Publac Accounra.nt • Cenaficd Bu"iane,c;; Admlntstrotor

The "bottom line" concerning
the role of a CPA in planning the
future of your bus mess is that a good
CPA can provide the one intangible
asset that can make the difference
between success and failure-knowhow. By consulting a CPA who has
experience in your industry and
well-established resources, your
company's future can be much
brighter..&

Cenrfied ProfesSion:>! Consuh:tnllo M:tnagement

For a FREE discussion call909-277-9625

-

With over 13 years of experience and membership in SBA's Preferred Lender
Program, Liberty National Bank offers quick approval and prompt funding
for your loan. As a PLP lendeJ; we fund loans directly for.

• Commerc:Ull, Industrial

for the November issue of the

I
bus1ness 1ourna
iNLAND EMPIRE

Mary Ann Qua}~ CPA, is a partner in the La
Verne accounting firm of Vincenti, Lloyd &
Stutzman. which has more than 40 years
experience pro>·idmg audit, tax and management ad>"isory sen·ices to bumres.<es and
not-for-profit organization.<.

is October 20, 1995!
Don't Miss the Opportunity to Advertise in the
Inland Empire's Most Popular Business Publication.

& Professional Real Estak
• W orking Capital
• Equipment Purchase

As little as 10% down. Loans with up to 25-year terms, fully amortized with
races as low as prime + 1112%.

,(). ut;;;;;M;&:,;i"B:mA:
n:;e.

PROVIDING SM LOANS TIIROUGHOUT CAJJFORNIA
( 111/ ( lllllt·/111<"(.111111{'111, .\n11t11 \ h<" l'rc.'lil,·lll

1-800-229-8529

~
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How to Choose the Appropriate Attorney

Copiet; Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire ~~-

by Sal Bngug/w,

Han4 .., /lr \a/n \oltunt /'IIJ.J

Company amr

Sales \olume

Addrrss

1994

Cily, Stott, Zip
MWB ........_ Systftas, Inc.

Burtronlcs Buslnrss S) sttms

$1!4 mtllton

3. 6276 Rtveraest Dr.
Rl\ ersuk CA 'J2S(J1

49

49

I

JO

5

1Q()

Huntmgt•m Bc.tch. 1971

AB~I

1609 N. Red\\ood

2
2

San Berll3rdtn0i 1891

Amerttedl Communications, Inc.

4.

na
13!

S10 65 mtllton

$7 m.!,on

Way

·~

2

Lpland, CA 91784
$6 milfton

S3t! m !,on

Copters, Fd\, M•aofilm, D•g~t•l Duphc;~tors.
Opucal Dtsk S)stems,
CD· ROM Sci' teo: Bureau
Rtcoh Copters. Dupltca!NS and Fa.\
M.chmes, Supply Set'\ tee OlE
Duphca10rs, Colur C'optcs, Otgttat Products
Komc;~,

Okt, A B D1d

I
2

72
72

N8tioul Bail- Machlaes

$3] mtlhon

2

21

6

250

Sd«t Cop) SJsttms or South. Caut~ Inc.
8. 2091 Del Rto
Ontano, CA 91761

38
38

S3 million

18. 412 W. Hospnaltty Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408

. . . . s,....

1
5

20
200

lrwmdalc:/ 1991
$2 19 mtllton

'· 571 E Redlmds Blvd.
San Bemudino, CA 92408
Inc.

Canon Copters,
Fax, Graph1c Color

24
24

Ricoh & Tosh1~ Copters,
Compaq &. Epson Computers,
Ricoh Fax, Novell Networks
Toshtba and Mtta Copters, Fa•.
Laptop Computers, Laser Pnnters.
Office Stationery. Supphcs
Sbarp. Xerox Copters,
Fax, Xerox Engmecrmg Cop1ers

San Bemardmo/1978
na
na

Gard<na
$2 million

J.R. Flfttllan Co~ Inc.
12. 743 W. Htgltland Ave.
San Bemardtno, CA 92405

SJ 9mtllton

o-rt . . . _ Mltdi!Dei,IJK.
JJ. 42-471 Riller Circle
PUIII Dacn, CA 9221 I

$1 8mtlhon

Adlon Buslna!i Madllnes

$293,000

I
6
Cyr«as/1 970

45
220

17

17
San Beroardmw1967
22
22
5
5

Rancho Cucamonga. 1980

WND
IS
San Benwdino/1976
I...aler Worldwltk

1'- 1932 E. Deere Ave. Ste 120
Santa Ana, CA 9270S
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Full line of Sharp copters, duplicators,
fascimdes; optical filmg. OCE
Htglt Volume Duplicators

Dan Akin
Vice Pres. Sales
(909) 824·283Vt!U-8!13

T)JlC\\Ttters, Computers, Stat•oner),
Fax, Copter.<, Office Equtpment

Jack R. t'reeman

attorney praclices a superior level
of law and has an outstanding
legal reputatton in the community
The next slep in seleclion is 10
schedule an appointment to meet
wilh your potential attorney. I
always recommend that an tndi·
vidual select two or three attor·
neys to interview or consul! .
The purpose of the interview,
from the client's standpoint, is lo
meet wtth the potential legal counsel face-to-face and have that indi·
vidual ltslen to the problem at
hand and explain what he or she
believes your rights are. The
allorney should discuss the
approach that they intend to take if
retained and estimate lhe cosl for
attorney's fees . A client should
feel comfortable in chatting wilh
his allorney, and walk away
believing lhat lhe attorney has an
inlerest in their parlicular case.
In addtlion, tt's tmportant that
the client feel comfortable that the
approach or strategy that the allorney has suggested is one that the
client desires from a litigation

slandpoint, ;ts well as one that the
cltenl can afford to pay.
A client who interviews two or
three attorneys obviously has lhe
advantage of being able to compare what each attorney ~ays
regarding the client':. rights (given
the same set of facts), approaches
or strategies that the attorneys
tnlend to take, and the various cosl
esllmates for that case.
I find few things that are more
frustrating to a client than spendtng thousands of dollars lo pursue
a case, only to find out that they
have run out of money before they
get their day tn court.
The bottom line is that a cltent
must rely upon his or her attor·
ney's reputation and skills to handle
mailers
of
litigation
Therefore, it is very important !hat
the dectsion of whom lo retain is
done in an educated and well organized fashion. ,;.
Sal Bnguglio
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wllh Mannutno &

Briguglio tn Rancho Cucamonga.
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Matlmg Systems,
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David Kim
Prest denI
Joe Schuck
DIStrict Manager
(714) 851-1080/851-0871

In addition to the price of the itcm(s), you need to know the soft-but very real-costs spent to complete the "buy-receive-pay" cycle.
How do vou find that out'1 Well it's as casv as ABC-and that's where we come in. At &)ISC Cascade Office Products, we usc
ACTIVIl'Y-BASED COSTING (ABC> <o uncover your soft costs of transactions-things like time and labor expended in selecting
products, complctmg requlSI<ions and receiving the goods These costs usually fJr exceed the dollars paid for pens and paper clips.
If your office products supplier isn't hclpmg you manage and reduce your soft costs. you may well he spendmg 25·50~ more than
you thmk you arc.
You need the only office products supplier who can make "cents" out of soft costs and who can deliver true. documentable savings.
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Is the lowest price item always the best buy?
Is the office products supplier who offers you the lowest JHi££.
the lowest CJl£1. supplier?
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inding an attorney can he a
fruslraling and confusing
proposition for a business
person. There arc many different
sources for locattng an attorney.
For instance, we have lhe telephone hook, private referral services, word of mouth, reputation,
Martindale·fluhbe/1, television,
and magazine and newspaper
adverltsements. Any one of these
can supply you wilh a starting
point for choosing a lawyer, hul I
recommend using a combination
of these sources of informatton
For example, if you were 10 go
to a telephone book and find an
attorney who pracltces the parttcular area of law thai you need, you
should lhen call the local Bar
Association for a recommendation AI least, you should ask people in the community about that
attorney's professional reputation.
If you wish to he very lhorough, you can research the qualifi·

calions of an al!orney lhat you
tntcnd to retatn tn a publication
called Martmda/e-llubbe/1 (whtch
can he found 1n most law
libraries). Martmda/e-lluhbe/1 ts
a dtrectory of al!orneys in every
state, coun1y and ctly in the U S.
In lhe Martinda/e-Huhhe/1,
there is a description of each law
firm, wtth an address and a list of
al!orneys who work for the firm .
Also tncluded are short biographies on each altorney, givtng
such informatton as what college
and law school he or she attended .
Funhcr, Martinda/e-Huhbc/1 lisls
lhe organizatiOns lhat each al!or·
ney belongs to, the areas of law
which he or she practices. and how
long he or she has been practtctng
I hose areas of the law.
More imponanlly, each firm is
rated as a single A. double A or
tnple A . The AAA raling is the
highest rattng that Martmdale·
Hubbell gives to an al!orney or a
law firm The tnple A represents
the dominant opinion of other
al!orneys in the area thai a firm or
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You need Boise Cascade Office Products.

For a comprehensive presentation, calll-800-47-BOISE.
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California limited Liability Companies
by Bill Carter

I

n 1994, when California became
the 46th state to recognize the
Limited Liability Company
(LLC) form of doing business, it
complicated one of the most basic
business decisions. Now, almost
every business owner needs to reexamine his or her current way of doing
business to decide if an LLC should
be used.

Overview
LLC's were developed in
Wyoming in 1977 a~ a hybrid form of
doing business. The concept offers
its owners (members) the corporate
characteristics of limited liability and
centralized management and the partnership characteristics of flowthrough taxation and flexibility of
income allocations.

Advantages of an LLC
• All income from an LLC
"flows-through" to iL~ members' tax
returns, just like a partnership or an
"S" corporation. This eliminates the

potential for double taxation that we
see in "C" corporations where
income ts taxed once at the entity
level and agam when the income is
distributed to shareholders.
• Income items can be specially
allocated to the members to fit their
respective tax and cash-flow needs.
Like partnerships, an income interest
can be given to key employees to provtde an mcentive compensation plan.
With S corporations, none of this
flexibility extsts. All mcome items
must be allocated to shareholders
pro-rata and no spectal allocatioiL~ are
allowed.
• LLCs provide their owners with
the limited liability protection normally found in corporations or limited partnershtps. In contra~! to a limited partnership, an LLC is not
required to have a general partner
owner with unlimited liability.
• An LLC is allowed to have an
unlimited number of shareholders. S
corporations have a ceiling of 35
shareholders. There are also no
restrictions about owners who are
non-resident aliens, special trusts or
corporations such as there are wllh S
corporations. LLCs can have a com-

~

pletely flexible ownershi~ .structure
that includes a parent-subsidiary relatioiL-;hlp.
• Liabilities of the LLC are
mcluded in a tax basis of the members. This allows members to clmm
more losses during the start-up phase
of operations.
• There are no penalty taxes for
owners of LLCs, such as unreasonable compensation, accumulated
earnings tax or personal holdmg company tax.

• One of the requirements of an
LLC is that it must dissolve should a
member w1thdraw from the company.
1l11s could cause substantial uncertamly and legal expenses.
• Smce the LLC format is relatively new, 11 has not been tested in
courts in the same manner that corporat'ions and partnerships have. In
add1llon, there 1s little uniformity
among d1fferent states' statutes,
which may cause uncertamty if the
LLC operates in more than one state.

Disadvantages of an LLC

Are LLC's for You?

• California does not allow an
LLC to he used for a business that is
licem;ed by the state. Th1s includes
professional accountants, attorneys
and doctors and some surprising
types of busmess, such as contractors
and beauty shops. This law is expected to be relaxed for non-professionals.
• LLCs in California are subject
to a gross receipts tax that can be
higher than the tax assessed for S corporations and limited partnerships. In
1996, this fee could be as high as
$4,500 per year.

The answer to this question
obviously depends on the specifics of
your situation. If your husmess currently operates as a corporation, there
would most likely be a tax it you
switched to this new form If you are
starting a new business or are expanding an existing husmess, then you
certmnly should d1scuss this topic
with your legal advisor and your tax
advisor. You may find that the LLC
form is right for you.•
Bill Carta is with McGiadn-.- & Pullen
UP, Certified Public Accoumdms and
Co!Lrultants in Ri\·t~rsiclt!.

How to Choose Between Bookkeeper and
Certified Public Accountant
by Patricia Gilbreath

One of the most critical decisions for new or seasoned business
owners is the selection of appropriate members of your management team. The wrong path taken
may create a situation where "bad
decisions" are made based on
inaccurate financial records and
statements. Or, significant penalties may be assessed when major
reporting and business compliance
requirements are not met.
The choice of whether your
business hires an internal or external bookkeeper or an independent
certified public accounting firm is
based upon any n umber of criteria.
Some of the following considerations have to be part of any discussions.
The best possible combination
is fo r the business to have an internal accounting or bookkeeping
s taff and an o utside independe nt
certified public accounting firm.

This financial team, along with an
appropriate banking relationship,
could make or break a company.

" One of t he most
critical

decisions

for

new or seasoned business owners is the se/ection of appropriate
members of your management team ... "
Bookkeepers and non-CPA
professionals do not have a standard measure of their abilities.
Certified Public Accountants, on
the other hand, have to meet standard and education requirements
and pass difficult testing proced ures.
T hey have to satisfy
"internship" hours with qualified
accou nting firms. This does not
always mean that all CPAs are the
same. Each comes with different

specialties depending upon their
professional experiences and
choices for professional concentration.
Bookkeepers and non-CPA
professionals may or may not have
a college education. Many of
them are very good accounting
professionals who have expertise
in various fields.
Whether you choose a bookkeeper or a CPA firm, you should
investigate their adequacy for your
business in the following manner:
1.) Ask for sample reports and

work.
2.) Test their knowledge of
your business and industry reporting requirements.
3 .) Check references as to
timeliness of service, accuracy of
their work, and willingness to
work with a business and its staff
to solve problems.

4.) Inquire of references as to
how long they have been clients.
5.) Determine how important
your account will be to the firm
and/or bookkeeper.
6.) Consider fees and the level
of work performed.
The outside accounting firm
should be a full-service company
that can prov1de all levels of
accounting services. These would
include a hands-on bookkeeping
service, computer selection and
software
training,
personnel
recruitment and training, management advisory services, assistance
with banking relationships, and
insurance needs.•
Patricia Gtlbreat/r, CPA, is a parmer of
Eadie and Payne Certified Public
Accountants, with branches
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Redlands.

Ontano and San Bemardino.

Time Is Right For Inland Empire Industrial Real Estate
by Boyd Plowman

he first half of th1s decade
has been a d1fficult one for
most owners and developers
of industrial real estate in Southern
California- and for their lenders.
The cychcal decline that began
in 1990 (though many transactions
already in the pipehne were completed that year) has not been as
severe in the Inland Emp1re as in
most other regions of Southern
California. However, there has
been more than enough financ1al
pain to go around.
Vacancy
rate
percentages
reached the high teens for the
Inland Empire in 1991, as annual
absorption declined by almost 25
percent after some consecutive,
robust years. Lease rates plummeted until late 1993 for larger-size
categories, and well into 1994 for
smaller size categories before
beginning a recovery.
Sales prices, as usual, lagged
the rebound in lease rates, partially
due to a glut of REO properties. All
size categories appear to have at
least bottomed out, and "big boxes"
bounced back to such a degree in
1994 that there is a significant
amount of build-to-suit and even
speculative construction activityevidence that the law of supply and
demand has not yet been repealed.
Lease rates have led values out
of the bottom of this cycle, but with
a fairly significant lag in time. At
the top of the cycle, owners ultimately realized that supply was outstrippmg demand and that lease
rates and sales prices had to decline.
It took awhile. Often it a figurative
whack over the head by a lender. In
many cases, it took a foreclosure
before reality came into play on the
owner side of the transaction.
It is an equally difficult transition at the bottom of a cycle. This
began to occur more than a year ago
in some size categories. First, asking prices increased. Then tenants
realized (after a period of denial)
that they couldn't get quite as good
a deal as last month, and they completed deals at higher rates. For
sale prices to rise, however, many
parties often have to recognize and
agree that the worst is over. First,
obviously, is the prospective buyer,
whether he is an owner/user or an

T

mvestor. In most cases, however,
an appraiser and a lender must also
agree that values are rising.
Furthermore, the lender must
believe it strongly enough to overcome negative recent experience
and pressure from regulators.
Last year began with mvestment bargains galore in the Inland
Empire, but with little interest
except by entrepreneunal investors,
Real Estate Investment Trust
(REIT's)
and some foreign
investors. Even that interest was
largely confined to low-vacancy
apartment and retail properties and
the occasional single-tenant distribution building With a credit tenant
and a long-term lease.
During 1994, the national capital markets reflected a tremendous
influx of investment capital into
REIT's from initial public offerings. The spectrum of investor
interest broadened to include retail
properties with higher vacancies,
multi-tenant industrial, and even
some office buildings.
Many
investors preferred shorter lease
terms to longer ones-as the
inevitability of higher rents became
clear.
Although their money-raising
activities have declined precipitously in 1995, REITs still have large
"war chests" with which to acquire
properties. Currently, their portfolios are dominated by retail and
apartment properties.
Industrial properties are dramatically under-represented when compared to their weight in the total mix
of institution-grade investment properties. Additionally, California itself
is dramatically under-represented in
REIT portfolios when they are analyzed geographically.
Although REIT's still comprise
only a small fraction of institution
investment, they were extremely
important in "quick-starting" the
national recovery in real estate
investment values. Further, their
portfolios quite accurately represent
where, and in what product types,
institutions have invested during
the first half of this decade. The
point to be made is that considerable demand is present for Inland
o ther Southern
E mpire and
California industrial properties as
institutional investors, particularly

REIT's, move to balance their portfolios.
The Inland Empire has been
discovered by investors-and rediscovered by developers.
San
Bernardino and Riverside counties
boast more than 140 million square
feet of industnal space, and the
region's importance is underscored
by the fact that if it were a state, that
state would be the 32nd largest in
the natiOn as measured by personal
mcome. The Inland Empire is also
the beneficiary of a growing economy. Population, employment, and
personal incomes are all rising
health1ly, while those of Los
Angeles and Orange Counties have
either been stagnant or declining.
The Ontario International Airport
area has joined New Jersey, Atlanta,
Chicago and Dallas among the
nation's premier distribution locations. Atlanta is the only region in
the country with more current construction activity.
All of this adds up to several
general conclusions:
• Industrial real estate activity
in the Inland Empire IS qUtte strong.
• There are shortages in inven-

{\>t

~

tones of industrial space in many
size categories.
• Lease rates have bottomed-out
and have risen or may rise quickly
(agam, dependmg on s1ze category).
• Build-to-suits will be even
more prevalent.
Speculative construction,
wh1ch is now under way, will
become more prevalent as financing
loosens.
• A substantial increase in value
will follow behind the rise in lease
rates.
The following actions are now
appropriate (and I encourage these
only parllally out of greed):
• Appraisers: Be cognizant of
the tum and not tied absolutely to
the last "Comp."
• Lenders: Lend!
• Developers: Build!
• Users: Lease or buy.
• Investors: Buy.
• Owners: Sell or lease, but at
the right price.•
Boyd Plowman is an ag~nt with Lu &
Associates Commercial Real Estate
Services in Ontario.
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How

TO SUCCEED IN
fUND-RAISING
~~~ INSTEAD OF
JUST TRYING
Entert alnmen ~

is the leisure·time discount
book that saves you up to 50% on duung,
movies, sports, recreauon. travel and more
You can offer memberl> and mends Ente rtainmente while you rruse funds for worth-wh!le
proJects It's the proven n<H:Ost, no-risk fundrrusmg program that prachcally sells 1tself1

Earn immediate profits
Books are provided on consignment
Return unsold books for full credit
Free sales materials
The more you sell... the more you earn

~.
3751 MERCED AVE • SUITE G • RIVERSIDE. CA 92503 • (909) 353-8061
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TABLE
FOR
TWO!

iNLAND EMPIRE

c.tch 30 mlnutn of the beat Inland
Empire rntaurant revlewa two
tlmea a WMk on KVCR TV 24, the
Inland Empire'• PBS atatlon. Table
for Two Ia the only reataurant
review ahow of Ita kind on televlalon. The ahow alra ...

From Madame JoJo to
Big Jim's
b> Rob

6:30 p.m. on Tueadaya
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

She's had
7 different namffi,
16 identitiffi
and 21 homffi.
And she's only
five years old.

Th~

Knif• •

8/~dso~

'm tired of so many of }OU
.,.. hintng about all of the restaurant we rev1ev. h~mg "the
same." Apparently, many readers
think I hould be explaming the
difference between the Big Macs
on 4th Street and the ones on
Mountain Avenue. Well, all I can
say is that when you pay only 95
cents, you don't have much room
to complain. But, in answer to the
critics, I've decided to explore both
ends of the dining spectrum this
month.
If you ever go to Long Beach
(which is probably rare, since they
took that giant plane away) and
you're feeling a btl hip, try The
House of Madame JoJo. It's trendy
California cuisine, done in such a
superb manner that you might be
inclined to forsake any trips to
West Hollywood for this former
"hood" of Snoop Doggy Dog.
For appetizers, you can start
with the crab enchilada (priced at
$6.25, and probably not like anything you'd imagine) or the radicchio with funghi ($5.95). More
conventional choices are the
Caesar salad ($4.95) and creamed
leak soup ($3.95).

I

As an entree, I highly recom-

She 5 one lllllousanlk II chdd•m
aducl!d
b y - they
know and IMl. Their CJIMl paren15 Oflen
imoMd 1n a aiiiOdv dispule. rnochm or
fllhels choole a de!pmlt life on the nm
ndler than risk laq their childn!n
N. Olild And II Americ2 llll' oiJer free
oonfidenti2l CMr-lhe-phonr medialion
beltml pmn1L Db our toll free
..... WCIII._,*Pthe nntin&
and ._, Jlll8* and tbeir childn!n
lf,au_.our...,,ar-CIII
I... CXII18denoe
JOII' dliJd find I llllft pelllliull'utuR.
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And._,

Poao,..,OI',....-,.rc.

mend the pastas. We tried the lobster and veal ravioli ($9.50), and
both were unlike anything I have
ever tasted. The veal stands out
easily as the best thing I sampled.
It's reason enough to make the
drive down to the beach (and that
stupid, giant plane really didn't
travel that far, 8Dyway).
If pasta isn't your thing, try the
rack of lamb suzette ($16.95).
And, while you're dining, be sure
to enjoy The House of Madam
JoJo's Bordello theme. Menus, for
eumple, are complimented by the
apcl pictures of naked women
(Note: I did not say "pictures of
apd aabcl women").

Having fully inspected the
action inside the menu. I looked up
to find my dining parrner, Bill
Anthon), Business Journal publisher, dancing around the restaurant
like a barefooted youngster on hot
asphalt. Madame JoJo \ excellent
wine list cv1dcntly Y.as a little too
much
for Bill to handle
Unfortunate!), Bill's antics forced
me to leave without ordering
des ert; I imply couldn't nsk further embarrassment to my highly
respected culinary reputation.
The House of Madame JoJo is
at 2941 E. Broadway in Long
Beach. For reservations-which
are absolutely necessary several
days in advance for weekends-call (310) 439-3672.

. . . and Then Along Came
Big Jim

Y

ou may want to head to
t~e

lovely (and closer!)
c1ty of Fontana to try
Jim's Steak House. This restaurant
caters to those who like their portions of red meat to border on the
enormous.
The menu claims that the
porterhouse steak ($16.95) is "20
ounces of pure and tender beef'-and I'd sure like to have the scale
they use in my bathroom. As any
proud carnivore can tell you, a
porterhouse has a bone in it. But,
faithful readers, I'm here to report
that the porterhouse at Jim's is
weighed in without its bone weight
(that's how their special scale measures). I figure if you eliminate my
own bone weight, I'm 50 or 60
pounds underweight.

that includes a mammoth slab of
succulent hcd resting in a bed of
au jus something like I Iawaii sits in
the Pae~f1c-only Without all of
those (..hstracting little islands
around it
Pronng how lucky 1 am to
have a biolog~eally-engineered
reserve stomach, I also took on the
hroiled lobster and f1let mignon.
The fikt was delicious and quite
large lor that parllcul.tr cut of heef.
The lobster, however, just served to
prove what I've suspected for 8
long time thJt there is no oceanic
hordcr to Font.ma Readers, I am
here to advise you to reserve your
cravings for crustaceans (and let's
throw in all seafood while we're at
it and getting a little crazy) for
those special times when you travel the short distance to California's
beautiful beaches. I'm not trying to
say the lobster at Big Jim's was
repulsive or anything, just overwhelmmgly mediocre. My point is,
don 'I order fish on a vacation to
Arkansas, order chicken.
All dinners at Big Jim's come
with your choice of soup or salad, a
choice of spaghetti, French fries, or
baked potato, and a roll. All steaks
are served with a mushroom sauce.
And, I'm telling you, you better
bring your appetite.
The baked potatoes deserve a
special mention, since my experience has been that they all taste
pretty much the same, no matter
where you go. At Jim's, though,
they're huge and cooked a tad different. In fact, you're likely to
exclaim, "What's up with the
baked potatoes?" when you take
that first bite.
Nobody at Jim's was giviug
away any secrets, but my Sherlock
Holmes instincts that kick in every
now and again tell me that wllal

The pepper steak ($13.95) is a
filet with sauteed green peppers,
onions, mushrooms and wine

they do is this: first, they skin the

sauce. Although it's more than one
man should eat at once, I had no
problem. The lop sirloins come in

like a lot of work for a minor dif·

three sizes. ranging from eight to
16 ounces ($8.25 • $14.95). The

potato, and then butter it before
placing it into the oven. Sounds
ference, doesn't it? Well, tbey're
doing it for you at Jim's, so

stop

your whining-but I've warned

best deal of all is the Early Bird
Speaal ($8.95), served from 5 p.m.

you about that already, haven't I?
Jim's Steak House is at IS~
Foothill Blvd. in Fontana. For

to 7 p.m. It's a full prime rib dinner

reservations, call (909) 829-9753.•
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The Wine Cellar

customer~ and took immediate
action. If you have one of those
original labels, you have a real collectable, because S1gnorello didn't
even wait for the next vintage. He
printed a new label wllh a new
design immediately, scraped off old
labels and even picked up wine
already sold to get that ugl) label
off the market.

Mead on Wine
/>,JUT) D

\f~lld

S

mall Producers
It 's a
"Catch
22"
:;ituation.
Writing about small winenes
and negociants, I mean. They are
the producers to real!} benefit from
a posit1ve rev1ew. And they're
often the ones consumers (reader~)
are least likely to know about and
most likely to be interested in reading about. They ' re also the hardest
to find m the marketplace, either
because production is so limited or
distribution spotty.
I have made a kind of rule over
the years about writing about small
producers. 1 don't rev1ew them if
they only sell at the winery or via
the mail, or maybe at a few stores in
the winery's local community.
I will write about them, even if
production is very small, if they
have some of the wine in general
distribution and are willing to sell
to new markets interested in taking
them on. You'll note that I usually
print addresses and phone numbers
so consumers (and retailers) have a
way to track down the wine.
Signorello Update This small,
primarily estate producer, is a little
different breed. It is small by
design, utilizing its own Napa
Valley fruit (and some purchased
from neighbors) to make limited
quantities of not mexpensive wines.
The Signorellos (senior and
JUnior) have never spared a dollar in
either the production or presentation of their wines. A~ perhaps the
first reviewer of Signorello wines, I
may be the only one (aside from the
family) to remember the garish and
quite gaudy first label design. I
liked the wines and said so, but I
also hated the label design and said
so.
Ray Signorello, Sr. heard the
same criticism from several retail

Signorello
1993
"!liapa"
Chardonnay ($20) Lean, almost
austere structure, but with satisfying apple and citrus flavors . Subtly
oaked (for Signorello) with underlying butterscotch complexity.
Signorello
1993
"!liapa"
Founder's Reserve Chardonnay
($30) One hundred percent barrelfermented, unfined, unfiltered, and
aged in 50 percent brand new
French oak. From a lov. y1elding
vineyard, wllh very mtense fruit flavors also in the green apple vem.
Pleasantly tart finish from crisp
acidity. More wood and complexity and will benefit from 3-5 years of
bottle age Rating; 90/82
Signorello 1992 "Founder's
Reserve" Pinot Noir ($28)
Overpriced, even though it's a
classy lighter style of Pinot. It's
that cherry-berry style from
Carneros fruit with some tarry notes
of complexity. Good, not great.
Signorello 1992 "Founder's
Reserve" Cabernet Sauvignon
($32) A wonderful wine. Earth,
truffle (black), blackberry and
cedar. Very Bordeaux-like, mouthfilling, rich, nicely wooded and
with a firm spine for a 10-20 year
aging potential. The blend is 77
percent Cabernet Sauvignon, 20
percent Cabernet Franc and 3 percent Merlot.
Signorello wines have limited
distribution in a number of states
and Canada. For further information: Signorello Vineyards, 4500
Silverado Trail, Napa, CA 94558,
(707) 255-5990.

WIN E O F TH E WEEK
Slgoorello
1993
"Napa"
Semllloo
($18)
Delicious!
Spectacular white wine! It is a wine

more about technique than fruit.
Which is not to say that great fruit
b not requ1red to handle all this
winemaker manipulation, and lovely pineapple, melon and ripe fig
fruit do manage to show through
One hundred percent French oak
(much of it new), 100 percent barrel-fermented and then aged for an
entire year on the lees. Very complex oak vanillin, butter, butterscotch, and even notes of roast coffee bean combine for complexity
that goes on and on. Expensive but
definitely worth it Track it down!
!liew Label Richard Kanakaris,
has been associated with wine one
way or another for many years. He
published a small wine magazine at
one time, worked in public relations
for a North Coast producer and
managed a tasting room for a popular Monterey winery. RK has used
his talents to create and blend moderately pnced wines from several
Central Coast sources. The brand is
Pavona and you can reach Pavona
Wines at: Box 5664, Monterey, CA
93944, (408) 646-1506.

top won't hurt it in the marketplace.
Partially barrel-fermented with rich
tropical (mostly pineapple but some
melon) fruit . Dry but round and
fnendly.
Pavona 1994 "Monterey"
Pinot Noir ($13) Very attractive,
but very youthful, cranberry and
rose h1ps style There's more herrylike flavors in the aftertaste. Very
drinkable ... match it with veal,
turkey, ham, roast pork, even prime
rib.
Pavona 1992 'Twin Hills-Paso
Robles" Zinfandel ($12) Bold boysenberry flavors and a plea~antly
tart finish. No noticeable wood
character. Drink it now with tomato-based sauces ....

_QALLEA\Q_
\II~
Donald D.

Gal~ano

Prn•dcnt

Pavona 1994 "MontereyParaiso Springs" Pinot Blanc
($12) A variety I'm especially fond
of, in a style that is quite appealing.
The fact that it's one of the first
wines to appear in a fancy new
antique green Bordeaux shape bottle, with a punt bottom and flange

42H Woncv1llc Road
Nm Loma, Californ10 91 7)2
(714) ~-H76

Wine Selections and
Best Values
By Bill Anthony

A. Rafanelli
1992 • Cabemet Sauvignon Dry
Creek Valley Unfiltered ..........$17
Stonestreet

1992
Legacy Alexander
Valley ................................ $35
Shafer
1992 • Cabemet Sauvignon Stags
Leap District..............................$22
Parduccl
1994 • Chardonnay Mendocino
County ........................................$8
Parduccl
1992 • Petite Sirah Mendocino
County ....................................$6.50
Bonny Dooo
1994 • Muscat Canelli California
Vm de Glaciere ........................$15

DeLoach
1993 • Chardonnay Russian River
Valley ........................................$25
Swanson
1994 • Sangiovese Napa Valley
Rosato ..........................................$9
Rerumsance
1985 • Sauvignon Blanc Late
Harvest North Yuba Select ...... $13

Eberle
1994 • Muscat Canelli Paso
Robles ........................................$9

Rosenblum
1992 • Petite Sirah .............. $13

Kenwood
1993 • Zinfandel Sonoma County
Geyserville Mazzoni ................$15

------------~--~~~~r~Qcrlff~OUKN~T------------------~------------~------------------------------
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Manager's

~ Soros On Soros: Staying Ahead of the Curve ~

Bookshelf

by H~nry Holtzman

"Soros On Soros: Staying Ahead of
the Curve" by George Soros with
Byron Wien and Krisztina Koenen:
john Wily & Sons, New York, New
York; 1995; 326 pages; S19.95.

T

his book may be the world's
or series
of mterv1ews - with a man
who is one of the world's wealthiest
investors. George Soros, founder of
the Quantum Fund, is to financialmarket investing what Warren
Buffett is to stocks and bond..<;-{)n( y
far more given to obscure theories
about the impact of the human condition on decision-making. Here's a
sample:
"The situations we need to
understand in order to reach our
decisions are actually affected by
lon~est i~terview -

INTERCONT
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those decisions. There is an innate
divergence between the expectations
of the people takmg part in events
and the actual outcome of those
events. Sometimes the divergence is
so small that it -can be disregarded,
but at other times 11 1s so large that it
becomes an important factor in
determining the course of events.
That is not an easy 1dea to communicate."
And, that's JUSt the ope ning
gambit in the chapter titled, "The
Theory of Investing."
Fortunately, Soros does offer a
shorter explanation that boils down
to the fact that people have "imperfect understanding." In defining this
expression he states that .. "On the
one hand, realit y is reflected in people's thinking - this is the cognitive
function. On the other hand, people
make decis ions that affect reality
and these decisions are based not on
reality, but on people's interpretation
of reality - I call this the participating function. The two functions
work in opposite directions and in
certain circumstances they can interfere with each other. The interaction
between them takes the form of a
two-way refl exive feedback mechanism ."
There's no need to alert the

NTAL
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media about the concept of imperfect understanding. An Athenian
named Socrates came up with 11
more than 2,000 years ago. Given
the current predilection among publishers for using h1storic and mythic
figures m book titles ("Attila the
Hun," "God" and "Winnie-ThePooh" are but three recent examples), I suppose we 'II soon see a
book titl ed "Socratic Investing."
What does any of th1s have to do
wuh mvesting in financial markets?
According to Soros, quite a hit. He
notes ... "Economics seeks to be an
analytical science But all historical
processes, including the financial
markets, are complex and cannot be
understood on the basis of analytical
science..... In other word.~, financial
markets are inherently unstable and
the idea of a theoretical equilibrium
that would prevail...is itself a product of our imperfect understanding."
Still not quite clear to you? It
certainly is to Soros and his interviewers, who used such logic to
speculate in the pound Sterling and
hit a home run by selling it short.
Needless to say, that did not endear
them to the Brits or anyone else who
had taken a long position in Sterling.

The only defense offered is that .. "I
operate within the rules. If there is a
breakdown in the rules, !hat is not
my fault as a lawful participant, but
the fault of those who set the rules."
Strangely, only a third of the
book is devoted to investment theories and strategies. The rema•nder is
dedicated to explainmg Soros's life·
his view of the world's future (bleak'
hut not irretnevably so); h1s generos~
ity via The Soros Foundation to a
variety of causes that he espouses·
and his commitment to what he call~
"an open soc1ety," which (true to
form) isn't quite what the rest of us
usually envision.
The book mcludes an appendix
that features selected wntings by
Soros on a variety of topics, rangmg
from the possible disintegration of

Cruising Into the 21st Century

F
by Camille Bounds,

v

Tra<-ei Editor

With competitiOn to fill these
floating palaces at an all-time h1gh,
cru•se lines are vying for business and
know they must deliver or perhaps
never see that passenger agam. The
tariff for a cruise is usualIy based on
the length of the trip and the cruise Ime
involved. As the saying goes, you get
what you pay for-and without a
doubt cruising is a top value for the
vacation dollar.

U

uxury liners are coming out of
the sh1pyards at an accelerated
ace-about 30 new megaships are slated to be built by the year
2000. Weighing in at more than 60,000
tons, these floating resorts are bigger,
bener and offer more facilities and
more ambiance and beauty than was
seldom ever imagined 30 years ago.
The latest cruise ships boast countless
amenities for the passenger's comfort
and pleasure, with each generally able
to accommodate 1,500 to 2,000 passengers.

Cru

l

St ss

1. "The Warren Buffett Way: Investment Strategies of the World's
Greatest Investor," by Robert Hagstrom (Wiley... $24.95) (4)* Highlights o
Buffett's career and investment techniques.
2. "Re-Engineering Management," by Robert Champy (Harper
Business... $25.00) (1) Guidelines for managers after re-engineering a com-

Cruise ships offer a safe haven
that puts a limit on having to make a
lot of decisions. Since cruises are prepaid, passengers are relatively free
from worries about canceled flights
and having to rush around to make
transportation schedules. Forget about
packing and unpacking at every stop,
or even the hassle of rearranging and
handling luggage. Everything you
need for fun and relaxation IS all right
there on the ship-including five-star
restaurants; superb 24-hours-a-day
service in general; an itinerary offering
adventure and variety to virtually any
part of the world desired; non-stop
entertainment, such a~ gambling casinos; sports and learning opportunities;
spas and the deck. Whatever the
choice on a quality cruise, rest assured
that the safety of passengers is generally foremost in the minds of the crew

pany.

and officers.

Europe to dynamic hedging by usmg
a money market hedge fund.
"Soros On Soros" is less an
organi zed book than a ramble
through a very interesting mind.
Better organization of the book
might have made the reading more
interesting, too. Certainly it would
have made the book more readable
and less of a puff piece.•

BESTSELLING BUSINESS BOOKS
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business.
The list is based on information from retail bookstores throughout the U.S

For an ultimate experience, conSider the newest ship in the illustrious
Holland American fleet-the glorious
Ryndc!m. This ship is a true masterpiece of the shipbuilder's art, combining the best of Old World tradition
with state-of-the-art technology. The
Ryndc!m is 720 feet long, and holds
1,266 passengers along with a crew of
571. On board, you will find a $2 million collection of art and antiques.
Treasures from the 17th, 18th and 19th
centuries, themed to Dutch worldwide
exploration, reflect a time of adventure
and discovery. Public rooms and staterooms also feature original works of
art created especially for the Ryndam.
(Exquisite art and antiques are a tradition on all Holland American ships.)

B

eautlful, Beautiful

The Ryndc!m has 10 passenger
decks. A three-deck grand atrium features a unique fountain created by
sculptor Gilbert Leb•gre m Pietrasanta,
Italy, four beautiful lounges and a
piano bar. Two levels of a stunning
dining room are linked by a pair of
grand, curved staircases. A music

3. "Discipline of Market Leaders," by Michael Treacy & Fred Wiersema
(Addison-Wesley... $25.00) (2) How to focus on your market and gain a
major market share.
4. "Empires of the Mind," by Denis Waitley (Morrow... $23.00) (3)
Whatever you've learned about management is obsolete.
5. "Beardstown Ladies Common-Sense Investment Guide," by Leslie
Whitaker (Hyperion ... $19.95) (6) How an investment club's performance
t the stock market's.

8. "Everyone's A Coach: You Can Inspire Anyone to Be a Winner," by
Don Shula and Ken Blanchard (Harper...$22.00) (9) How the coaching transfers from football to business.

1l RNF R ( ONSTRlX liON t OMPA"'Y
(714) 798-8100
Prorul to be part of the Jn/Qnd Empire's
continued growth.

. 9. "Built .to Last," by James C. Collins (Harper... $25.00) (8) Why 18
maJor compan1es founded before 1926 are still with us.
~0. "Jesus CEO: Using Ancient Wisdom for Visionary Leadership," by
Laune Beth Jones (Hyperion ... $16.95) (10) How to use Jesus as a CEO role

model.

Stunning, two-l~·el dining room on Holland-America's cruise shrp offers a gourmet menu

• -indicates a book's previous position on the list.

lm~'s

"Rprdam " boasts 10 passenger decks, Broadway-style entertainm~nt and a casino.

ledge on the upper level overlooking
the main dining room floor houses a
string quartet to serenade during the
dinner hour Twenty-foot-tall windows
on three sides allow spectacular views
of the sea, off the stem of the ship. Did
I forget to mention one of the finest
gourmet menu and wine lists anywhere? (If there 1s something you
would like and it's not on the menu,
just ask. Usually, everythmg possible
is done to accommodate a guest's
wishes.)
Beautifully presented vegetarian
and low fat meals are available.

and wine list.

Away From Hom
Standard staterooms, some with
verandas, are comfortable and roomy.
Luxurious suites, including the 1,126square-foot penthouse suite, are
another option. Six staterooms are
designed for physically challenged
passengers, and all are equipped with
a hair dryer, VCR, multi-channeled
music system and closed-circuit television. Room service on this efficient,
immaculate ship is available 24hours-a-day.
For the Ryndam's itineraries and
brochures please call your travel
agent.

Oet II Everywh r
At the opposite end of the ship IS
the Vermeer Show Lounge, presenting
Broadway and Las Vegas-style entertainment. Keepmg to detail, this room
has a tulip motif throughout-found in
the hght fixtures, wall panels, lamps
and carpeting. The room is enhanced
by computerized fiber-optic lighting
and a high-tech sound system.

om thing

6.
"First Things First," by Stephen R. Covey (Simon &
Schuster... $23.00) (7) A results oriented approach to time management.
7. "Competing for the Future," by Gary Hamel and C.K. Prabalad
(Harvard Business School Press...$24.95) (5) Making a difference to customers and employees.

ONTARIO CONVENTION CENTER

Holland-Amerrca crurse

Also on board are duty-free shops,
offering the finest quality of most
everything imaginable; a video arcade
and photo shop; and a full-sized and
well-operated casino.
On Lido Deck is a fully-equipped
Ocean Spa fitness center, with an
ocean view and such services as a
beauty salon/barber shop, massage,
sauna and steam rooms, and a juice
bar.
A movie theater, library, video
library, card room, two swimming
pools (one with a sliding gla.,s dome),
and two practice tennis courts are also
available to pa.•;sengers.

P rk nd S I
For those leaving from the port of
San Pedro, The Sheraton Los Angeles
Harbor Hotel offers a great Park and
Sail Package for $99. Package
includes deluxe overnight accommodations for two, complimentary self
parking Qeave your car and pick it up
upon your return from the cruise), a
bottle of champagne, breakfast for
two, and shuttles to and from your
ship. The Sheraton's rooms are beautifully appointed and the professional,
friendly staff will likely make your
stay a memorable one.
The Sheraton Los Angeles Harbor
Hotel in San Pedro markets varied
leisure packages, and has 10,000
square feet of meeting space to
accommodate business meetings,
weddings and banquets. For information, call the hotel's catering department at 310-521-8037.•
Cami/1~ BOUNJ.s IS 1M trtn~l ediJor fOt' lite
l.Wnd Emptrr &sut=i lOCimal as ...,y as lite -.rem di<ISIDII of Sunr= Publications. R~den wllh

'f"<'S/WitS may cOIIIaCI

Ito at (4{)8) 779-3963
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Choosing an Accounting
Information System

Struggle for Position in Card
Room War Continues
In mid-September, south San
Francisco voters rejected a procommission killed three times by
posal for a !50-table card room.
the state Legislature.
The attorney general's office
Without
a
commission,
already is responsible for screenLungren said he can't do certain
ing applications of card room
things vital to controlling crime in
operators Lungren said he wants
card rooms, such as audit processto mcrease the scrutrny of both
es to turn up money laundering or
new applicants and annual
skimming. Yet, he plans to use
renewals.
what authority he can find in curIn Desert Hot Springs, many
rent law to set up a card room regbusrnesses and residents are
ulatory body by early next year.
counting on Lee's 35-table card
Regulation sans a commission
room to draw new tourists and
would prompt lawsuits, Lungren · increase local government coffers.
predicted.
Voters authorized such gambling
At present, 14 7 California
back in November 1992.
cities and counties allow card
However, Lee's request for a
rooms. A three-year moratorium
gaming license has been stalled
on additional card rooms being
since he filed his application in
authorized starts Jan. 1
January 1993. The state's Gaming
Twelve cities have elections
Registration officials said Lee
before the end of the year on
never gave enough information for
whether to allow card rooms
a sufficient background check.
before the moratorium kicks in.
Lee sued the agency in May
They are Azusa, Coachella,
1995 to get his license, saying the
Colton,
Hawa1ian
Gardens,
agency violated a provision of
Hesperia, Irwindale, Ontario,
state gambling law that required a
Pacifica, Palm Springs, Pomona,
deciswn within 180 days of
San Mateo and Suisun.
receiving his application ..A.
Contmu~d from pag~ 3

Redefining Southern
California's Downtowns
Continu~d from

page 21

The strategy we are implementing in downtown Riverside is, I
believe, closely aligned without natural strengths. One anchor for our
efforts is what we call the "Justice
Center for the Inland Empire." From
a marketing point-of-view, it was not
difficult to position Riverside-the
county seat and home for many legal
and law-enforcement institutions-as a location for additional courthouse and branch offices of major
Southern California law finns. The
development of an urban judicial
campus has now attracted both the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court and the U.S.
District Court, as well as the state
Court of Appeals. Together with
various support agencies, such as the
U.S. Marshal and the U.S. Attorney,
these new urban players will add
hundreds of new jobs to downtown
Riverside and cause the construction
of several hundred thousand square

feet of new buildings. These facilities will, in tum, be a magnet for law
finns and other legal services, which
will add stilt more strength to the
civic center's economy.
I believe Riverside's approach
should be a model for other Inland
Empire downtowns. Many millions
of dollars in urban "quick-fixes,"
such as stadiums and performing arts
centers, might be saved if civic leaders focused on "core competencies"
instead of sexy boondoggles. By
keenly assessing their existing
strengths and then targeting the
appropriate niche business as well as
governmental and cultural markets,
our downtowns may not be like they
were in the past. They can once
again become centers for social and
economic activity..A.

Contrnu~d from pag~ 30

system of journals and ledgers. It
maintams records of assets, liabllittes, and net worth. It is more complex, less intuitive and requires more
effort to maintain than the singleentry accounting.
It offers far
greater check-and-balances. The
effect of every business transaction
is recorded in (at least) two
accounts, hence the "double-entry."
For example, the purchase of a
computer (or other office equipment) shows as a reduction of the
cash (checking) account, but also as
an increase in the office equipment
account. The double-entry shows
not only where the cash went (a
common musing of most small business entrepreneurs), but also what, if
any, benefit was received in return.
This system is clearly more comprehensive than the single-entry system. Again, not every small business would benefit from this amount
of detail. If you're in doubt, ask
your accountant.
The other axis of consideration
is manual vs. computerized accounting system. With the recent release
of Windows 95, computers are on
everybody's mind. Computerized
accounting information systems
have many advantages to offer over
a strictly manually-kept set of
books. First, let's look at what is
meant by "manual" and its distinc-

tion from computerized.
Manual accounting systems
(which can also be single or doubleentry) are those in which the clerk or
bookkeeper provides all the integration, even if computers provide the
arithmetic. For example, a business
person that uses a computer spreadsheet to summanze daily cash
receipts for monthly totals is engaging m manual accountmg, because
the person separately prov1des the
integration of that summary wnh
other accountmg mformation (cost
of purchase, sales tax due, etc.).
Manual accounting systems can
work well and be efficient for the
small business with few transactions. In those situations, it could
easily take longer to boot up the
computer and warm up the printer
than to record manually a few sales
and write a couple of checks.
A typical manual system might
include: Business Check-book,
Daily Summary of Cash Receipts,
Monthly
Summary of Cash
Receipts, Checks Disbursement
Journal (coded by account designation), Employee Compensation
Record (with year-to-date and quarter-to-date totals), and Fixed Assets
Listing
and
Depreciation
Worksheet..A.
Merrill IV. Seroy is an accountalll,
computer consultant and qualifi~d mstalltr
for Abacus Accounting Softwart in Palm
Springs. He was select~d by Microsoft as a
beta site for Windows. 95.

Dont' Miss the Next
Issues of the

I
bus1ness 1ourna
iNLAND EMPIRE

(Stories break here.)

I NLAN D E MP I RE TV
RalphJ. Megna is the development direcl()r
for the city ofRiverside. H~ has b«n a principal
in a private rt!ll! estat~ de.~/opmentfirm spet:WIizing in urban rehabtliJation projects.
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Express lanes On the Way For 91 Freeway

E

xpress Lanes are set to open
on the 91 Freeway m
December.
For motorists who use the
R1vers1de (91) Freeway, the addition of two Express Lanes m each
direction
between
the
Riverside/Orange County lrne and
the Costa Mesa (55) Freeway
should be a welcome s1ght More
than five years in the making, the
lanes were accomplished with input
from CalTrans, the Federal
Highway Administration, Orange
and Riverside counttes, and some
of the world's foremost transportation experts.
The Express Lanes are b1lled by
CalTrans as the most significant
improvement s1nce the trafficclogged highway was built. More
than just four new lanes, the awardwinning proJect also is touted as
one of the most innovative transportation projects in the world
today, offering "traffic-weary travelers a fast, safe and reliable alternative to the existing overcrowded
91 ..

Authorized under 1989 state
legislation and subject to the same
high-dcs1gn standards, environmental rev1ews and construction
requirements as tax-financed highways, the Express Lanes-which
arc bemg built and operated by the
California Private Transportation
Company (CPTC) -demonstrate
the potent1al of public-private partnerships in transportatiOn.
"The fact that we're nearly
done with construction demonstrates a tremendous commitment
from all the players to help
motorists out," said Gerald Pfeffer,
managing director of CPTC. "The
commute out there 1s just brutal,
and we wanted to fix that."
The Express Lanes rely on several innovallons, from concept to
operations, including:
• No federal or state funds arc
mvolvcd m the $126 million project, which is financed through pnvate debt and equity investment. In
fact, public officials say private
investment is putting the four new
lanes on the 9 l long before the governqwnt could have afforded to.

N EW S

local news coverage, entertainment, events and
people of Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.
KZKI Channel30 or call 391-1015 tor your local cable ch<wlnel.
• Robt rl ~oto • )ol· Lyon., • Gr<.~ce lee • E.ul St.1tler • P.11ly 0 Toolt •

• Although user fees in the form
of tolls will be charged on the
Express Lanes, there will be no toll

booths. Instead, small, rn-vehicle
dcv1ccs called "transponders" will
be used A roadside antenna will
deduct tolls automallcally, ehmlnatrng the need to stop or wait in
line.
• Value pricing will he used to
vary the toll rates according to the
time of day and amount of traffic
Th1s will keep traff1c movrng, even
when the adjacent freeway is at a
standstill. Only those who use the
Express Lanes will pay for them
• CalTrans, the Federal Highway
Administration and the local transportation officials have worked with
the CPTC for more than five years to
ensure the project meets all federal,
state and local standards.
• Transponder-equipped carpools with three or more occupants
may use the Express Lanes for free.
"Our commitment IS to customer service," said Pfeffer. "For
the hundreds of thousands of
motonsts who use the 91 regularly,
the promise of a fast, hassle-free
commute is surely a welcome
offer."

transponders approach the 91
Express Lanes, a large road 1>1gn
will indicate the current toll rate.
Once the motorist is shown the toll
price, he or she has at least a halfmile to decide whether to merge
into the Express Lanes or use the
adjacent freeway

"For the hundreds of
thousands of motorists
who use the 91 regularly,
the promise of a fast, hassle-free commute is surely
a welcome offer... "
Near the midpoint on the
Express Lanes, the tolls are deducted
automatically
from
the
motorist's prepaid account. A tone
lets you know that your transponder
has been read and the proper toll
deducted. As vehicles approach the

toll-reading zone, signs direct carpools of three or more into the lefthand lane. An observer station verifies carpool occupancy without
vehicle slow-down and reports violators to the California Highway
Patrol
Customers can obtain transponders by completing an application,
available by calling (800) 6009191. Payment options include
credit card, cash or check. With the
credit card option, customers establish an account balance and a credit
card imprint is taken as a transponder deposit. The 91 Express Lanes
are authorized to replenish the
account when the balance drops
below the agreed amount.
With cash or checks, customers
establish a prepaid account and
place a deposit on the transponder.
When the account balance drops
below a set amount, the customer
agrees to replenish the account by
mail or in person .A.

" ... the award-winning
project also is touted as
one of the most innovative
transportation projects in
the world today, offering
"traffic-weary travelers a
fast,

safe and reliable

alternative to the existing
overcrowded 91 ... "

The
wmdsh1eld-mounted
transponders arc already used by
more than 50 percent of the rushhour traffic on the Foothill
Transportation Corridor in southeastern Orange C'ounty. Measunng
less than 4 inches square and a halfinch th1ck, the transponder can be
moved from car to car for convenience. The units have proved 99.9
percent accurate, according to the
CPTC.
As vehtcles equipped with

'

.

"On loan" to the Mt. Baldy United ~~'tly to help widt ils 1995-96 campaign. United
Parcel Service Hub Qua/icy MaMger Robert Cutshaw hands out pledge cards to TJ.
Maxx employees in Upland. Cutshaw is participating m United Ways loaned executive
program. "H.hich is used by local businesses as a training tool for management persOI'lllel.
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University of Phoenix Marks Opening of Ontario Branch

Wt'ndy Eggleston, Unn·ersity of Phoenix <nrollment adnsor, discusses curnculum wah
Jtm Michiser of Inland Empire National Bank at the grand opening of the unn·ersay's
Learning Center in Ontario.

T

he University of Phoenix
cut the ribbon in September
for its fifth Southern
California learning center, a 10classroom facility at the Ontario
Airport Center.
The Ontario Chamber of
Commerce helped to celebrate the
grand opening, attended by more
than 100 residents and community

leaders at 337 N. Vineyard Ave.
There are 300 working adults
attending the branch site, which
actually opened Aug. 14. The
University of Phoenix also has
branch campuses in Diamond Bar,
Fountain Valley, Van Nuys and
Gardenia. New satellite learning
centers also are planned for South
Pasadena and La Mirada.

University officials target
adults to attend the weekly classes
in bachelor's and master's degree
programs. Undergraduate programs include business admimstration, management, information
systems and nursing. Graduate
programs 1nclude Master of
Business
Admimstration,
MBA/Technology Management ,
master of arts in organizational
management and a master's in
nursing.
Students attend class just one
evening a week from 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. for five to six weeks. Classes
generally are small, allow1ng for
close interaction between students
and faculty.
Instructors must possess a
master's degree or higher, and all
are working professionals recruited to teach in their specific areas
of expertise and bring real-world
experience to the classroom.
The choice to manage the new
Ontario learning center is Jeanne
Lochart, a Rancho Cucamonga
resident and a familiar face in

San Bernardino Snares
National 'Mainstreet' Award

0

n behalf of San Bernardino,
Mayor Tom Minor in
September accepted a special award for Creativity presented
to Main Street Inc., a division of the
Economic Development Agency
responsible for the revitalization of
downtown.
The International Downtown
Association presented the winners of
downtown achievement awards at its
41st
Annual
Conference
in
Winnipeg, Canada. The awards are
given to recognize exemplary and
innovative projects, strategies and
events in and for downtown areas.
San Bernardino received its award
for the Main Street production of
"Legend of the Arrowhead" which
was entered in the marketing and
communications category as an
exercise in self-image enhancement,
receiving a special achievement
award for Creativity, one of the top
three awards internationally.
Accompanying Mayor Minor
for the award presentation were
Councilwoman Norine Miller, who
helped found the Main Street program and has remained a staunch

supporter of downtown revitalization, Main Street Executive Director
Ann Harris and Colin Strange, Main
Street Project Coordinator and producer of the play.
"Legend of the Arrowhead" is
the work of local musician and composer, Heather McCluskey and takes
a light-hearted look at the history of
San Bernardino in musical comedy
form. The Broadway style musical
premiered at San Bernardino's historic California Theater in conjunction with the city's !85th Founders
Day event.
IDA is the international association of downtown development and
management professionals dedicated to urban revitalization with members worldwide. Other winners
included Buckhead, GA; Buffalo,
NY; Calgary, AB; Cincinnati, OH;
Dallas, TX; Dayton, OH; Miami,
FL; Minneapolis, MN; Orlando, FL;
Pasadena, CA; Philadelphia, PA;
Roanoke, VA; Sacramento, CA;
Syracuse,
NY;
Tampa,
FL;
Winnipeg, MB; Winston-Salem, NC
and Yonkers, NY.£

W
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Inland Empire banking circles.
Lochart brings a strong background in corporate management
and community leadership, university officials said.

Inc. will serve as the chauwoman of
the Mt. Baldy Unlled Way Council
of Executives for 1995-96.
The council of executives 1s an
association representing the -+0
health and human services agencies
funded by United Way Green was
selected to the chair by the other
agency executives.

Over the last 12 years, Lochart
has served in leadership positions
of the Chaffey Community
College FoundatiOn, San Antonio
Commumty Hospital Foundation,
and the Rancho Cucamonga
Commumty Foundation.

organizational development services
firm creating value-added results for
enterprises and individuab focused
on continuous improvement.

The University of Phoenix is
the sixth-largest private university
in the country, with learning centers outside of Califorma and
Arizona in Utah, New Mexico,
Colorado and Puerto Rico.
Founded in Phoenix, Anz. in
1976, the university is accredited
by the Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education of the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Schools.
For more information about
degree programs or custom corporate training, call (800) 4686768.-A

Veteran Racer to Produce
Chevrolet Off-Road Winter
Series at Glen Helen
ell-known auto racing
promoter Gene Romero
was recently named as
executive
producer
of
the
SODNChevrolet Off-Road Winter
Series set for Dec. 1-3 at Glen Helen
Raceway in Devore, five miles north
of San Bernardino.
Romero has been involved for
the last decade with the productions
of major AMA grand national championship events around the country,
in association with Chris Agajanian
of the famed Ascot Park Raceway in
Gardenia . After the close of A~cot
Park in 1990, Romero formed his
own independent race promotions
business, consulting for such tracks
as Cal Expo, The Sacramento Mile,
The Fairplex/Pomona 1/2 Mile, The
Del Mar Fairground~ Mile and The
Knoxville, Iowa 1/2 Mile.
The former AMA Grand
National champion is in charge of
the entire Off-Road Winter Series
event at Glen Helen, which was put
together in late August to enable
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SODA racers to enjoy their sport in
the winter months when their traditional venues in the Midwest are
buried in snow.
Since the early 1990s, Romero
has been a consultant to Glen Helen
Racing Inc., the concessionaire for
the 273-acre Off-Highway Vehicle
Park at the San Bernardino Regional
Parks area in Devore. Glen Helen
has been a popular racing destination in Southern California since
1985, and is located just north of San
Bernardino
at
the
Palm
Avenue/Kendall Drive exit off
Interstate 215.
The Chevrolet division of
Detroit-based General Motors is the
title sponsor of the Off-Road Winter
Series, while B.F. Goodrich is the
associate sponsor and Goodyear Tire
is the official product sponsor. The
Glen Helen track sponsors include
Budweiser, LA Cellular, CrossCountry Wireless Cable, KFRG/OJFM and The (Riverside) PressEnterprise.£

James (Tony) Eilts
Kathy Go11ZJJies

Chino Valley Bank Taps Ellis
for Brea Office
With more than 30 years in the
banking industry, James A. (Tony)
Ellis has been named as vice president and manager of Chino Valley
Bank's Brea office.
Ellis began his career with First
Western Bank, and spent several
years with Union Bank as a regional
vice president. The University of
Southern California graduate was
later the executive vice president and
branch
administrator
for
Independence Bank and semor vice
president for California State Bank.

Lewis Homes President
Named Builder of Year
Richard A. Lewis, president of
Lewis Homes of California, has
been named 1995 Builder of the
Year by the BUilding Industry
Association of Southern California.
Lewis heads up the division of
Lewis Homes, the largest familyheld business in the industry. The
company, which consistently ranks
at the top in "Builder" magazine's
annual "Builder 100 Survey," has
built more than 40,000 homes, 7,000
apartments and about 3 milhon
square feet of non-residential property in Californ1a, Utah, Nevada and
Arizona.
As Builder Captain, Lewis led a
team in completing a 15-unit, fourbedroom apartment complex for the
traditionally homeless in Ontario.

United Way Picks 1995-96
Chairwoman
Karen Green, president of
Visiting Nurse Association and
Hospice of Pomona-San Bernardino

Carla Stallmg

Karen Green

Green also is involved with the
California Association for Health
Services at Home, Claremont United
Church of Christ Congregational,
National Association for Home Care
and Visiting Nurse A~sociation of
America.

Dr. William Relf Named
Dean
Dr. William Relf recently was
named dean of the School of
Business and Econom1cs at the
Univers1ty of La Verne.
Dr. Rei f served as a faculty
member and also dean of curriculum
and development at the university
1967-72. From 1972-75, he taught at
the
Nanyang
University
of
Singapore. A resident of Claremont,
Relf holds a bachelor's degree from
the University of Pittsburgh, a master's of theology degree from San
Francisco Theological Seminary, an
MBA from Harvard University and
Ph.D. from the Claremont Graduate
School.

Carla Stalling Named as
President of Cardon Wesley
&: Associates
Total
Quality
Institute
announced that Carla Stalling has
been named as president of Cardon
Wesley & Associates, a Temecula

Stalling brings more than 10
years of experience in process evaluation, revenue enhancement, continuous improvement processes, executive development, marketing and
management.

Eadie and Payne
Successfully Completes
Review by Peers
The certified public accounting
firm Eadie and Payne, with offices in
Redlands,
Ontario
and
San
Bernardino, has successfully completed an independent peer review of
its accounting and auditing practice.
The review concluded that Eadie
and Payne complies with the stringent standards set by the American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, m coordmation with
theAlCPA.
The peer review was conducted
by a team of CPAs from the
Postlethwaite Netterville Firm of
Baton Rouge, La.

Wells Fargo Promotes
Kathryn Gonzales to
Regional Manager
Wells Fargo Bank announced
that Kathy Gonzales, vice president,
has been appointed to regional manager, overseeing 28 Inland Empire
Wells Fargo branches.
Gonzales has 15 years of experience in business lending and branch
banking experience. Before her promotion, Gonzales worked as South
Pasadena branch manager, where
she was recognized for improving

customer service and growing the
customer base From 1990-94, she
worked with the Wells Fargo
Business Bankmg Group. A~ manager of Risk Management Operations,
she oversaw a $250 million portfolio
of delinquent small business loans.

Promotions Announced at
Ernst &: Young LLP
Promotions recently announced
for the Riverside office of Ernst &
Young included Michael Shelton's
step up the corporate ladder to fill
the role of senior manager. With
more than seven years of experience
serving tax clients within the manufacturing and high-technology
industry, Shelton 1s an active member of the Circle City Rotary Club of
Corona and a resident of Jurupa.
Ernst & Young also promoted
several people to the level of manager. They are Robert Johnson and Ken
Sturm (tax), and Valerie Clay,
Cynthia Morningstar, Mark Shreeve
and Verlon Strauss (audit).

New Facial Surgeon joins
Mirage Center
The Mirage Center in Rancho
Mirage announced that Bruce B.
Chisholm D.D.S., M.D. is the newest
member of its cranio-facial team.
Chisholm was born in Halifax,
Nova Scotia and received his undergraduate and dental degrees from
Dalhousie University. He received his
M.D. from Louisiana State University
Medical School.
Dr. Chisholm ranked first in his
class for both dental and medical
school and specializes in facial pla.~tic
and recorL~tructive surgery, including
facelifts, scarless eyelid and nose
surgery, browlifts, chemical peeling,
laser wrinkle remover, scar removal
and facial liposuction..A

--
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1994/1995 BOOK OF LISTS ON DISK
If ~ou need to hunt for new business .. enhance your
ex1stmg database .. supplement your job search ...with
Toplist"' your prospects for success are immeasurably
greater That's because Toplist gives you your best
business prospects in an easy-to-use software progra

KEY CONTACTS WITHOUT KEYING THEM IN
Toplist is the software complement to the Book of Lists. It takes the data
from the Book of Lists and lets you access its powerful contents.
Key information f~omthe Book of Lists is in Toplist, including company name,
contact person With t1tle, address. phone number, field to add a fax number,
hst the company is on, rank on that list and data by which firms are ranked
(revenu.e, or number of employees, etc.). These fields are included if they
appear 1n the Book of Lists.
You can view and sort Toplist data in alphabetical, list or zip code order, merge
1t With your custom letter, then print the corresponding labels. With Toplist
you can update, change or delete exist1ng data. Also you can export the data
to your favonte software program.

ACTJUSERS
The data is also available in ACT! ready formats for importing directly into your
existing ACT! Software.
PLUS

0 Toplist is self-installing and menu-prompted.
0 The software includes an unlimited single-user license and, as a
registered user, you receive free technical support.
0 Also available are notes for merging Top list data with Microsoft Word
for Windows, WordPerfect and File Maker Pro. Request notes below.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Toplist PC: 2 MB free hard disk space, DOS 3.1 or higher, 587K RAM.
Toplist Mac: 4 MB free hard disk space, 2MB of RAM, System 6.0 or higher.
MORE INFO
For a complete listing of the list categories included and number of records
per list. call the Toplist Fax-Back Service at 1-8()().493-4757. Enter document
code 1028. Or via the Internet at moreinfo@toplist.com.
FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL 909-391-1015 or
FAX THE COUPON BELOW TO 909-391-3180

=

For pre-purchase lechntcal quesltons call 1-800.347·9267

-------_Yesl"diketogM>power from Taplist
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~$350
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Total_ __
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his letter is in response to
Maria Anna Gonzales's views
on Proposition 187, <L~ printed
in the AugLL~t 1995 edition.
First, I'd like to say that I respect
Ms. Gonzales's views. By her words,
though, it appears she believes there
should be nothing wrong with what
is happening at our borders. Does she
honestly think that what is happenmg
should just be accepted by all honest
Americans? Can she honestly believe
that anyone, anywhere can just come
into our country and milk welfare
and unemployment benefits without
any ramifications, just because our
Constitution says we should? Should
we just invite everyone from any
country to use up our social services
until they run bone dry?
A little background on myself. I
am a white male, third generation of
Italian immigrants. My grandparents
came over in 1903, arriving in New
York willing to work to support a
family. There was no welfare to jump
on, no social security benefits. They
worked their butts off to make sure
their families had enough. My relatives supported this country by serving in the armed forces, and struggled through the depression years,
standing in long lines for food when
jobs and supplies were scarce.
(foday), I have no doubt that
many people who want to live in the
U.S. are willing to work hard to support and raise a family. The major
difference is that my ancestors, when
they arrived, followed the rules, and
not only believed in their own survival, but the survival of our country.
And, by the way, I am not speaking as a representative of "angry
white males," as Ms. Gonzales put it.
I am married to a wonderful woman.
.. who learned English, earned herself an education and now works her
tail off and always remembers where
she came from. And you know where
that was? Tijuana. Yes, she is a
Mexican, and though she is proud of
where she came from and what she
has accomplished, she is embarrassed
at the way her fellow countrymen are
taking advantage of not only her new

T

country, but her as a U.S. citizen.
. . . The major difference
between her and the people you are
supporting, Ms. Gonzales, is that sh
is law-abiding. When she came ~
California, she properly applied £
..
.
or
CitiZenship, passed her test and waited her time until it was granted. She
didn't climb a fence and outrun the
Border Patrol. She didn't hide in
somebody's trunk and sneak across
the border She came here legally!
Ms. Gonzales, how would you
feel if all the people coming across
the border rllegally were Russian or
Chinese or Korean or Thai, and they
were using your services and living
off your taxes? That is exactly what
has every law-abiding and common
sense American upset, not that the
people are predominately Mexican or
Nicaraguan or Salvadoran. You feel
that your people are being targeted,
but at the same time I don't see loads
of Japanese or Koreans or Germans
coming here wrongly. They, for the
most part, are doing it the right way,
and true Americans support that.
Nobody in this country has a
problem with those who legally
come to this country. Hispanics are
some of the hardest working people
on the planet. Don't be caught up in
the idea that what our country is trying to fix is because of racist thinking. (Many) think that whites are so
threatened by people of color. Thai is
not true. We are threatened by the
illegal acts of people who are quickly taking down this country... Crime
and illegal acts are what is ruining
this country. Nobody talks much
about those problems. Instead, they
seem to focus on people of color
being victimized by white males.
In conclusion, my only other
thoughts to you are, don't use your
heart to believe in something, or a certain way. Believe in what is logical,
and think of the big picture-what is
best for this country as a whole, not
what suits you individually.

Charles Costantino
Los Angeles
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earned the Distinguished Achievement
Award for 19SK Also dunng her
tenure, she h,1s consistently fm1shcd m
the top f1ve m all specialties for the
office, and is in the top 10 rcgionall)
within her spec1alty.
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Marcus & Millichap Sells
Complexes With 76, 98 Units
Marcus & Millichap Real E.~tate
Investment Brokerage Comp;my had a
lucrat1ve month of September, including involvement in the sales of two
apartment complexc.~ and a single-tenant retail building in Springfield,
Ma.-.~.

Mananne Waggoner

Waggoner Promoted to
Senior Vice President
Marianne Waggoner recently was
promoted to senior vice president ami
managing officer of the Rivers1de
office of the CB Commercial Real
E.~tate firm . She now oversees a stall of
37, including 23 sale.~ professionals.
Waggoner joined CB Commercial
in 1986. A~ a retail sales specialist, she

Real estate development specialist
Tom Cullinan moved from the mountains at Lake Tahoe to the rollmg
dunes of the Coachella Valley II years
ago, and he's never looked back.
In fact, since then. Cullinan--now
project manager at the pnvate residential community of Rancho La
Quinta-has overseen the sales of
more than 450 desert country club
home.~ valued at more than $230 million.
Cullinan sa1d this year's sea~onal
sales at competing country clubs were
certainly not record-breaking, but
were better than expected.
"From a marketing perspective,
the desert real estate market is beginmng to regain momentum lost in the
early 1990s," commented Cullman.
"Here at Rancho La Qurnta, we've had
a good selling season with 29 homes

Tom Cullinan

Mission-style homes at Rancho La
Quinta are billed as "the perfect retreat
for leisurely living and family fun."
Offered in four floor plans, the homes
feature up to 3,265 square feet and are
priced from the mid-$200,000s. The
builder is T.D. Development of La
Quinta.

The sale of 76 units in Moreno
Valley was announced by Kevin
A.-.~ef, regional manager for the
Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap.
The property, at 23650 Hemlock Ave.,
sold for $2.45 million. The seller was
Wc.~tern Financial, and the principals
were represented by Alex Mohgarebi
of Marcus & MiUichap in Ontario.
The sale of98 units at 1414 North
Riverside Ave. in Rialto also was
reported by As..-;ef The property sold
for $3.65 million, and the seller wa~
Hanes Investment Realty. Again, the
principals were represented by
Mahgarebi.
MarcLL~ & Millichap Real Estate
Investment Brokerage Company specializes in the sale and acquisition of
income-producing property. The company had sales of $1.9 billion and
closed 1,308 transactions in 199-l..t.

SAN BAG Launches 1-10 Improvement Project

A

San Bernardino Associ.tted
Governments (SANBAG)
proJect that will add two
car pool lanes on Interstate 10 has
been expanded to include the reconstructiOn of the Central Avenue
bridge The proJect also calls for the
widen1ng of Central Avenue as well
as rehabilitation work of two existing lanes on the 1-10.
At the request of the city of
Montclair officials, the widening of

t<1tion work on the ex1sting l,mes
SI\NBAG agrees to include this
work as part of the freeway project
for cost efficiency, and to minim1ze
the disruption to the motoring public.
SANBAG's portion of the project will result in the construction
of one car pool lane in each direction on the 1-10 along a 9.9 mile
stretch from the Los Angeles/San
Bernardino

County

line

to

Central Avenue through the inter-

Interstate 15.

change was added to the project
scope. By linking these improve-

cost about $70 million, with fund-

ments to Central Avenue-longsought by the city-to planned freeway work, the city figures to save

countywide, half-cent sales tax program for transportation improvemenls, as well as Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality funds.
Construction is planned to
begin in early 1997, with completion expected within three and a
half years. A 26-month construction schedule was originally estimated, but the addition of the
Caltrans rehabilitation work w ill
add another 16 mont hs to the project. Even with the lengthened con-

significant costs. Also, commuter
the revised plan.
A cooperate agreement between
SAN BAG and the city of Montclair

D I d n d
m p 1 r'

sold at an average price of $350,000."
Situated around a golf course and
on 1\,000-square-foot lots, the

Rancho La Quinta's Tom
Cullinan Reviews Season

disruption should be reduced under
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was approved by the Montclair City
Council during a meeting on Sept
18. The California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) has a separate project that includes rehabili-

Construction will

ing to come from Measure I, the

struclion timetable, the total commuter-traffic disruption still figures
to he reduced. That's because
Caltrans would still face having to
do the rehabilitation work at some
future time, even if it were not
included in the freeway project.
According to Gary Moon,
SAN BAG director of program management, "This project is a prime
example of how regional cooperation can accelerate construction,
save taxpayers money, and minimize inconvenience to the public.
SANBAG is especially pleased to
deliver another Measure I project.
"Measure I is working for the
San Bernardino County voters who
approved it."
Construction of car pool lanes
on the 1-10 is one of the seven valley project~ to be developed under
the Measure I program. Currently,
Route 71-the new Chino Valley
Freeway-is under construction,
and a project to add a car pool lane
and a mixed-flow lane in each
direction is underway on Route 60
from the Los Angeles County line

to the Rl\'erside County !me.
Add1tionally, construction may
hcgin next spring on a key frontage
road in Fontana that will help accelerate construction of Route 30.
~1eanwhile, the final designs for
three of the eleven segments of
Route 30 proceed.
The city of Montclair's portion
of the projecl will include widening
Central Avenue through the interchange area to provide three
through-lanes in each direction, as
well as two left-turn lanes to the
freeway on-ramps and to the
Montclair Plaza Shopping area.
Under the cooperative agreement
between SANBAG and the city of
Montclair, Montclair will reimburse
SANBAG for the design, construction, and construction management
of the bridge replacement at Central
Avenue. Montclair also will pay for
related roadway improvements.
The rehabilitation work by
Caltrans during the same construction will consist of replacing most
of the two outside lanes from Los
Angeles County line 1-15.&
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-A merger between Blue
Cross of California and
Health
System
International that will create the
nation's largest for-profit managed
care organization is approved by state
regulators. As part of the agreement,
Blue Cross and HSI will create the
nation's sixth-largest charitable
endowment, with $3.2 billion to be
used to improve health care for
Californians. The two charitable
foundations in 1996 will donate at
least $160 million a year to improve
health care access for the poor and to
improve the general health. Under
California law, a managed care organization converting from non-profit
to for-profit status must give an
amount equal to its total assets to a
charitable foundation.

7

8

-George Salem, senior
vice president at the New
York investment firm
Gerard Klauer Mattison & Co., predicts San Francisco-based Wells
Fargo & Co. will acquire Los
Angeles-based
First
Interstate
Bancorp. for about $120 a share.
Shares of both banks rose after

Salem's prediction was published in
"Business
Week"
magazine.
Investors apparently were spurred by
a string of bank mergers that have
been announced on Mondays, and a
desire not to miss the next one.

19

-The U.S. House of
Representative s
Re s our c e s
Committee approves a budget reconciliation package that transfers federal land for the proposed Ward Valley
nuclear dump site to the state of
California. Opponents of the planned
dump have argued that the waste disposal would be too close to the
Colorado River, which supplies
drinking water to Los Angeles and
other areas. The dump facility is targeted to store low-level nuclear
wastes from California and neighboring states. Interior Secretary Bruce
Babbitt has said he planned to transfer the Mojave Desert land near
Needles, but with specific safeguards.
Babbitt said the committee action
could jeopardize public safety, since
it could prevent the Interior
Department
from
mandating
California officials to implement federal environmental precautions.

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY
NEWS/TALK RADIO
CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY·
FIFTEEN MINUTES

li01

'.
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Month in Review

-Cal Worthington
says he plans to
close the $1.3 million purchase of three dealerships in
Claremont Auto Center by the end of
the week. Worthington's purchase of
the Ford, lsuzu and Hyundai franchises paves the way for the reopening in
early January of the auto mall, which
has been closed for nearIy a year.
Workers will begin pai nting, gardening and changing signs within a few
days, says the famed entrepreneur
and television pitch-man. Claremont
city officials say they ' re glad that
their leading tax revenue producing
facility is back in bus iness.
Worthington notes that his will be the
only Ford dealership on Interstate 10
from the Inland Empire west to the
Pacific Ocean.

20

21 ba!~nTNT~:~~:~

Inc. wins out over
six bidders for a $2.7 million contract
to grade in preparation for the Ontario
International Airport's terminal
expansion project. Other bids ranged
from $2.9 million to $4.9 million.

The contract is for grading the site
and the "footprints" for two terminal
buildings totaling 580,000 square
feet. Official groundbreaking is set
for Oct. 20, with the work expected to
take two months to complete.
Contracts to build the $296 million
terminal, parking lot and airfield
improvements will not be awarded
until early 1996.

22

-Ca li fo rnia
Speedway, a joint
v enture
between
Kaiser Ventures Inc. and Roger
Penske, receives the go-ahead from
state environmental regulators, opening the door for preliminary work to
start in October on the $70 million
racetrack project. Kaiser officials say
the approval means they will receive a
certificate from the California
Department of Toxic Substances
Control showing that 13 acres at the
former Kaiser steel mill site IS rid of
industrial
pollution.
Turner
Construction of Irvine, which is building the $66 million convention center
in Ontario, will manage the year-anda-half raceway construction.•

Financial Women International
Presents Inland Empire
Political Representatives
inancial
Wo men
International,
Inland
Empire Chapte r presents
local political representatives to
speak on political and economic
issues in the Inland Empire on
Oct. 18 at the Marriott Hotel in
Ontario.

econo mic and personal goa ls
a nd to influ ence the future
s hape of the financial services
industry. In addition to informative meetings, workshops and
seminars, the members hip provides valuable ne tworking
opportunities.

On the agenda for Financial
Women International's official
inauguration.
meeting
are
Kathleen Connell, California
state
controller;
Barbara
Riordon, San Bernardino County
3rd District supervisor; and Nell
Soto, Pomona councilwoman.

Financial
Women
International also works on
behalf of its members regarding
issues that affect women, and
actively works to promote the
interests of working women.

F

BRUINS

As an international organization,
Financial
Women
International seeks to empower
women in the financial services
industry to attain professional,

The official inauguration
meeting is set for 6 p.m. on
Wednesday, Oct. 18 at the
Marriott Hotel in Ontario. For
reservations, contact Bonnie
Strate at Chino Valley Bank,
(909) 627-7316 ....

Minority job Fair

0

n Oct. 4, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the National Orange
Show Center Dome m San
Bernardino, the second NAACP
Inland Empire Minority Job Fair is
expected to attract more than 60 personnel recruiters in search of candidates to fill hundreds of JOb openings
at area companies and government
agencies.
The job fair is intended to help
employers meet mmority job
hunters, but is open to the general
public, organizer Carl Dameron said.
The goal of the event is to match
qualified black, Hispanic, Nalive
American, Asian, disabled, women
and Pacific Island Americans to
jobs.
To enter the job fair, use gate 4.
Admission is free. For more information, call Carl Dameron at (909)
888-4571.

Tanger Outlet Center
Donates Funds to Fight
Cancer
nger Factory Outlet Center in
Barstow
will
dedicate
Saturday, Oct 7 to the
American Cancer Society Breast
Cancer Awareness Program by donating 1 percent of total sales to the
Desert Sierra Region of the Cancer
Society. The nationwide program is
an annual commitment to support
cancer research and education.

T:

Hispanic Chamber's
Membership Breakfast
7:30 a.m. on Oct. 11, the
United Hispanic Chamber of
ommerce will hold its
membership breakfast at Whispering
Lakes, 2525 E. Riverside Dr. Cost is
$11.50 for members and $14.50 for
non-members. To RSVP, contact the
chamber office at (909) 984-6877 by
Oct. 6.

American Heart Walk

T

he
American
Hea rt
Association's
American
Heart Walk is slated for Oct.
7, starting at the Ontario Airport
Marriott Hotel, 2200 East Holt
Boulevard in Ontario. The event is
for all ages, and aiOIS to raise money
to
support
American
Heart
Association research and community education prograOIS. Registration
is at 7 a.m., w ith various prizes
based on the amount of money
raised by participants to be awarded.
For more information, call (800)
834-1670 or (909) 424-1670.

Taste the Best At Grape
Festival
he 56th annual Grape
Harvest Festival is scheduled
for Oct. 6-8 on Fourth Street
in Rancho Cucamonga, a block east
of Haven Avenue and a mile west of
Interstate 15.
For the region of vineyards
recently designated as "Cucamonga
Valley," the festival promises rides,
booths, entertainment and a 100-foot
tent set aside for wine appreciation.
A workshop Oct. 7 at 4 p.m. will be
given by Bill Anthony, publisher of
Inland Empire Business Jor~rnal and
television wine commentator.
Hours are 6 p.m. to midnight on
Oct. 6, 10 a.m. to midnight on Oct.
7, and 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Oct. 8.

T

Financial Women
International
inancial Women loternational,
Inland Empire Chapter, will
feat ure Kathleen Connell,
California State controller, at their
quarterly meetmg on Wednesday,
Oct. 18, 1995 at the Marriott Hotel in
Ontario at 6:00 p.m. For reservations
or info rmation on FWI, contact
Bonme Strate, Chino Valley Bank at
(909) 627-7316.

F

USC Conference to Explore
Real Estate Strategies

T

e University of Southern
California will host a conference on " Real Estate
Strategies in a World of Change" on
Oct. 12 and 13, at the Biltmore Hotel,
506 W Grand Ave. in downtown Los
Angeles.
The conference registration fee is
$450 for both days, $250 for one day.
Real estate, legal and accounting continuing-education credits are available. Call (213) 740-0969 for reservations or more information.

Purple Bows for Cancer
zusa's native World Boxing
Champion Zack Padilla hosts
boxing show and carnival
to benefit the non-profit organization
Purple Bows for Cancer on Friday,
Oct. 13 at Memorial Park in Azusa,
320 N. Orange Place. Entertainment

begins at 4:30 p.m., and admission is
$5 a person.
Purple Bows for Cancer is dedicated to boosting the morale of cancer
victims, in memory of the late
Michael Landon
Welterweight
World Champion Zack Padilla is a
new resident of the city of Upland.

Sexua l Hara ssment Sub ject
of Seminar

A

t 7:30 a..m. on Oct. 13 at the
Mission Hills Country
Club/Dming Room 3 in
Rancho M1rage, the Coachella

Valley Chapter of Community
Associations Institute will hold its
Th1rd Annual Attorneys' Seminar
and Roundtable. Sexual Harassment
in the Workplace, Negotiating and
Executing Contracts, and the
Fiduciary Duties and Liabilities of
Directors will be explored and
explained during the meeting.
Cost is $15 for members with
reservations and $20 for non-members and walk-ins. For reservations,
call Terry O'Brien at the
Community Associations Institute
offices at (619) 341-0559 before
Oct. 10 •

Inland Empire's newest full-service bridal salon!

BRIDAL • TUXEDO
Bridesmaids • Mother of the Bride
Fo rmals • Prom • Qu inceafi era
Tu xedo Rentals
Custom Made
Designer Bridal Gowns

Dresses
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Member to Member Discount Program

Inland Empire Business Chronicle
Proudly Presents
"A Spa rkling Celeb ration"

for only $48.
(Must be a Cham ber member to advertise)

Call (909) 73 7-3350 for information.

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Sunday, October 15, 1995

I

Sponsorsh ip and affordable advertising
opportunities available!
For entry applications and information, contact the chamber office.
25541 Barton Rd., Lorna linda, or call (909) 799-2828.
-'-.

_j_

You won't want to miss it!

Ad Copy:

~

WISE ABOUf MAIL

Montclair Firefighter's
Appreciation Breakfast

resen~ations :

October 4, 1995

Call 624-4569

"Good Bus1ness
Builds a Better
Commumty"
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For details call the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
at (909) 697-4404

Q

Redlands Chan1ber of Conunerce

United Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

Historic Driving Tour
$13.00

(909) 793-2546

from

Office.

Let our Yoi~l()m help you work
f>martcr not hardt:r.

I
I

Address:

lfrou nct:d help wilh Bmutl·
ing from 5,000 to 5 mHiion pieces,
we con scr·oc )''Ou.

City. State:
Credit Card #: _ _ _ Phone:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Y.ith the Pu&t Office.

Soutfiern Ca[ifornia

Exp. Date: _ _ __

I

workin~

fJ3inrfery & :Mailing Inc.

To Mad Th1~ Form Send to

10661 Business Dr., Fontana. 92337

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
30S Sacramento Place
Omano CA 9176~

(909) 829-1949

FAX (909) 829-1959

Phone orders also accepted· Call (909) 391 lOIS

L ---------------------- --------- ---------------- -- -- - - - ----- -~

Crest Lodge

~~~ntain Qesort

Kitch ens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • H eated Pool

an Audio Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess
the c omer of Redlands Blvd. & Orange St.

eagk Is still gro\\ing l.n Y.1sdom
{){h:n times, smarte-r then lh.: Post

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

Stop by the Chamber Office and pick up a

Tht· c hamber office is located at
I East Redlands Blvd.

Company·

We wi.ll help sort through
tJ1c muzc of post.ulrcgu1uUons, to
save you tht: mOAt moon' Jl08t;iblc
We ~·rvc hu!-.mc~s that moil
ncwsh:llcrs. mng:lllincH, promcl8,
sdfmaikr&, catalugs, or any other
l)pc of mull. Our 4."\.lstomcrs lxncGt
fro1n t.-xpcri~o.·nc~ we ha\'\: nhtalned

Amount Enclosed:

I

hn itt·, ) ou to ''l'P hack in timt·
\ i'it fli,tork lkdland'

Name: _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F;,,·c p.:ars o.gn our t:ngk wns
born lnto a slO\\ but slmplc poAtal
S)~tcm . He kamc<l Y.'1lp4 to st~ed
up mun. and to cut tJuough poslill
rc~rulutions to mokc nn cflccU\'c
maHlng
~Ian)· po5t.ul chnng~o.·R later, our

Date(s) of lnsert1on:

I

Deadline for

DISPLAY RATES: $70/inch; I" min. LINE RATES: $1 I 65/line; 6 lines
min. Avg. 30 characters/line. Frequency discounts available for
BOTH diSplay & line.
CONFIDENTIAL BOX CHARGE:
$25/insertion. Box # w1ll be assigned by the publiSher 8usmess
card ads can be purchased at a flat rate of $1 SO. Fill out form
below 1n full. Use additional sheet of paper for ad copy. Type or
wr.te clearly. All ads must be pre-paid - no exceptions. Send
check, M.O., Visa. or M/C. Deadlines: 20th of the preceedmg
month for the followmg month.
Category:
_ ___ _

Moreno Valley
Chamber of Commerce

Montclair Chamber of Commerce Annual

Wednesday, October 11, 1995
7:30a.m . @ Fire Station #1
Arrow Hwy & Monte Vista
$20 (includes hosting a firefighter)

FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL

:I

The: 199S Community P'a.rade and Fair-

T

Clossifleds

!

r------------------------------------------------------------,
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

i
i

I Oi\1:\ I.I N DA UIAI\IBl H OJ COI\IMLBCL:

11
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RSVP

by Fr iday October 6th at Chamber Office

$11 .50 for Members and S14 50 for Non-Members
All Panics Will be Billed for Uncanccllcd Reservations
No Exceptions
(909) 984•6877

AARP Discounts • Honeymoo n Packa ges
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

FREE Information & VIdeo, Just for Asking !

(714) 891-8497

Call for Reservations and Information ...

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418

for the November issue of the

I
bus1ness 1ourna
iNLAND EMPIRE

is October 20, 1995!
Don't Miss the Opportunity to Advertise in the
Inland Empire's Most Popular Business Publication.

Cominy c:Soon ...
.7&1996

~It~~
:Jriday
Jl(ay 17, 1996
'i?iuerside Conuenlion
Cenler
for informalion
caf/909-4J4-976.5 e.d 27

~·~

Std. 7~. Aure ~ ~

te-..t S'--

s~

1/UU. '1/MH. ~

nv

Requesting Sub-Bids
From Q.IIIWied M8E/WBE Conrac:IIOB

For the F--.g Proj<ct:
Domenigonl Valley Reservoir
Landscape Screening
Quotes For. Landscape & Irrigation Material,
Grading and Well Drilling

Bids Due 8/ 11/95

MaJ1losa Horticulural Entaprlses. Inc.
15529 Arrow Highway

Irwindale. CA 91706
(818) 960·0196
(818) 960·8-477 FX

Contact: Robert Austin

e.a (909) 391- 1015
"-djH""'-t~
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Dale Ellis Andrews, fdba D & R
Builders 1455 San Gorgonio,
Banning; debts: $33,688, assets:
$5,821; Chapter 7.
Apsis Inc., dba Southwestern
Associates, 2074 Melba Court,
Corona; debts: $713,280, assets:
$445; Chapter 7.
Fernando Carlos Acevedo, dba
Image Grafx, 7604 Malachite
Avenue,
Rancho
Cucamonga;
debts: $125,015, assets: $118,443;
Chapter 7.
William R. Bixby, aka Bill Bixby,
William Richard Bixby, faw ProMarket Transportation Inc., 4255
Ironwood Drive, Chino Hills; debts,
assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7.
C.G. Balan Construction, Inc.;
Charles G. Balan, Francine
Balan, dba Balan Construction,
30152 Shoreline Drive, Menifee;
debts:
$1,192,760,
assets:
$985,500; Chapter 7.
Donald Dewayne Bradley, Lynne
Christine Bradley, fdba Bradley
Construction and Development,

faw Bradley and Dedoes a
California Partnership, fdba
Bradley Investments, faw Central
City Floral Company a California
Partnership. 23985 Encanto Court,
Colton; debts, assets schedules not
available; Chapter 7.
Rick I. Brown, fdba Desert Design
Services, Classic Draperies, First
Impression Interiors,
73-468
Ironwood St., Palm Desert; debts,
assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7.
Kevin E. Burns, fdba Kevitt Burns
Acoustics, 26432 Blackbird Drive,
Sun City; debts, assets schedules not
available; Chapter 7.
Brian C. Burt, Yvonne M. Burt,
fdba Wildomar Woodworks, fdba
Cabinets
by
Wildomar
Woodworks, 19375 Grand Ave.,
Lake Elsinore; debts: $97,074,
assets: $102,873; Chapter 13.

Bruce K. Clark, aka Deborah Cherry,
Clark-Willmon Corporation, fdba
ReOections of the Desert, Desert
Design Source, 46-375 Desert Lily
Drive, Palm Desert; debts: $544,961,
~ts: $551,090; Cllapter 7.

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
$114,251
II

12 SFR'S FROM S54M TO $72.7M
OWNER: D S C/ C D C Partners, 40925 County Center Dr.,
Temecula. CA 92591 (909) 699-6004. PROJECT: 30277-30320
Stargazer Wy., Murrieta.
5 SFR'S FROM S90M TO Sl14.7M
OWNER: Inland Pacific Homes, 2900 Adams, Riverside, CA
92504 (909) 687-6686. PROJECT: Shore Ridge Ln., Sunset Lake,
Woodcrest Lake Dr., Menifee.
7 SFR'S FROM S92.4M TO $150.5M
OWNER: Shannon Communities, 4275 Executive Square 41, La
Jolla, CA 92037 (619) 546-0948. PROJECT: 32522 Hupp Dr.,
32868-32939 Valentino Wy., Temecula.
9 SFR'S FROM $65M TO $109M
OWNER: Del Webb Co., 39755 Washington St., Bermuda Dunes,
CA 92201 (619) 772-5300. CONTRACTOR: Donald V. Mickus,
P.O. Box 29040, Phoenix, AZ 92203 (619) 772-5300. PROJECT:
Bent Palm Dr., Grank Oaks Ave., Jalousie Dr., Links Dr., Bermuda
Dunes.
44 SFR'S FROM $80.1M TO $105.8M
OWNER: Young Homes of Calif., 15351 Gale Ave., Hacienda
Heights, CA 91745 (909) 884-7090. PROJECT: Banbo Ct., Raffia
Ln., Amaryllis a., Hibiscus Ave., Fontana.
8 SFR'S FROM $59.4M TO $108.9M
OWNER: Del Webb Co., 39755 Washington St., Bermuda Dunes,
CA 92201 (619) 772-5300. CONTRACTOR: Donald V. Mickus,
P.O. Box 29040, Phoenix, AZ 85038 (619) n2-5300. PROJECT:
72888 Bonanza, 38239 Grand Oaks, 78075 Hunter Point, 7808078190 Jalousie, 78230 Mimosa, 78929 Naranja, Bermuda Dunes.

Source: One Step Ahead
(800) 429-2220 or (714) 725-0711
Fax: (714) 642-7610

.. ::."'f.

BANKRUPTCIES

Sue Waller Codekas, aka Sue
Codekas Farralyn, 722 Vista Lago
Drive, Palm Desert; debts: $215,679,
assets: $148,775; Chapter 7.

RamlaU L MarshaU, aka Randy's
Lawn Service, 1089 East 29th St.; San
Bernardino; debts: $115,089, assets:
$95,970; Chapter 7.

Eleanor Jean ConnoUy, fdba Paci6c
Coast Productions Broadcast Group
Inc., 34351 Highway 79 South,
Temecula; debts: $118,647, assets
$19,400; Chapter 7.

June S. Massie, fdba Sew What's
New with June, 5 18 1 Crest Ave
Riverstde; debts: $128,639, asse~;
$114,820; Chapter 7 .

Michael R. Davis, dba American
Sealing Company, 8701 South
Eaby Road, Phelan; debts: $222,930,
assets: $81,950; Chapter 7 .
Gael Energy L.P.,
Limited
Partnership, 19465 North lndtan
Ave. Suite A, North Palm Springs;
debt~. assets schedules not avatlable,
Chapter 13 .
Christopher Gilbert Hemming,
aka Chris Hemming, Gilbert
Hemming Farms, 339 Forest Hills,
Rancho Mirage; debts: $427,467,
assets: $18,900; Chapter 7 .
Vitico Hernandez, aka Tony
Hernandez, fdba 4 Sports &
Comics, debts: $126,755, assets:
$128,300; Chapter 13.

Thomas George Juarez, faw Granada
Construction, Inc.; Construction, 1nc.,
3636 B Bogert T mil, Palm Spring;; debtl;:
$2,491,660, assets: $25,213; Chapter 7.
Ronald A Kahn, faw Weinerschnitzel
#18, faw RestJnarl(, Inc. faw Original
HambW"ger Stand #302, faw Original
Hambw-ger Stand #304, 11052 Silver
Run, Moreno Valley; debts, as:;ets schedules not available; Olapter 7.
Erhard George Kaltenhauser,
fdba Artie's Pizzeria, 6537 Agua
Marine Ave, Rancho Cucamonga;
debts: $292,290, assets: $152,410;
Chapter 7.
Richard Kelligan, fdba American
Brands Exporting Company,
43059 Camino Casillas, Temecula;
debts: $211,696, assets: $152,585;
Chapter 7.
Frederick Leroy
Koon,
aka
Frederick Leroy Koon Sr., 23056
Big Tee Drive, Canyon Lake; debts:
$237,720, assets: $92,400; Chapter 7.

Kent D. Mayo, aka Kent Douglas
Mayo, fdba Desert Concrete
Construction Inc., 73-095 Deer
Grass, Palm Desert; debts: $7 18,153,
assets: $350, 176 ; Chapter 7.
Benjamin L. McClaurin, fdba
Canyon Vertical Blinds, Kanyon
Vertical Blinds, 66 900 Ironwood
Dr #805, Desert H ot Springs; debts:
$22,276 , assets: $5,370; Chapter 7.
William McKinley, dba Schultze
Electric,
1160 C he rry Lane,
Calimesa; debts: $140,100, assets:
$92,950; Chapter 7.
David Marc Milligan, fdba Better
Environmental Services Tech.,
41477 Agean C o urt, Murrieta;
debts: $203,732, asse ts: $37, 760;
Chapter 7.

Larry E. Myricks, fdba Caning
Cases By Myricks, 1005 North Center
Ave., #304, Ontario; debts: $132,684,
a'i..-;ets; $82,340; Chapter 7.
Angelo Pantele, faw Greek
Islands, Inc., faw Pantangelo, Inc.,
48-737 Sage Flower Lane, Palm
Desert; debts: $842,071, assets:
$381,400; Chapter 7 .
John
E.
Pendergast,
fdba
Pendergast Consulting, 1046 North
Driftwood Ave., Rialto; debts:
$191,593, assets: $138,335; Chapter 7.
Howard Alva Powell Jr., fdba
Howard Powell Electric, Randall
Electric, 30711 Doral Court,
Temecula; debts: $337,893, assets:
$174,950; Chapter 7.
Riverside
Pipeline,
Inc.,
Horizontal Boring, 3131 Van Buren
Blvd., Riverside; debts: $2,660,410,
assets: $2,468,749; Chapter 11.
Joe Eligio Roybal, fdba Realty
World,
39623
Wild
Flower,
Murrieta; debts: $236,563, assets:
$66,905; Chapter 7.

David Conrad Komer, dba KayLine
Marketing,
1424
Breckenridge
Court,
San
Bernardino; debts: $138,700, asset~:
$146,500; Chapter 7.

Conley Shepherd, aka ConleY
Shepherd Truck'n, 2620 Reservoir
Drive, Norro; debts: $358,239, assets:
$274,00); Chapter 13....
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vv(fma ) Monitors America 3880
Orange St., Riverside, CA 92509
Michael Morrow
(the) Magic Maids 19579 Temescal
91719
Canyon Rd., Corona, CA
Stephan1e Marti
4 Play Exotic Dancers 7177 Brockton
Ave., #343, R1vers1de, CA 92506
Tamara Pulvers
8 Ball 'Iravel League Competition
11404 Riv1era Ct., Moreno Valley, CA
92557 Teresa Brajoich
900 USA Info 13572 Baneberry St.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Dame!
Montoya
99 Cents Store & Up 4829 W. !20th
St., Hawthorne, CA 90250 Harold
Sm1th
A & L Auto & Muffiers 420 Glen St.,
Ri verside, CA 92509 Lois Lock
A Better NON-Attorney Service 5 198
Arlington Ave., #104, Riverside, CA
92504 Dolores Boyle
AD Associates 5255 Canyon Crest Dr.,
#71 -225, R1verside, CA 92507 Arthur
Dawson
A First Call Rental 28581 Front St.,
#212, Temecula, CA 92593 Sal vador
Saldana
A G & Sons 12950 Velvetl eaf St.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Gloriane
Guzmo n
A K Printing 15110 Tiller Lane, Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530 Glen Kohler
A K Printing 43154 #B Via DOS Picos,
Temecula, CA 92590 Ann Kohler
\ Lady's Choice-Women's Medical
/2205 Painters Path, Palm Desert, CA
92260 Joseph Durante
A M S Garage 84-425 Indio Blvd.,
Indio, CA 92202 Alan Smokier
AM Smog Check 3100 Market St. #B,
Riverside, CA 92501 Hector Nunez
ARM Tech 255 N. El Cielo#125, Palm
Springs, CA 92262 Richard Weaver
A Touch of Magik 3769 Tibbetts St. #C,
Riverside, CA 92506 Carol Penneau
A Touch of Romance 218 N. Palm
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs, CA 92264
Mary Powers
A-1 Mobile Screen Services 2041 S.
Buena Vista, Corona, CA
91720
Lemuel Noble
A-1 Sign Co 27576 Commerce Center
Drive #1 , Temecula, CA 92590 Mark
Hudson
AAG & J Concrete Construction
29489 Via Las Colinas #137, Temecula,
CA 92592 Armando Escalante
ABC Bounce Co. 20436 Mural St.,
Perris, CA 92570 James Watts
ALC Equipment Rental & Brokerage
11363 Weinhart Ct., Moreno Valley, CA
92557 Antonio Calles
Aacme Enterprise 6742 St. James Ct.,
Riverside, CA 92504 Roger Farnes
Abacus Bookkeeping Center 13295
Pan Am Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA
92553 Lori Mader
Able & Willing Cleaning Service
10447 Sagecrest Dr., Moreno Valley,
CA 92557 Sherry Wofford
Accent on View 40550 Kastosa Dr.,
Murrieta, CA 92562 Jerry Ritschel
Accessories by Design 54225 N. Circle
Drive, Idyllwild, CA 92549 James
Stradt

Accounting Services 2826 Irving St.,
Riverside, CA 92504 Patty Carm1chael
Accurate Inventor y Services 70920
Ironwood Dr, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270 Kenneth Earl~
Action Aco ustic 1070 Border, Corona,
CA 91720 N1cholas Melv10
Action Copier Service 570 E. La
Cadena #H, R1vers1de, CA 92507 John
Prickett
Advanced Component Taping 500
Harnngton #A I, Corona, CA 91720
Willian Schwing
Advanced Legend Associates 10481
Magnol ia Ave., Riverside, CA 92503
Jnes Blanco
Advanced Network Solutions 3075
Mulberry St., Rivers ide, CA 92501 Keri
lancu
Advanced
Wood Coating 866
Compton, Corona, CA 91719 Wilham
Spicher
Affordable Credit Service 4255 Main
St. #10, Riverside, CA 92501 Wassim
Homs1
Agrono Tee Seed Co. Inc. 21420
Bundy Canyon Road, Lake Elsinore,
CA 92530
Air Boom 23191 Canyon Lake Dr.,
Canyon Lake, CA 92587 Ron Stack
Air Works 3950 Pierce St #F,
Rivers1de, CA 92505 Young Kwun
Airco Filter Sales & Service 341 S
Maple S t., Corona, CA 91720 R1chard
Stacey
Airport Liquor 6811 Arlington Ave.,
R1verside, CA 92504 Frances Stoddard
Airport Plaza 38250 Murrieta Ho t
Springs Rd., Murrieta, CA 92563 Annie
Sal kind
Airwaves Industries 6112 Van Buren
Blvd., Ste 232, Riverside, CA 92503
Joseph Nola
Albright Roadside 4956 Meadowland
Dr., Riverside, CA 92509 Joshua
Albright
Alexander' s Of Manila Restaurant
3812 Pierce Plaza #H, Riverside, CA
92503 Alexander Vista
Ali Service Co. 261 Chicadee Circle,
Highgrove, CA 92507 AI Fareed
Alied Industrial Storage System
39525 Los Alamos Rd., #A-209,
Murrieta, CA 92563 David Criter
All
American
Realty
25756
Cottonwood Ave., Moreno Valley, CA
92553 Ellie Medel
All City Tire & Auto 1020 S. San
Jacinto, San Jacinto, CA
92583
Guadalupe Salazar
All Media Advertising Agency 16810
St. George Way, Moreno Valley, CA
92552 James Howard
All Store Moreno Valley 24861
Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA
92553 Benjamin Eisler
All Toyota 'Iruck Parts 27793 Jackson
Ave., Romoland, CA 92585 Stephen
Andrews
All Water Oil Gas 477 Iowa #B,
Riverside, CA 92507 Robert Gallant
Allen Construction 28125 El Toro,
Perris, CA 92570 Michael Helma
Allied Industrial Storage Systems
39525 Los Alamos Rd., Ste A-209,
Murrieta, CA 92563 Michael Hamilton
Alligators Sports Bar 514 S. Smith

Ave .. #Bll3, Corona. CA 91720 Jose
Guardado
Alvarado National Enterprises 6733
M1sty R1dge Dr., RiverSide, CA 92505
Ofelia Urena
Always Fantastic Paper Production
347~ Lila St., R1verside, CA 92504
Anthony Gabriel
AM/PM Mini Market 115471 41240
Kalmia St., Murrieta, CA
92362
Prest1ge Statio
Amateur Video 66950 Ironwood
#B 113, Desert Hot Spnngs, CA 92240
R1chard Schmidt
American Equin e Design 40216
Donomore, Temecula, CA 92591 Paul
Schaul
American Galvano 312 N. Cota St . #1,
Corona, CA 91720 Anthony Covey
American Home Inspection 1963
Harbor Dr., Hemet, CA 92545 Randall
Piraino
American Liquidation Services 725
13th St., Beaumont, CA 92223 Mark
Ensley
American Moving Co. 535 Ventura
Ave., Corona, CA 91719 Joe Marshall
American Property Management
13800-D Heacock St. #14 1, Moreno
Valley, CA 92553 Roy Mahan
Amerigas Propane Parts & Service
Inc. 41830 En terprise Ci rcle South,
Te mecula, CA 92590
Amerigas Propane Parts & Service
Inc. 43612 N. Jac kso n St. # l, lnd1o, CA
92202
Amerigas Propane Parts & Service
Inc. 919 W. Flonda Ave., Hemet, CA
92543
Angela's Creations 33470 Mirage
Mesa Cr., Temecula, CA 92585 Angela
Hampton
Angel's Auto Center 68315 Kieley
Road, Catherdral City, CA 92234
Francisco Montalvo
Antoine Inti Marketing Entp. 25821
Calle Agua, Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Richard Antoine
Anza Valley Barn & Corral Co. 39350
Hamilton Dr., Anza, CA 92539 Katy
Schrader
Apple 1ree Construction Inc. 8884
Jurupa Road, Riverside, CA 92509
Aqua Lady Ill 12625 Frederick St. #15, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Debra
Pachiano
Aqua Tech 5005 La Mart Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92507 Sri Pfuntner
Arc & Spark Welding Inc. 1705
Production Circle, Riverside, CA 92509
Ari Cal Pump & Supply Inc. 100 N.
Solano Drive, Blythe, CA 92226
Arlstokatz 123 N. Palm Canyon Dr.
#185, Palm Springs, CA 92262 Desert
Paradiso
Arkoma Construction Company 2377
Mesquite Lane, Corona, CA 91720
Richard Harlip
Arlington Properties 6160 Arlington
Ave., Riverside, CA 92504 Su Yang
Annando's Wax Shop 34195 Mission
Trail, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 Noe
Gomez
Art & Craft by Evelyn 6594 Country
Lane, Riverside, CA 92505 Brigid
Howland
Aves Travel Advlson 2355 Manzanita

Rd., Corona, CA

91720 M10crva

J1min~z

Ayotte Productions 53025 Avenida
Mendza, La Quinta, CA
92253
Chnstopher Ayotte
B & M Auto Marine 27865 Enc10ato
Dnve, Sun City, CA 92586 Michael
Lem1re
B & M Foam & Fabrics 3383
Durahart, R1vers1de, CA 92507 Mary
Caruso
B L J Industries 30141 Antelope Rd
#D434, Memfee, CA 925R4 Harvey
Johnson
B and G Birds 24910 Valccrest,
92388 Brad
Moreno Valley, CA
Werk10g
B.F.R. 300 S. Highland Spnngs Ave.,
Ste C, Bann10g, CA 92220 Roy
Bleck~rt

BCT Business Cards Tomorrow 1660
Chicago Ave #PI, R1vers1de, CA 92507
Christopher Hayslett
BRE Dance Studio 3641 9th St.,
R1verside, CA 92501 Clifford Breland
Back & Neck Injury Clinic 29645
Rancho California Rd. #I I, Temecula,
CA 92591 James Pinkerman
Back to Eden Landscapes 20 11 0
Avenida Hacienda, Riverside, CA
92508 Pete Perez
Backstage Secrets 511 N. Ma1n St.
#1 06, Corona. CA 9 1720 Phyllis
O' Malley
Bag-A-Buck Food Coupons 3721
Roosevelt St #A, Rivers1de, CA 92503
Daniel Zarate
Bag-A-Buck Food Coupons P.O. Box
7 145, R1verside, CA 925 13 Daniel
Zarate
Balloon Connection 23130 Nelly Lane,
Perris, CA 92570 James Henke
Barajas Upholstery 84189 Indio Blvd.
#B, Indio, CA 92201 Maria Barajas
Bargain Thrift 10789 Hole Ave. #220,
Riverside, CA 92505 Ron Wagoner
Bam Gatz 41852 Main St., Temecula,
CA 92590 David Sommers
Baskin Robbins 16143 1881 E. Florida
Ave., Hemet, CA 92543 The Bronson
Family
Baskin Robbins Ice Cream 16143 641
Palomar Dr., Hemet, CA 92543 Morrie
Bronson
Bass Realty 21359 Townsendia Ave.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 Thomas Bass
Drake Construction Services 11784
Carmine St., Riverside, CA 92503 John
Shaffer
Dreamliner Leasing and Servicing
24420 Hwy 74, Perris, CA 92572 Loren
Joplin
Duncan Flke Gardens 3563 Prospect
Ave., Riverside, CA 92501 Dale Fike
Dynamic Gymnastic & ThmbHng 580
3rd Ill, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 Mark
Schieflbein
Dynamic Refrigeration 1128 Hare
91789 Trison
Ave., Walnut, CA
Prom lap
ECF 9178 Camphor Tree a., Corona,
CA 91719 Amir Kadury
EHS Court Forms 'I)piDg & 'lax
Service 26220 San Quintin Ave.,
Menifee, CA 92584 Edgar Stinnett
ELP Service 1155 Zircon St., Corona,
CA 91720 Patricia Peterson
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EXL International 39564 Chabot
Circle, Murneta, CA 92562 Gary
Johnson
Eagle Benders 1663-A Industrial Ave.,
Norco, CA 91760 Brian Smith
Eagle Construction 5090 Lawndale
Ave., Riverside. CA 92504 Andrew
Lorah
Eagle Installations 508-A Spring St.,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 George
Bethell
Eagle Productions 13655 Redlands
Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92555 Lyno
Colangelo
Earth Trails Publications 54369
Jameson Drive, Idyllwild, CA 92549
William Haven
East Valley Pallet Co. 2970 Durahan
Sl., Riverside, CA 92507 Thomas
FiiZpalrick
Easy Money of Ca. Inc.
14068
Graham Sl. #206. Moreno Valley, CA
92553
Ed-Eiectroaic Finding Systems 9178
Camphor Tree Ct. Corona, CA 91719
Amir Kadury
Ed's Boat Repair 745 La Cadena Drive
West, Riverside, CA 92501 Theodore
Stotelmyre
Education
Transcript
Tracking
Service 26410 Elder Ave., Moreno
Valley, CA 92555 Reene Banest
Egan's Gift World 425 "E" Ave.,
Blythe, CA 92225 Eric Egan
Eytcbeson 's Repair Service 2334
Wilshire S1., Riverside, CA 92501
Walter Eytcheson
Family
Estate
Service
14169

I

..
I

w

en
.....__
I

0
I

Meadowlands, Riverside, CA 92503
David Gonzalez
FamiiJ Medicine Clinic 401 S. Lincoln
#E, Corona, CA 91720 Peppa Quinn
Fancy Farms 19 Margarita, Palm
Desert, CA 92260 Farmland Corp.
Fantasy Gems 699 Palomar Dr., Hemet,
CA 92543 Velma Wixom
G & A 2800 San Angelo Rd., Palm
Springs, CA 92262 Karl Slagley
G C Auto Repair 519 E. Holt Ave.,
Pomona, CA 91767 Gustavo Ochoa
G H Industries PSC Box 1956/Bidg
I 054 rm 319b, Moreno Valley, CA
92518 Robbie Couty
GNE Enterprise 256X8 Jonestown Dr.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Gloria
Hernandez
Galaxy's Western San Bernardino
Co. Division 10474 Latour Lane, Mira
Lorna, CA 91752 Stavey Wood
Gallant Enterprise 477 Iowa #B.
R1verside, CA 92507 Mark Gallant
Gamez Brand Name Wholesalers
33212 Sky Blue Water Trail, Cathedral
City, CA 92234 Graciela Gamez
Garretson Manor 1601 Garretson Ave.,
Corona, CA 91719 Cynthia Olidan
Garwood & Garwood 35333 Glen
Lane, Wildomar, CA 92595 John
Garwood
Gastrognome Restaurant 54381
Ridgeview Dr., Idyllwild, CA 92549
William Wagstaf
Gateway Care 2255 E. 220th St.,
Carson, CA 90810 Sook Hong
General Nutrition Center 30141
Antelope Rd #I, Menifee, CA 92584

Nancy Andrews
Generic Mfg. Corp. 1680 Commerce
St, Corona, CA 91720
Gentle Care Chiropractic 2581 I
Cawston Ave. #100, Hemd, CA 92545
Patnc1a Strehler
Genuine Kids 4R400 Seminoile Drive
#222, Cabazon, CA 92230 Oshkosh B
Gosh
Germania & Skyes Partnership I 144 I
Heacock St. #H. Moreno Vallet, CA
92557 Robert Wolf
Gillette Recording Srvc!Demo House
255 N El Cielo #466. Palm Springs, CA
92262 R1chard Brown
Gina Baillegeon Merchandising I 1133
Wayfield Rd.. Riverside, CA 92055
Gina Baillegeon
Glassworks 467 Trabert Circle,
Riverside, CA 92507 Melissa Adams
Global Auto Exchange 8780 E. Valley
Blvd. #I, Rosemead, CA
91770
Raymond Mak
GNE Enterprises 25688 Jonestown
Dr., Mo~eno Valley, CA 92553 Gloria
Hernandez
Goldcal 117 Tiger Lane, San Jacinto,
CA 92583 Bruno Mendoza
Golden State Lawn Care 33314 Calle
Alfredo, Temecula, CA 92592 Danny
Senle
Gunsmoke B B Q 50850 Bonita,
Cabazon, CA 92230 Gunsmoke Barbeq
Guy Beach Painting 39811 Barcelona
Terrace, Murrieta, CA Guy Beach
H & S Entertainment 1085 N.
Normandy Terrace, Corona, CA 91720
Shane Cox
H lmgold Tractor Service 26580
Sherman Blvd., Sun City, CA 92585
Helen Ingold
H P Automotive 601 I Magnolia Ave.,
92506 Petros
Riverside, CA
Kyababchian
H20 Specialty P.O. Box 827.
Beaumont. CA 92223 Tim Bradley
H20 Specialty 725 Magnolia St.,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Tim Bradley
Hair Control Inn 1809 E. Kay St.,
Compton, CA 90221 Jan Moore
Hair Hugger Designs 26871 Hobie
Circle #BIO, Murrieta, CA 92562
Danelle Martin
Hair Productions 3545 Central Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92501 Richard Antoni
Hampton Oaks Ranch 44155 De Luz
Rd., Temecula, CA 92950 Kenneth
Reinsch
Handlebar Harry's Bike Shop 2200
Hamnet Ave. #103, Norco, CA 91760
Judy Kreis
Horse Sense Saddle & 18ck 912 4th St.
#B, Calimesa, CA
92320 Tony
Mendoza
Host's Beaut! Cnft Awnings 3425
Tanya Ave., Hemet, CA 92545 Jean
Carroll
Houston Charbroiled Burger 3265
Tweedy Blvd., South Hate, CA 90280
Houston Park
Howard's Landscape 20lll Sweetbay
Rd., Riverside, CA 92508 Howard
Leung

Howe To Heal43481 Bogota, Anza, CA
92539 Debra Pozizak
Hamaa Computen 250 S. Lyon Ave.
ID, Hemet, CA 92545 Todd Dry
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Humphry Yogurt 43-500 Monterey
Ave., Palm Desert, CA 92260 Susan
Schreiber
Hungry Tiger I 020 Iowa St. #A
R1vers1de, CA 92507 Wail Zughayer '
Huntz Shoes 443 N. Vineyard Ave
Industry, CA 91746 Sam lluntz
.,
Hyatt Grand Champions 44600 Indian
Wells Lane, lnd1an Wells, CA 92210
Grand Champions
IHS Riverside 1021 W La Cadena
Riverside, CA 92501 Galen Rogers ·
ITI Condaptriol 231 E. Alessandro
Blvd. IIA-150, R1vers1de, CA 92508
Lawrence Lichtman
Iceman Hockey 24755 Edelweiss Dr
Crestline, CA 92325 Kenneth Yturral~
Ideal Body & Paint Shop 12260 3/4
Woodruff Ave., Downey, CA 90241
Shilby Mazzawi
ldelman
Telemarketing
43585
Monterey Ave., Palm Desert, CA 92260
Mallhew McKain
Idyllwild Alarm Co. 26650 Saunders
Meadows, Idyllwild, CA
92549
Gregory Brownmg
Idyllwild Transcribing & Design
25155 Cougar Rd., Idyllwild, CA 92549
Larry Morton
llddonso Serrano 11805 Carmentia
Rd., Whillier, CA 90605
Image One 681 Woodcresl Ct. #175,
Corona, CA 91719 Dennis Ram
lmportadora Cori Auto Sales 24809
El Dorado Way, Moreno Valley, CA
92557 Olman Martinez
In His Presence 295 E. Barbour,
Banning, CA 92220 Eyvonne Lamons
Indiana Market 7580-A Indiana Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92504 Mike Telo
Indigo Imports 6510 Magnolia Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92596 Jimmie Battle
International Business Brokers 41877
Enterprise Circle #200, Temecula, CA
92590 A Hoya I
Interstate Fire Protection 33039
Tempe St., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Steve Nauert
lnt'l Ind. & Elect. Supply 59!7 Oak
Ave. #154, Temple City. CA 91780
Angel Buan
lnt'l Resource Library 41126 Collegian
Way, Hemet, CA 92544 Oran LDwery
Irvine Ranch Realty 2621 Green River
Rd., Covina, CA 91722 James Irvine
J & B Automotive 1344 E. 6th St. #Ill,
Corona, CA 91719 Jesus Safas
J & G Expert Fuel Injection 9844
Garvey Ave. #9/10, El Monte, CA 91733
Javier Escobedo
J & J Proressional floor Cleanlal
7371 Sebastian Ave., Riverside, CA
92509 John Naranjo
J & M Enterprise 2141 Sun Park Drive.
Perris, CA 92570 Michael Mertes
J A Streit Associates 3141 Corte Tunas.
Temecula, CA 92592 James Streit
J 8 C 18390 Sandersons Pass, l..akc
Elsinore, CA 92532 Bruno Freund
J 8 Medical Billing Specialist J(MI61
Meade River Ct., Temecula, CA 92591
Joaquin Bermudez
J H Cabinets 5830 Republic SL,
Riverside, CA
92504 AscenciOII
Villegas
J M 8 Vending 28909 Maltby Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 James BloW

J M Enterprises 30141 Antelope Rd.
ltD. Men1fee, CA
92584 Patric1a
Fle1scher
J T Fence 132 5th Ave, City of
Industry, CA 91746 Jose Turc1os
J-One Sales 24443 Leafwood Drive,
Mumcta, CA 92562 1enmfer Windle
JPM Consulting 180H5 Golden Leaf
Lane, R1vers1dc, CA 92504 James
Maldonado
Jack Crespin 1477 N. State St., San
Jac1n1o. CA 92583
Jack's Market 62 N. Hth Sl., Banmng.
CA 9H220 J1had Abufarha
Jackson Doors I H72 Via Allrizo.
Temecula, CA 92592 Thomas Jackson
James Pizza 400 S. El Cielo #C, Palm
Spnngs, CA 92262 Palm Spnngs P1zza
Jucasaga and Sons 4301 La Sierra.
Riverside, CA 92505 Juan Samanamud
Just in Time Mfg. Inc. 29885 Second
St. #P & 0, Lake Elsmore, CA 92330
KD Cart 5955 E. Ramon Road, Palm
Springs, CA 92264 Kanne Seogel
K Ts Creations 4901 Green River #267,
Corona, CA 9 I 720 Sh1rley Tullle
K-1 Printing & Graphics Inc. 207 S
9th Ave., City of Industry, CA 91746
K-9 Property Protection Service
18283 Wood Rd , R1verside, CA 92508
Robert Martinez
K-Eiectonics 7028 Magnolia Ave ..
R1verside, CA 92506 Alvm Rocha
KJD Kleaning Service 3431 Hillv1ew
Dr.. R1verside, CA 92503 Kathleen De
La Rosa
KTS Satellite Systems 41215 E.
Flonda Ave , Hemet, CA
92544
Ruthann Morgan
Karyn Loryn Music 22211 Old
Elsmore Rd., Pems, CA 92570 Jimmy
Hodges
Kathleen
Mary Tingleff 4443
Washington Ave., Hemet, CA 92544
Kenny Miller Masonry 583 Keown
Ct., Riverside, CA 92507 Wanda Miller
Kent Workley Salon 353 S Palm
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs, CA 92262
Andrew Webb
Kentucky Fried Chicken 1930 W.
Ramsey, Banning, CA 92220
Kerry Ann Loar 12830 Pan Am Blvd.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Kingman Tree Service 29680 Kingston
Ct., Menifee, CA
92584 Kevin
Kingman
Kinko's Kopies 27364 Jefferson,
Temecula, CA 92590 Richard Kraus
Koi Pond World 3327 Namner, Norco,
CA 91760 Jay Savicky
Koistra & Associates Advertising
3865 Westwood Dr., Riverside, CA
92504 David Koistras
Kranz Shower Doors Etc 22669
Chelsea Ct., Moreno Valley, CA 92553
David Kranz
La Corona Mobile Home Park 1410
E. 6th St., Corona, CA 91719 Stanley
Sampson
La Sierra Print & Postal 11151 Pierce
St. Riverside, CA 92505 William
Quezada
La Tablita Restaurant 45-590 Grace
St. 2, Indio, CA
92201 Eduardo
Sanchez
Lake Elsinore Airport Partners 20 I 01
Cereal St., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

Au tar Wah
Lakeland Enterprises 19090 Grand
92530
Ave , Lake Els1nore, CA
Armando Calderon
Marilyn Faye Henry 22561 Springdale
Dnve, Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Mario Medina 2967 N. Towne Ave.,
Pomona, CA 9 I 766
Master Mix Entertainment 43395
Corte Barbaste, Temecula, CA 92592
Lionel Jenkins
Max Muscle of Temecula 41790
Wmchester Rd., Temecula. CA 92590
Edward Radcliffe
Max's Gateway Barber Shop 39413
Los Alamos Rd., Mumeta. CA 92563
Max Mar!Jnez
McDonalds 221 E. Alessandro Blvd.,
Riverside. CA 92508 Raymond Aston
McLerren Martial Art Supplies 8485
Bellmore, R1verside, CA 92509 M D
McLerren
McCabe's Concrete 3967 San Mateo
92504 Fred
Ave., Riverside, CA
McCabe
McDonald's Restaurant 217 W.
Flonda Ave., Hemet, CA
92545
Raymond Aston
McDowell European 27585 Commerce
Center Dr., Temecula, CA 92590 James
McDowell
Mcgee & Associates 23810 Cadenza
Dr., Murrieta, CA 92562 Danny Mcgee
Mead Valley Car 17660 Alexander S1.,
Perris, CA 92570 Mohhamad Shenghur
Meggie Touch 900 Peninsula Ave.,
Claremont, CA 91711
Margaret
Katzman
Memories Etc. 665 Beaumont Ave.,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Susanne Espmosa
Metro Sound & Wheel 199 N. Stale
St., San Jacinto, CA 92583 Guadalupe
Salazar
Mi Tierra Restaurant 61 I S Spring
St, Los Angeles, CA 90014 Sammy
Vasquez
Micah & Associates 541 N. Main S1.
#104, Corona, CA 91720 Pamela
Blackwood
Michael S. Auto Repair 1353
Fernwood Circle, Corona, CA 91729
Michael Nastasi
Mike's Quality Concrete 35628 Wank.i
Ave., Wildomar, CA 92595 Michael
Lindstrom
Mission Auto Sales 3505 Markel St.,
Riverside, CA 92509 Oliver Machado
Mkims Gas & Smog 2994 Rubidoux
Blvd., Riverside, CA 92509
Modem Classic Art 41750 Winchester
Rd. #N, Temecula, CA 92590 Raben
Danko
Modern Tattoo 24175 Postal Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Kathy Olague
Morales Independent Water Dist.
16936 Seven Springs Way, Riverside,
CA 92504 Trevor Morales
Morris Wood Products 6490 Industrial
Ave., Riverside, CA 92517 Raben
Morris
Mountain Security 53510 Double
View, Idyllwild, CA 92549 Juli Ryan
Mr. Donut 14910 #I Perris Blvd.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 Jimmy Poeng
My Goodness Bakery and Cafe 3586
Riverside Plaza, Riverside, CA 92506
Llyle Conner

Phase 2 Phase Supply 29885 Second
S1. Unit V, Lake Elsmore, CA 92532
Fren Ender
Photo Graphics By Dave 28775
Campbell Ave., Moreno Valley, CA
92555 David Harvey
Pi Mei Marino 6160 Arlington Ave.
#C6, Riverside, CA 92504
Picture That 800 S. Milliken Umt G,
Ontario, CA 91761 Geral Cavender
Planet Studios 7115 F Arlington Ave.,
R1verside, CA 92503 Planet Apparel
PopeJe's Chicken & Biscuits #3357
1940 E. Florida Ave., Hemet. CA 92544
Rodney Jarboe
Powerborn 2666 Condor Circle,
Corona, CA 91 720 Wesley Beav1s
Precision Printing 900 E. Lincoln #4,
Banning, CA 92220 Charles Sexty
Prime Publishing 9782 Arlington Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92503 Kevin Davis
Pristine Pool Service 10897 Anemone
Circle, Moreno Valley, CA 92557 James
Coulter
Rainbow Unicorn 12400 Cypress
#160, Chino, CA 91710 Rose Barker
Raise lt5280 Lillie MTN Dr. #BIO, San
Bernardino, CA 92407 Kimberly
Johnson
Rancho 1 Hour Photo Service 9339
Foothill Blvd. #J, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 Zah1d Mansoor
Selba Peruana 1506 Stillman Ave,
Redlands. CA 92374 Teresa Alva
Silvia's Custom Made Lingerie 3055B S. Archibald Ave., Ontario. CA 91761
Silvia Ram1rez
Sir Speedy Printing I 739 S. Euclid
Ave. #D. Ontario, CA 9176 I George
Ryan
Sonlight Plus 530 N. Millard Ave.,
Rialto, CA 92376 Charles Green
Southern California Eviction Service
1011 Bergonia Ave., Ontario, CA 91762
Yuthapong lngrin
Taco Express 14078 Marlin Pl.,
Riverside, CA 92503 Doreid EI-Jawhari
Taiwan Deli 17110 Colima Road #C,
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745 Chun Xia
Take A Gander 16404 Gamble Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92508 Jam Arter
Tan America & Nails 1261 Sixth St.
Ste. 6, Norco, CA 91760 Susan Forshee
Tario Audio Video 3705 Nevada S1.,
West Covina, CA 91792 Tario Bayaa
Tasbco Industries Inc. 42-240 Green
Way liB, Palm Desert, CA 92260
The Fire Supplies 16510 Mountain S1.,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 Terry Miller
Team Cameo 31630 Railroad Canyon
Rd. #13, Canyon Lake, CA 92587
Sharon Hardwick
Technocorp lntl. 16575 Echo Hill Way,
Hacienda Heights, CA 91744
Ted Aldal Saddles 25308 Trade Winds
Drive, Romoland, CA 92585 Ted Aldal
Teddy's Donut 67480 Ramon Road,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Jimmy Poeng
U Want It We Have It Convenient
21883 Lane St., Perris, CA 92570
Charles Ross
UCF 28900 Front St. #102B, Temecula,
CA 92590 Michael Woods
Ultimate Performance Auto & Truck
8584 Limonite Ave., Riverside, CA
92509 Jose Marquez
Uncle. Lee's Country Cafe 10346

Beaumont Ave., Cherry Valley, CA
92223 Lee Westlake
Under The Rainbow 43500 Monterey
Ave., Palm Desert, CA 92260 Elizabeth
Ewing
Under the Stars 958 Winston Circle,
Corona CA 917 I 9 Phyllis Porter
Underground Pool Senice 33743
Sellers Rd., Lake Els1nore, CA 92530
Michael Long
Underwood Lock & Safe 5050·20
Canyon Crest Dnve, R1verside, CA
92507 David Underwood
Unique Antiques & Collectibles 9333
Lom1ta Drive, Aha Lorna, CA 91701
Charles Witham
Unique Fashions 16738 Lakeshore Dr.
#C, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 Hector
Rivera
Unique Ornamental Iron 135 Oaktree
Dr., Pems, CA 92571 Terrie Schung
United 23927 Suncrest Ave., Moreno
Valley, CA 92553 George Villagomez
United Bus Repair 2011 E. 27th Sl.,
Vernon, CA 90058 Santigo Fuentes
United States Self Defense 1000 N.
State St. #209. Hemet, CA 92543
Kenneth Haslam
Universal Time Service 16067 Via
Norte, Lake Elsmore, CA 92530 James
Hill
University
Garden
Chinese
Restaurant 1715 Umverslly Ave,
Riverside, CA 92506 Shuai Shuai lnl.
Unruh Enterprising 4275 Luther St.,
Riverside, CA 92506 Peggy Unruh
Vintage Wheelworks 12427 Penn St.
#D, Whiuier, CA 90602 Coleman
Conrad
Viscom 5041 Laman #110, R1vers1de,
CA 92507 Otha Proctor
Visual Perfection 1325-D State St., San
Jacinto, CA 92583 James McKay
Wacon Associates 69258 Crestwood
Drive, Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Gerry Krumwide
Waits' General Store 329 Florida Ave.,
Hemet, CA 92543 Pamela Wait
Weiss & lwakoshi Attorneys at Law
3638 University Ave. #216, Riverside,
CA 92501 Kenneth Weiss
West Riverside Veterinary 5488
Mission Blvd .. Riverside, CA 92509
Ruby Butchko
White & Giles Enterprises 13677
Stockbrook Road, Moreno Valley, CA
92553 Timmy White
White Rose Interiors 17660 Mountain
Ct., Riverside, CA 92503 Jack
Solomons
Wholesale Shutter Co. 530 E. Third St.
#A, Beaumont, CA 92223 Randy Bonjean
Vola's Auto Sales 11083 1/2 Hole Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92505 Yolanda Largher
Young Dal Lee & lm Sook Lee 5286
Arlington Ave., Riverside, CA 92504
Yum Yum Donuts Franchise ISSS 2792
Hamner Ave., Norco, CA 91760 Mario
Banuelos
Z & J Vending 31000 Riverton Lane,
Temecula, CA 92591 Zoltan Makula
ZAT Enterprises 3281 Belevedere Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92507 Terry Zbesheski
Zippadeez 51860 Avenida Herrera. La
Quinta, CA 92253 Teri Sikorski
Zoom Zoom Arcade 3836 Pontiac Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92509 Fawn Caraway •
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BUY...DON'I LEASE•••JUST PAY FOR THE COPIES...IT'S EASIER...IT'S MORE ECONOMICAL!

Sprint Means Business
in the Inland Empire

EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,
ANDSUPPLIESARE
ALL INCLUDED.

for small businesses.
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Thanks to Sprint Business,
no"' the \.VOrld is flat.
Introducin~

low, tlat rates on your

long distance services. That includes all your
state-to-state calls, as well as Sprint 800
service, fa-x, cellular long distance and

callin~

cards.

You pay the same lo"' rate
\.Vhenever you calL

Day or night. Weekdays or weekends.
On the road, or at the office. Even if
you spend as little as SSO a month .
Your long distance costs
are simple to understand.

Our low, flat ra tes end the confusion of calculating your

ABM also has:

•Copiers at Wholesale Prices/
Sales &Leasing
• Re-Manufactured Copiers
•Copier Rental Programs
• Low Cost Service &Supply Programs
• Discount Copier and Fax Supplies
• Plain Paper Fax Machines
Before you buy or lease another
copier Call ABM, "The Can't be
Copied Copier Company."

cost per minute. An d it's easy to sign up J ust call now.
We'll help your husiness do more husincss.

Sprint.
Business
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,

1• 800.7 67 •4264

Monthly mln.muml apply.
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019iS Sprint Communications Company L p

ABM

Watch for our Grand Opening • 800 N. Haven Ave., Suite 210, Ontario
canon
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Setving all of Orange County,
The Inland Empire and San Diego County

Call Today 800/ 576-FREE
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~lar~a ret, a prime wheelchair canuidate after e i~ht years of arthritis meuication, dreaued winding up a burden to anyone, especially her family.

Then she found the Center for Joint
Replacement at Lorna Linda Un iversity
Medical Center. Today, Margaret walks
upright without any limp or tiffness, and
s he enj oys a variety of activites, like picking oranges with her five year old grandson.
If the pain in your hips or knees keeps
you from doing the things you want, joint
replacement might be right for you. For
more information , call us or send in the
coupon below right away.

L OMA LINDA UNIVERSITY M EDICAL C ENTER
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Please send me FREE information about:
arne:

0 !lip replacements

Phone: -----------------

l~C:

0 Knee replacement<>

---------------

Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City I State I Zip:
Mail to: LoMA LIND,l UNfVERSITY M EDI CAL CENTER, Center for Joi nt Replacement
11234 Anderson Street, Room 7002, Lorna Linda, CA 92JS4-2H70
lf.IU
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